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Door Motif

'Hades Door' and dextrarum iunctio: catalogue

I. The door motif alone.

1) Ash chest of Q. Vitellius. Octagonal Room, Vatican Museums. Plate 17.

C.I.L. VI 29079.

Altmann. p. 20, fig. 13.

Vat. Cat. II p. 249, no. 90, pl. 15.

Gunman. III pl. 136.

HaarlAv. Cat. II, 3, fig. 13.

A rectangular chest. Each side is decorated with two doors,

each consisting of two leaves and four panels: each panel has

a ring in it. Above each double door is a pediment decorated

with a rosette, and between each pair of doors are two

pilasters sandwiching a stylised snake wriggling upwards.

There are also pilasters at the corners, and the lid of the

monument imitates a tiled roof.

2) Ash chest of P. Volumnius from the tomb of the Volumnii, Perugia.

Plate 18.

Gerken and Messerschmidt. 'Das Grab der Volumnier bei Perugia',

R. Mitt. 57 1942 pp. 229-231, pls. 44-47.
HaarlAv. Cat. II, 1, fig. 11.

The front is decorated with corner pilasters and a double door

in the centre. Both leaves contain four panels, the top ones

smaller than the bottom ones. The spaces between the door and

the pilasters are decorated with imitation walling of large

blocks of stone. Above the door is a deep architrave with the

Latin inscription on it, and above that a pediment decorated

with a medusa head and plant tendrils. The front as a whole,

therefore, imitates a temple felade. The lid also imitates

a gable roof with tiles and sphinxes and palmettes as acroteria.

The sides and back of the monument are not architectonically

treated. On the sides are bucrania supporting garlands with

a jug/patera above and birds catching frogs and snakes below.

On the back are the following elements (left to right):

a palm branch with a ribbon tied to it, a berm, a cantharos

with two birds drinking from it in front of a tree, a

column with an overturned urn on top, and a tree.
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j) Grave altar of C. Telegennus Optatus. Uffizi, Florence.

C.I.L. VI 1829.

Dntschke. III p. 120, no. 217.

Altmann. pp. 125-126, no. 133.
Mansuelli, pp. 209-210, no. 212, fig. 211a,b.

Baarliii.Cat. III, 9, figs. 26a,b.
On the front is an inscription in a panel surrounded by a frame

of acanthus containing two small birds, one with a lizard.

On the sides are large laurel trees swarming with bird and

insect life: at the foot are storks. The back is decorated in

much lowerxelief with what appears to be a temple forde

covering the whole of the space available. At the corners are

corinthian pilasters, and between them a door of four panels,

each with a lion's head with a ring in its mouth. There are steps

up to the door, and a pediment with sphinxes as acroteria.

In the pediment are cult objects - in the centre a patera, to the

left a praefericulum, and to the left a jug. In the corners are

smaller objects, possibly a bucranium and a simpulma.

4) Stone ash chest in Siena Archaeological ft:mum.
from Querce al Pino - according to the museum label although the

ash chest itself was not inscribed the tile closing the loculus

in which it was placed was. This gave the information that the

dead man was a 'quattuorviro iure dicundo della colonia Sillana

di Chiusi° and consequently the date assigned to the monument

is the first half of the first century B.C.

The front is flanked at the corners by square pilasters. There

is an elongated inscription panelabove and a door flanked by

trees and columns beneath it. The door has four panels with a

ring in each, and a step up to it. Between the inscription panel

and the pilasters are stylised plant motifs. The sides are

decorated with imitation walling, and the lid imitates a roof

with tiles and palmettes and a pediment containing a wreath.
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5) Large grave altar of Valgia Silvilla and T. Claudine Auximus.
In the garden of the MUseo Nazionale delle Terme, Rome.

On the front is the inscription panel only: there is nothing
in the rounded pediment, and the sides are decorated simply with

a jughatera. The back is totally covered by a door with fOUT

panels. The upper panels are smaller than the lower ones, and

are decorated with rings.

6) Ash chest of Statilius EUdaemon. Lateran Collection, Vatican

Museums.

In the centre of the front is the inscription panel, and at

either side are stylised doors of four panels each, without any

rings or other decoration. The lid has a pediment decorated with

a wreath, and corner palmettes.

7) Ash chest of P. Cervonius Suaves. Palazzo Farnese.

Haarliv. Cat. II, 12, fig. 21.

In the centre of the front is an inscription panel with above

it a wreath in a pediment. This is flanked by columns and then

doors with four panels, each with a ring. At the corners

are more columns, and above the doors rounded pediments decorated

with a rosette. The pediment of the monument is decorated with

tendrils.

8) Ash chest of Q. Volusius Narcissus. Lateran Collection, Vatican

Museums. Plate 19.

C.I.L. VI 7382.
Benndorf-Schoene. p. 39, no. 52.
Altmann. p. 54, no. 9, pl. 46.
Gusman. II pl. 112.

Haarliv. Cat. II, 7, fig. 17.
At the front corners are pilasters, and between them at the

bottom is a base decorated with bucrania and garlands. On

this stands a door of eight panels, with a ring in each panel.

Above the door, which has no pediment, is the inscription

panel, and above that are volutes containing rams' heads and

a palmette pattern. Down the sides of the inscription panel

and the door are hangings decorated with a guilloche pattern
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and ending in lions' feet. On the sides are a jug/patera,

and in the pediment of the lid, which imitates a roof, are

two birds and a crater.

9) Grave altar without inscription found in the Tigns.Villani -

present whereabouts unknown.

B. Corn. IT 1876 pp. 162-164, pl. XIV, IV, 1,2.

Matz-Duhn. 3929.

Altmann. p. 163, no. 205.

Haarlh. Cat. III, 7.

At all four corners are columns decorated with leaves, ending

in lions' feet and standing on sphinxes. At the top of the

monument are volutes, on the front with female heads, and

on the sides with rams' heads. From these hang tightly drawn

garlands; above on the front is a cock fight, with below

an empty inscription panel, and at the bottom, between the

sphinxes, an altar decorated with bucrania and garlands.

On the sides in the main field is a long thin door with

four panels standing on a base decorated with bucrania and

garlands. The garlands slung from the volutes cut across

the tops of the doors and support trophies and armour.

10) Ash altar of F. Ciartus Aetna. Capitoline Museums.

Mastilli. p. 42, no. 19, pl. XXXI, 121.

Baar14v. Cat. II, 4, fig. 14.

A long thin altar which slopes towards the top slightly.

At the corners are spiral columns with dolphins in the capitals.

The fields on both the sides and the front are decorated

with imitation walls; superimposed on this on the front

is a long thin double door flanked by ionic pilasters, with

rings in all four panels. The door stands on a base

decorated with three bucrania and two garlands, and above

it is an inscription panel with a garland hanging across the

top. On the sides are large omphalos-type tripods standing

on bases, and there is a small pediment to the monument

decorated with a wreath and taeniae.
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11) Ash chest of Cn. Voluntilius Sophrus. Archaeological Museum,

University of Louvain.

C.I.L. VI 29057.

Mentfancon. xuppl. V, O.

Altmann. p. 170, no. 219.

Esp4iandieu. Recueil GeneSal des Bas-Reliefs t. Statues et Bustes 

de la Gaule Romaine. IX (Paris 1925) p. 361, no. 7218.

With corner pilasters. The door underneath the inscription

panel is flanked by palm trees; it has four panels, each with a

ring, and a pediment in which there are two birds. The pediment

of the lid illustrated by Montfaucon (now missing) had what

appears to be an identical motif of two birds.

12) Ash chest of C. Magius Heraclida. British Museum. Plate 20.

C.I.L. VI 21832.

BM. Cat. 2370.

On the front there are three spirally fluted columns and two

pilasters, dividing it into four panels. In each there is a

double door with a small pediment. The doors are roughly

executed with four panels and a central doorpost - this and

the jambs have holes drilled in them to represent studs. It is

difficult to see what decorates the pediments: possibly small

birds. Above the doors are inscription panels, but only one

is inscribed. There are garlands across the top and down the

sides of the panels. The lid has two pediments. In each there

is a deer between a dog and a snake, and between the pediments

there is a triangle containing a hare with an overturned fruit

basket. On the sides are crossed spears.

13) Ash chest of L. Visillius Sedatus. Louvre.

Altmann. p. 121, no. 128.

At the front corners are palm trees on small bases, with

a laurel garland hanging from them across a double door of

four panels. At the sides of the door are piles of shields

and, above, the inscription panel. On the sides are garlands

with birds above. At the back corners are torches.
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14) Ash altar of Valerius Verna. ? St. Germain, Paris.

C.I.L. VI 28143a.

Montfaucon. suppl. V, 49.

Altmann. p. 169, no. 218.

At the front corners are ionic pilasters. From the capitals a

garland hangs down across a four-panelled double door without a

pediment and flanked by cupids. Above the door is the inscription

panel. In the pediment of the lid is a swan, and there are eagle

acroteria.

15) Ash chest of Speratus. Louvre.

C.I.L. VI 26679.

Altmann. p. 170, no. 222.

At the front corners are pilasters from whose capitals a

garland hangs down across a double door of four panels. The

door is flanked by small seated sphinxes. In the pediment of

the lid are two small birds.

16) Ash Chest of Aphrodiskas (Caes. Ser. Aug.). Capitoline Museums.

Mustilli. p. 45, no. 29, pl. 3=1,122.
Hearliv. Cat. II, 5, fig. 15.
At the corners are spiral columns from whose capitals a laurel

garland hangs across a double door of four panels and with a

narrow pediment. In the angles beside the door and under the

garland are dolphins. Above the door is the inscription panel.

17) Ash chest of L. Lepidius Epaphra. British Museum. Plate 21.

C.I.L. VI 21188.

Montfaucon. V, 120.

BM. Cat. 2368.

At the front corners are spiral columns from whose capitals

a garland hangs across a double door flanked by swans. The

door consists of four panels with rings in the two lower ones

and there is no pediment. On the sides are large palmettos,

and in the pediment of the lid a wreath.
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18) Ash chest of M. Burrius Felix. Liverpool, Merseyside Museums

(Ince Blundell Hall Collection).

Michaelis. p.404, no. 318.
At the front corners are corinthian columns. From the capitals

a garland hangs down across a double door placed under the

inscription panel. There are medusa heads on all four panels,

and on either side sits a beaked griffin. On the sides of

the monument are back corner pilasters and a tree with an

eagle and a snake. In the pediment of the lid there is a

wreath, and there are corner masks.

19) Ash altar of Valeria Thetis. Louvre.

C.I.L. VI 28284.

Altmann. p. 170, no. 221.

At the front corners are spiral columns from which a garland

hangs across the top of the inscription panel and down across

a four-panelled double door beneath it. The door is flanked

by cupids. The sides are decorated with imitation walling and

the lid has tiles represented on it. In the pediment there is

a wreath.

20) Ash altar without inscription in the Louvre.

Altmann. p. 170, no. 220.

At the front corners are spiral columns. A garland bangs across

the empty inscription panel and across the double door underneath

it. The door has four panels and a small pediment and is

surrounded by armour (helmets and shields). On the sides are

laurel trees and birds.

21) Ash chest of L. Cacius Cinna. Lateran Collection, Vatican

Museums. Plate 22.

Haarliv. Cat. II, 9, fig. 19.

At the front corners are columns. The door is under the

inscription panel: it is flanked by pilasters which support

the panel. There is no pediment to the door Which has four

panels with rings. A garland hangs down from the capitals
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of the corner columns across the door, and it is flanked by

cupids. In the pediment of the lid is a wreath, and in the

roundels of the volute ends are portrait busts in wreaths.

22) Ash chest of Vergilia Veneria. Present whereabouts unknown.

Haarli6v. Cat. II, 14, fig. 22.

Inst. Neg. 2925.

At the front corners are spiral columns with dolphins and

shells in the capitals. The door, placed under the inscription

panel, is decorated with lion heads in the bottom panels and

panther heads (?) in the upper panels. There is a pediment to

the door, decorated with a wreath. A garland hangs down across

the door, which is flanked by sphinxes sitting on bases. The

sides are decorated with imitation walling. The pediment of

the whole monument contains a wreath and taeniae.

23) Ash chest of Manlia Parata. Galleria Doria, Rome.

Matz-Ddhn. 3962.

At the front corners are spiral columns with ionic capitals.

From them a garland is slung across the top of the inscription

panels it also hangs down the sides. A second garland was

suspended from the bottom corners of the inscription panel

across a double door without a pediment, but it is 11011 broken.

The door is flanked by laurel trees. The sides are decorated

with back corner pilasters and imitation walling. In the
pediment of the lid is a goat suckling a child under a tree.

24) Ash chest in Liverpool, Merseyside Museums. (Ince Blundell

Hall Collection). Plate 23.

Michaelis. p. 405, no. 326.
There is no inscription panel. At the front corners are columns

and in the field between them a door flanked by laurel trees.

A garland (now broken) used to hang across the door, and there

are three very small steps up to it. The door has no pediment,

but on top of it are two birds with a small basket or insect.

The door has four panels, the bottom ones with rings in them.

The sides of the monument are decorated with trees, and the
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pediment of the lid has a wreath. The lid is covered with

imitation tiles.

25) Ash Chest of Celadus. Capitoline Museum. Mates 25, 26.

C.I.L. XIV 2519.

Capitoline Cat. p. 111, no. 35a, pl. 33.
HaarliV. Cat II, 6, fig. 16.
At the corners are corinthian pilasters. Between them above

is the inscription panel, and below a double door consisting

of eight panels each with a ring. The door has no pediment

and is flanked by cypresses. The sides are decorated with

a single rosette, and the lid (which does not belong?) has

bolster volute and a wreath in the pediment.

26) Front of the ash chest of P. Septimius Hernia. Bologna

Archaeological Museum.

IA the front corners are pilasters decorated with a plant

motif in low relief. In between is an inscription panel

above and below a double door: in the bottom two panels are rings

but the upper two are undecorated. The centre of the door

is marked by studs, and the door is flanked by laurel trees.

27) Ash chest of Titia Hygia. Cabinet des Mddailles, Paris. Plate 24.

At the front corners are pilastersXnder the inscription panel

is a four—panelled double door flanked by trees (laurel?).

28) Ash chest of Q. Curiatius Zosimus. Liverpool, Merseyside

Museums (Ice Blundell Hall Collection).

Michaelis. p. 404, no. 317.

At the front corners are pilasters with rosettes in the capitals.

Below the inscription panel is a double door of four panels, each

with a ring. The door has no pediment. Up the sides of the door

and the inscription panel are elongated laurel trees. On the

sides are a jug/patera. Michaelis reports a lid with a portrait

held up by two women and medusa heads in the volute ends, but

this is no longer on the chest.
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29) Ash chest of Abuccia Arescusa and L. Abuccus Pothus. Berlin,

Staatliche Museum. (also cast in Civilta Romana Museum, Rome,

Berlin Cat. no. 1124.

Raarliv. Cat. II, 16.

At the front corners are corinthian columns. Below the

inscription panel is a double door and at either side of

it a rich growth of ivy. A laurel garland, now broken, once

hung down across the door from the capitals of the columns.

The sides, also WM broken, were decorated with laurel trees.

30) Ash chest without inscription, Catania, Mnseo Civic°. inv. 832.

At the front corners are rather stylised palm trees. Below

the inscription panel is a small door of four panels with

rings in them, and without a pediment. The door is flanked

by ivy growing from cantharoi. The lid has two birds with a

gantharos in the pediment, and bolster volutes. The sides

are decorated with crossed spears.

31) Ash chest of Varia Amoeba. Present whereabouts unknown.

C.I.L. VI 28351.

Not. Sc. 1886 p. 401, n 418.

B. Corn. 1886 p. 334, no. 1374.
Altmann. p. 156, no. 189.

Haar10. Cat. II, 13.

At the front corners are spiral columns with doric capitals.

Between at the top is an inscription panel flanked by

hangings ending in lions' feet. Below the panel is a double

door of four panels with a ring in each. The door has a

pediment decorated with a wreath, and is flanked by reversed

torches. In the pediment of the lid are half portraits of

a man and a woman linking right hands. These are enclosed in
a Shell and flanked by cornucopiae. There are eagle acroteria,

and the sides are covered with imitation walling.
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32) Ash chest of C. Voltilius Domesticus. Lateran Collection,
Vatican Museums. Plate 27.

Benndorf-Schoene. p. 172, no. 260b.

Baarliv. Cat. II, 8, fig. 18.
At the front corners are columns made up of twisted flower

stalks. Between these above is the inscription panel, and

below a double door of four panels with a pediment which

cuts into the inscription panel. The door is decorated with

rings in all four panels, there are studs down the central post

and along the top of the door, and there is a wreath in the

pediment. It is flanked by bulbous columns standing on bases

and decorated with leaves at the bottom. In the pediment of

the lid is a small clipeus portrait of a boy and two ducks,

with corner masks. The sides are undecorated.

33) Ash chest of Onesimus. Broadlands, Hampshire.

Michaelis. p. 225, no. 30.

Altmann. p. 119, no. 117.

At the front corners are candelabra decorated with masks and

double sphinxes. Between these at the bottom is a double door

with lions' heads in the panels and a dog on a pedestal on
either side of it. Over the door is a wreath with the

inscription in it, and over this is a motif consisting of a

plant with either side a shell, trident and two dolphins.

On the sides are laurel branches.

34) Front of the grave altar of &ander. Florence Archaeological Museum.

C.I.L. VI 8427.
ft

Dutschke. III, 347.

Altmann. p. 157, no. 190.
At the corners are spiral columns from which garlands hang

down the sides of the inscription panel. Below this i8 a
door with four panels, each decorated with a ring. On either

side of the door are sphinxes on bases.
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35) Grave altar of Festus Genethlianus, present whereabouts unknown.

C.I.L. VI 17901.

Montfaucon. V, 121.

Altmann. p. 170, no. 223.
At the corners are columns with garlands hanging from their

capitals. Below the inscription panel is a door with a

cupid on either side.

36) Front of the ash chest of Vitalionis. Bologna, Archaeological

Museum.

At the corners are pilasters with dolphins in the capitals.

Below the inscription panel is a door of eight panels and

a pediment decorated with a wreath and palmette acroteria.

In the top four panels of the door are lions' heads, in

the bottom four, rings.

37) Ash chest in the catacombs of S. Sebastian°, Rome.

A.A. 1970, p. 940, fig. 60, p. 533.
Haarliv. Cat. II, 15, fig. 23.
At the front corners are plant-stem columns. Below the now

broken inscription panel is a door with lion heads in all

four panels, and birds (?) in the pediment. There are various

items of armour (helmets, shblds) piled up between the door

and the columns. The monument is badly damaged.

Not mentioned in the text:

38) Ash chest of Cantia Primitiva. Cabinet des Medailles, Paris.

C.I.L. VI 14369.
At the front corners are rams' heads which support a garland.

Below are two sphinxes facing one another over what was once

a door - the top two panels have been erased and ET SIBI put

in their place. There are two torches above the garland. The

sides are blank.

39) Ash chest with partly missing inscription. Louvre.

At the front corners are ionic pilasters with a garland slung

between them across the top of the inscription panel and hanging

down the sides. Below the inscription panel is a double door of

four panels each with a knob in the centre. There are two birds
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in the pediment. On the sides are amazon shields decorated

with animal heads.

40) Rough ash altar without inscription. Oxford, Ashmolean Museum.

At the corners are faint pilasters decorated with scales.

Between them, above, is an inscription panel, and below a

door with a pediment decorated with a wreath. Two garlands

hang down the sides of the inscription panel. On the sides

are trees (laurel?) and birds.
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II. The Open Door.

41) Ash altar of C. Clodius Primitivus and C. Clodius Apollinaris.

Octagonal Room, Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. VI 15699.
Altmann p. 101, no. 83, fig. 85.
Cumont. Recherches, p. 481.

}leerily. Cat. II, 10, fig. 20.

At the corners are palm trees, and below and in front of them

Victories with long wings. In the lower part of the front is a

door of four panels, each decorated with a lions' head with

a ring in its mouth. The Victories grasp the ring of the top

panel of the door leaf near to them with their inside hands,

and they appear to be pulling the door open: it is slightly

ajar. The lid has a shell portrait containing two heads, and

sea-dragons in the pediment. At the back corners are torches,

and on the sides are laurel trees with a single bird at the

foot with a berry in its break.

42) Bottom half of a grave altar in the cloisters of the Basilica

S. Paolo (fuori le Mum), Rome. Plate 28.

Matz-Dnhn. 3863.
Haarliv Cat. 111, 8; fig. 25.
Underneath the inscription panel (most of which is missing)

is an aedicula with a pediment decorated with a wreath and

corner palmettes. Instead of columns there are doors on each

sides each door has two panels heavily decorated with studs,

and with a lion's head with a ring in its mouth in the centre.

Between the doors is a portrait bast, probably of a boy (it

has been badly defaced) placed centrally and facing outwards.

There are steps leading up to the door and pilasters at the

front corners.

43) Altar of Rerenia Iusta. ? Nepi, S. Biagio.

Haarliv. Cat. III, 10, fig. 27a-d. Inst. Neg. 67 2055.

It the front corners are spiral columns, hanging garlands,

and patterned hangings ending in animal feet standing on rams'

heads. Across the top of the inscription panel is another
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garland supporting volutes with, in the whirls, cupids riding

animals, and inside, portrait busts. Below the panel is a

funerary feast scene flanked by doors with rings in the panels.

The whole scene has been badly mutilated and has a hole

through the centre, but it seems that there was a figure

on a bed with a table in front of it, and a figure standing

at the foot. On the sides are laurel trees with birds in

the branches.

44) Ash altar of Volusia Arbuscula, Chantilly.

C.I.L. VI 9424.

Altmann. p. 55, no. 11.

C-Ch. Picard, L'Art Romain (Paris 1962) p. 166, pl. =VI.
C. Beard, 'Silene porte-van' Bull. de l'Assoc. pro Aventico 

22 1974 p. 15, pl. 5, 6.

Haarlphr, Cat. III, 4.
At the corners are spiral columns. Between them (bottom to

top) are a base decorated with bucrania and garlands, the open

door motif, the inscription panel, and an elaborate pair of

volutes with an eagle between them. Down the sides of the

inscription panel and the door axe hangings decorated with

oak leaves and ending in lions' feet standing on rams' heads.

There is also a garland between the volutes and hanging down the

sides, and a frieze of shields across the top of the monument.

The sides are decorated with tripods. The door motif consists of

an open door without a pediment and with four steps leading up

to it, and a Silenus carrying a liknon on his head standing

in the doorway. He appears to be accompanied by a panther,

although Altmann says that he is carrying a hare.

45) Broken altar in the Casa dei Diamanti, Ferrara.

(of local manufacture?)

At the front corners are columns made up of twisted plant stems.

Below the inscription panel (all that remains of the inscription

is the last word) is an open door, each leaf of two panels. Inside

a shelf-like division can be seen, with on the top 'shelf' a

single bird, and below, a stork attacking a snake. The sides are

decorated with garlands.
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46) Ash altar of Q. Cornelius Saturninus, Louvre.

C.I.L. VI 16307.

Altmann. p. 171, no. 225, fig. 138.

A laurel garland hangs down from the capitals of ionic spiral

columns across the top of an archway. Inside the arch stands

a cupid holding a bird, possibly dead, in his arms. On either

side of the arch is a dancing winged woman, holding a

tambourine (?) high above her head.
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III. The dextrarum iunctio motif.

47) Grave altar of Ti. Claudius Dionysius. Lateran Collection,

Vatican Museums. Plate 30.

C.I.L. VI 15003/4.

Benadorf-Schoene. pp. 108-109, no. 184.

Altmann. p. 193, no. 261, fig. 188.

On the front of the altar a man and a woman stand turned

towards each other shaking right bands. He holds a scroll

in his free hand and she appears to be holding some object

in hers. They stand on a ledge above the inscription, and

the sides are decorated with a jug/Patera. In the rounded

pediment is a wreath.

48) Ash chest of Q. Fabius Echus and labia Restituta. Naples

Archaeological Museum.

C.I.L. VI 17522.

Matz-Dahn. 3873 (Pal. Brazza).

Altmann. p. 144, no. 157.

E. von Mercklin. Antike Figuralkauitelle. (Berlin 1962) fig. 1091

no. 571f.

At the front corners are spiral columns from whose capitals

a garland hangs across the top and down the sides of the

monument. Above the inscription panel a man and a woman stand

on a base linking right hands. Their heads are missing.

She gestures towards him with her left band but does not

quite put her hand on his shoulder. The sides are decorated with

laurel branches: there was once a lid with cupids holding a

wreath, and corner masks.

49) Ash chest of Caponius Avius. 1' S. Callisto, Rome.

Altmann. p. 107, no. 97.

At the corners are ionic columns with cupids on top: between

them is an inscription panel. From the capitals hangs a

garland above which are a man and a woman linking right hands.

Two cupids hold a garland above them. On the sides are laurel

branches and a stork.
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50) Ash chest of Claudia Lyde. Sarsina Museum.

C.I.L. VI 34925. (from Rome?)

G. Susini 'Document! epigrafici di Storia sarsinate l Rend. Lincei 

X 1955 pp. 273-275, fig. 15.
At the front corners are pilasters. In the field a man and a

woman link right hands: she puts her left hand gently on his

shoulder, he holds the folds of his toga in his left hand. The

sides are decorated with three pilasters.

51) Chest/altar of C. Antius.

C.I.L. VI 11942.
Altmann. p. 234.
This piece is mentioned by Altmann. I have no information about

it other than that it has on it a dextrarum iunctio scene

'of the usual type'.

52) Grave altar of FL intonius Asclepiades. Milan, Castello Sforzesco,

C.I.L. VI 11965.
Matz-puhn. 3904.
Altmann. p. 159, no. 196.
On the front at the top is a panel containing the busts of a

man and a woman linking right hands. This is above the inscription

panel, which is itself above a rape of Proserpina scene. These

three elements are flanked by 'tripod leg' hangings ending in

lions' feet at the bottom and tragic masks and owls at the top.

At the corners are spiral columns, and between these and the

hangings there are pieces of armour. The sides are decorated

with back corner pilasters and laurel trees with storks. The

back has a full-figure dextrarum iunctio scene in a recessed

panel.

53) Ash altar of Sex. Caesonius Apollonius. Galleria Lapidaria,

Vatican Museums. Plate 29.

C.I.L. VI 7525.

Altmann. p. 141, no. 158, fig. 118.

Vat. Cat. I pp. 194-195, no. 34, p1. 22.
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At the front corners are spiral columns; down the sides of the

inscription panel hang taeniae, and underneath it is a scene

consisting of three figures. A man and a woman link right

hands over an altar decorated with a garland and with fruits

on top. He bolds a scroll and she holds a pomegranate or an

apple. Behind her stands a child. At the back corners are

pilasters, and in the field on the sides is a large amazon

shield decorated with animal heads and a palmette.% the

pediment of the lid, which may not belong, is a female head

flanked by cornueopiae, and an ear of corn.

54) Ash altar in the Terme Museum. (Museo Nazionale dello Terme inv.

124514)
A.A. 1941 PP. 551-554, figs. 86-89.

P. Romanelli. Le Arti 4 1941-1942, p. 163, pl. LII.

Aurigemma. p. 126, no. 304, pl. 62.

JMC. Toynbee. The Art of the Romans. (London 1965) p. 95, pl. 58.
Turcan. p. 369, & n 3.

Helbig, III 2296.
Honroth. Cat. no. 35.
R. Brilliant. Roman Art (London 1974) fig. VI.25.
The altar is decorated on all four sides and has a deep lid.

Side 1: Above is an empty tabula ansata. Under an aedicula

with pilasters decorated with plants and dolphins above the

slope of the pediment stand a man and a woman on a low base.

They link right hands : her left hand is placed on his shoulder,

and he holds the drapery on his chest with his left hand.
Above them hangs a small pelta-shaped shield. There are no

other obvious attributes. On the lid above this scene there

are corner bucrania with small rams' heads below, and an

olive garland with birds pecking at it. There is a mirror

and two small pots (possibly for cosmetics) above the garland.

Side 2: (back) This has a rounded arch inside which there is

a low base with two maenads dancing in ecstacy with their

heads thrown back. They brandish thyrsi and tympana, which

they hold over a fire burning on an altar. The corresponding

section of the lid has bucrania and rams' heads as above,

with a fruit and flower garland and birds - one chasing an
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an insect, the other a lizard. Above the garland is a jug.

Side 3: Under a rounded arch two girls walk towards the front.
The one in front carries a basket of fruits and a garland,

and the one behind holds a conical sunshade over her.

The lid has bucrania, rams' heads, and a laurel garland.

Above this is a rather curious selection of natural life.

Two trees are linked across the top by a garland held at

its two ends by two small swans: above the garland is a patera.

Below the garland between the trees is a cantharos: on the

left of the trees is a stork attacking a snake, and to the

right two small birds attacking a grub.

Side 42 i.e similar to side 3. In the arch there are two boys
walking towards the front. The front one carries a cock and

a box, the rear one a jug and a patera. Above there is a

similar, though not identical, scene on the lid.

The monument has bolster volutes an the top of the lid, and

a surface for making small sacrifices.

55) Grave altar of Vinicia Tyche. Florence Archaeological Museum.

Altmann p. 272.

L.A. Milani. Ii R. Masao Archeologico di Firenze. (1912)

vol. I p. 324, no. 147: vol. II pl. CLVIII.
B.Com. 1922 pp. 58-65.

The altar is decorated on all four sides, and has spiral

columns at the corners; on each side there is a base with

a simple inscription and figures above.

On the front a man and a woman stand with right hands linked -

he holds a scroll and she a pomegranate. On the sides are

dancing maenads: one has a tympanon, the other a thyrsos and

a cantharos. On the back is a garland slung from nails. Above

it is an eagle with spread wings perched on a paters, and a

jug to one side. Below two creatures stand on a base - a dove

or a raven, and a four-legged animal, possibly a dog, sheep,

or a wolf.
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56) Ash altar of Q, Flavius Crito. Lateran Collection, Vatican

Museums.

Benndorf-Schoene. p. 92, no. 151, pl. XVII,3.

On the front is a large panel inside which are two figures

linking right hands. The heads of both figures have been

knocked off, but it is possible to identify both as male.

(The one on the left has sufficient chin left to suggest a

man, and is wearing a toga: he carries a scroll in his left

hand. The one on the right is characterised as a soldier by

his sword, staff, and sandals.) The inscription reads:

DIS MANIBUS/ Q FLAVIO CRITONI CONIUGI BENE/MERENTI ET Q

FLAVIO PROCULO/ MILIT I COH XII URB/ BASSI 'quo piENTIssImo/

.IDEIA PROCULA FECIT.

Presumably the men are to be identified as Q. Flavius Crito

and Q. Flaying Proculus, father and son. On the sides are

a jug and paters..

57) Altar of Ti. Claudius V(italis). (Ti. Claudius Philetus)

Sala in forma della Croce Greca, Vatican Museums. Plate 34.

C.I.L. VI 15314.
Altmann. p. 267, figs. 203, 203a.

Vat. Cat. 111,1. p. 58, no. 515a, pls. 31-32.

P. Boyanc4R.E.A. 44 1942 P . 202.

Cumont. Recherches p. 412.

A. Bruhl, Liber Pater. (Paris 1953) pp. 321-322, pl. XVI.

Helbig. I p. 63, no. 81.
E. Panof sky. Tomb Sculpture. (London 1964) p. 34, fig. 109.
Turcan. p. 369.
The scenes on the front and the back are the same, although

that on the back is of inferior workmanship, and the inscription

is added on the front. This scene consists of two figures

holding thyrsi in their left hands and linking right hands.

One is male and nude except for a cloak, the other female

and dressed in a chiton; both wear wreaths of vine leaves

and between them there is a seated panther. The whole scene

takes place under a vine trellis. On the right side there

is a youthful figure represented running - he has wings

in his hair and carries a horn in me raised hand and a
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branch with three poppy heads in the crook of his arm. The

other side is said to be decorated with a cantharos.
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IV The Combined Motif

58) Ash chest of Reline, Berlin, Staatliche Museum.
C.I.L. VI 2317.

Montfaucon. V pl. CXXIII.

Berlin Cat. no. 1125.

Haarli‘v. Cat. II, 17.

At the front corners are cupids with grapes in their outer

hands and their inner hands raised above their heads; below

them are sphinxes sitting on tripods. Above the inscription

panel is an open door of two leaves and a pediment decorated

with a wreath. Inside the doorway are a man and a woman

linking right hands. 3ehind them is a round altar with

fruits piled on it decorated with bucrania and garlands.

The lid has corner palmettes and a pediment with a wreath in

it (the same motif as in the pediment to the door).

59) Grave altar of C. Domitius Verus. Villa Albani.

C.I.L. VI 16979.

Montfaucon. V. pl. CXXII.

Visconti, Cat. 204,54.
Altmann. p. 171, no. 224.

Haarliv, Cat. III, 6.
At the corners are pilasters. Above the inscription panel

is a frieze of dolphins and mussel shells. Below it is

an open door of two undecorated leaves and a faint but

undecorated pediment. Inside the doorway a man and a woman

link right hands over a three—legged altar. The woman may

be holding a plant in her left hand, the man a scroll,

but both features are very worn. On the sides are laurel

trees without birds.

60) Ash altar of T. Aquiline! Pelorus. Broadlands, Ramps.

C.I.L.	 VI 9973.

Michaelis. p. 219, no. 8.
Altmann p. 57, no. 14.

HaarlAv. Cat. 11, 18.
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At the front corners are ionic columns from whose capitals

a garland hangs. Below the inscription panel is an open

double door with a pediment. Inside are a man and a woman

linking right hands: she holds an apple or a pomegranate

in her left band, and be places his left hand on her Shoulder.

61) Ash chest of Apona Felicitas. Pavlovak.

C.I.L. VI 12163.
L. Stephani. Die Antiken Sammlung zu Pawlowsk. (St. Petersburg,

1872) pp. 39-40, no. 69.
Altmann. p. 145, no. 159.
At the front corners are twisted columns with a garland

hanging from the capitals. Below the inscription panel is an

open double door flanked by eagles. Inside it stand a man

and a woman linking right hands. On the sides of the monument

are leaf patterns, and in the pediment of the lid there is a

wreath.

62) Grave altar of Yestriclus Ryginus. Vatican Museums. Galleria

delle Statue. Plate 32.

C.I.L. VI 28639.
Altmann. p. 162, no. 204, fig. 132.
Vat. Cat. II, pp. 413-414, no. 250a, pl. 45.

Haar*. Cat. III, 5.
At the front columns are corintbian columns, and hanging

down inside these are 'tripod legs' or hangings. Across

the top of the inscription panel (inscription now erased) in

a volute containing rams' heads and a goat suckling a kid.

Below the inscription panel, standing on a base decorated

with two birds chasing an insect, are a man and a woman

linking right hands in front of an open doorway. Be has

his hand on her shoulder, and she is probably holding a

fruit. There is a small pediment to the door. On the sides

are laurel trees with a raven.
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63) Ash altar of Sex. Allidius. Ny-Carlsberg Glyptothek, Copenhagen.

Altmann p. 153, no. 183, fig. 125.

Jacobsen. Ny-Carlsberg Glvutothek: Die antike Kunstvaerker.

(Copenhagen 1907) no. 798, pl. LXVIII.

Haar*. Cat. II, 19, fig. 24.

At the front corners are spiral columns with laurel garlands

hanging down the sides and a frieze above the inscription

panel: this consists of rams' heads in volutes and a medusa

head in the centre. Below the inscription panel is an

open double door with a man and a woman linking right hands

inside. Flying cupids hold up the pediment of the door, which

is decorated with two birds and a basket of fruit. The lid

is decorated with volutes.

64) Ash chest of C. Cornelius Philo. Cathedral of Nazar& del Vallo

(and cast in the Civilta Romana Museum, E.U.R.)

L. Reekmans, 'La dextrarum iunctio dans l'iconographie romaine

et paliOchretienne.' Bull. de l'Inst. hist. 

de Beige, 31 1958 p. 30 and n 1.

At the front corners are pilasters decorated with stylised

plant motifs. Above the inscription panel are three cupids

supporting two garlands, each with a theatrical mask above.

Down the sides of the panel are bulbous columns, and below it

a man and a woman linking right hands (112.1 two men as suggested
by Reekmans). They stand below a pediment in a niche which

looks like a doorway although no doors are actually represented.

The scene is flanked by large sphinxes seated on bases. The sides

are blank and the lid is missing.

65) Grave altar of Vernasia Cyclas. British Museum. Plate 33.

C.I.L. VI 18769.

Altmann p. 113, no. 106.

B.M. Cat. 2379.

At the corners are burning torches with a laurel garland.

Below the inscription panel is an aedicula with a pediment

decorated with a wreath. Inside stand a man and a woman

linking right hands. On the sides are laurel trees, and
the lid is decorated with corner dolphins and an oak wreath

in the pediment.
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66) Ash altar of C. Iulius Hermes. Muse° Nasionale dello Terme.

C.I.L. VI 5326.

Altmann, pp. 153-154, no. 184, fig. 126.

Haarliv. Cat. II, 11.

At the corners are ionic pilasters with a garland slung between

their capitals. Below the inscription panel is an aedicula made

of columns supporting a pediment with a wreath. Under it a

man and a woman link right hands. She appears to be hold a

pomegranate or an apple. On the sides are laurel trees with

storks at their feet and in the pediment of the lid are two

cupids and a shell with an eagle (?) in it. The lid possibly

does not belong to the monument.

67) Left side of an altar without inscription. Present whereabouts

unknown (once Aula Maecenatis)

Altmann. p. 108, no. 100.

At the corner is a cupid standing on a globe on a sphinx on

a small base decorated with a garland. Below the inscription

panel is an aedicula with a wreath in the pediment. Inside

are a man and a woman linking right hands: he has his left hand

on her shoulder.

68) Altar of Grania Faustina. Lateran Collection, Vatican Museums.

Benndorf-Schoene. p. 21, no. 33.

At the corners are pilasters with elaborate capitals and

tile/scale decoration. Between them is the inscription

panel, and above a scene consiting of three figures: on

the left a man, on the right a woman, and in the centre a

boy. The boy huddles up to the woman who clasps one of his

hands and puts a protective arm around him. The man puts

his hand on the boy's shoulder. All three turn to look outwards.

The pediment has two birds on it, both chasing insects, and

corner palmettes. On the sides are a jug/patera.



Reclining figures.

1). Grave altar of Cornelia Cleopatra. Ny-Carlsberg Glyptothek.

C.I.L. VI 16368.

Matz-Duhn. 3943.

Altmann. p. 94, no. 69, fig. 79.

Jacobsen. Ny-Carlsberg Glyptothek: Die antike Kunstvaerker.

(Copenhagen 1907). no. 796, pl. LXVIII.

At the front corners are ammon heads and eagles, with a fruit

garland. Above the garland is a sleeping half naked woman

with her legs crossed. The lid has corner palmettos and a rounded

pediment with a sphinx with a bull's head. At the sides are

back corner rams' heads and ravens with a garland and a Jug/

patera above.

2). Altar of Terpollia Procilla. Present whereabouts unknown.

C.I.L. VI 27267.

Michaelis, P• 462, no. 79.

Cumont, Recherches, p. 401, n 2.

ace. Michaelis: 'On the front is represented a sleeping female

figure, upper part of body nude, the hair arranged high in

front. L. hand rests on an urn with water flowing out of it.

By it flies an Eros with wreath.'

3)• Grave altar of Claudius Hyllus. Present whereabouts unknown.

(Once the property of Bert Crowther Ltd., Syon Lodge, Isleworth

sold c. 1970).

C.I.L. VI 15118.

Michaelis, p. 457, no. 71.

CC. Vermeule. Notes on a new edition of Michaelis' Part II

A.J.A. 60 1956 p. 335, pl. 106, fig. 11.

In the main field is the inscription; in the rounded pediment

is a winged cupid reclining on a rock, with one arm raised

above his head (not necessarily sleeping). On the sides are a

jughatera.
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• Altar of L. Aufidius Aprilis. Found Via Flaminia 122.
Not. Sc. 1975 pp. 205-214, 224-228.
At the front corners are ammon heads above kalathos dancers

emerging from flowers. The ammon heads support an oak garland:

above it a young satyr lies sprawled asleep on a panther

skin. Two goats watch him. On the sides are rams' heads

above eagles at the back corners, a laurel garland, and

above a jug/patera, below a dolphin. On the back is a laurel

tree with birds in the branches and storks at the. foot. The

lid is decorated with beaked griffins flanking a thymiaterion.

5). Ash altar of Antonia Panace. ? Naples.

(Known only from description and a drawing in Montfaucon I,

fig. 121,3).
C.I.L. VI 12059.
Altmann, p. 149, no. 173.
At the corners are spiral columns with flower capitals. There

is a winged medusa head above the inscription panel, and below

it a reclining skeleton with one hand raised to its head. A

bird catching a butterfly is perched on one knee, and there is

another insect flying about. The figure may be holding one or

more drinking vessels. On the sides are laurel trees with birds.

6). Ash chest of M. Ulpius Euphrosynue. Cabinet des Medailles, Paris.

At the front corners are rams' heads with masks below. A garland

of laurel leaves hangs from the rams' heads; above it there is

a sleeping figure underneath what appears to be the roof of a

rocky cave. There is a second smaller figure in the background.

7). Grave altar of Apusulenus Caerellianus. Mnseo Nazionale dells

Terme (inv. 23892). Plates 9, 35.
C.I.L. VI 38027.
Honroth, cat. 59.
At the front corners are cupids standing on eagles and supporting

a garland. Below the garland are birds pecking at a wreath, and

in the space above the garland there is a half naked figure

reclining on rocky ground. He holds a wreath and a winged cupid

holding a torch flies over him. On the sides are back corner

rams' heads with birds, laurel garlands and a jughatera.

14)
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8). Grave altar of T. Flavium Abascantum. ? Ducal Palace, Urbino.

C.I.L. VI 8628.

Cumont, Recherches, Appendix I.

E. Panof sky, Tomb Sculpture (London 1964), pl. 33.

Above the inscription panel is a scene of a reclining man. He

holds a wreath and a cup or a pomegranate. On the left is a

flying cupid with a torch which he holds over the reclining

figure. On the right is a small child, who props up the man's

head. Below the inscription panel is a four-horse chariot at

full gallop, and in the pediment an eagle.

9). Ash chest without inscription. Once in the Villa Pacca - present

whereabouts unknown.

Ann. dell'Inst. 1869 p. 78, RI.

Matz-Duhn, 3958.

Altmann, p. 256, fig. 200.

On the front of the ash chest is a scene from the Meleager myth.

In the deep pediment of the lid a girl lies asleep against a

rock, and above her a cupid holds what seem to be poppy heads

over her. On the sides are griffins.

10). Grave stone of Pompeia Margaris. Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.

C.I.L. VI 24550.

Altmann, p. 191, no. 257.

Fitzwilliam Cat. no.144, pl. 44.
Above the inscription panel is a tablet showing a fully dressed

woman asleep on a couch. In one hand she holds loosely a

pomegranate or poppy head which dangles over the side of the bed.

A fairly large dog sits on hers knee and paws at her. In the

pediment is a wreath.
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11). Grave altar of Ti. Claudius V(italis), Sala in forma della

Croce Greca, Vatican Museums, Plate 34.

(Door motif no. 57).	 •

The figure of 'Somnus l is on the side. He is naked, with wings

in his hair, and brandishes a horn in one hand. Be cradles a

branch of poppy heads in the crook of the other arm.

12). Fragment of a grave altar with a Greek inscription. Museo

Chiaramonti, Vatican Museums.

Altmann, p. 155, no. 186.

Vat. Cat. I pp. 535-536, no. 349a, pl. 55.

The right hand side of the altar is missing. At the front left

hand corner is a spiral column with a garland and a lion-footed
hanging between it and the inscription panel, most of which is

missing. Below the panel is a couch standing on a low base
decorated with small birds. A woman reclines on the couch -

her head and left arm are missing. Over the back of the couch,

which is decorated with imitation walling, leans a figure with

his left arm stretched out and very widespread wings. On the

side there is a tripod.

13). Ash chest of Iulia Eleutheris. Museo Nazionale delle Terme.

On the front is a scene taking up all the available field. In

front of a curtain a swathed child lies on a couch under which
there is a dog. On the left side site a dejected man, on the

right a woman. Behind the bed are four other figures, one of

whom has his or her hand under the child's chin. On the lid

is the inscription panel with corner masks. On the right side

is a mourning child sitting on a stool in front of a tomb,

and on the left side a tree (pine?).

14). Round urn of C. Aemilius Felix. Galleria Doria.

C.I.L. VI 11074.

Altmann, p . 194, no. 264.

Under the inscription panel a bearded man sleeps on a couch,
with his slippers lying below it. On the left, in an armchair,

is a woman with a girl standing behind her, and on the right

is a man on a stool with a servant behind him.The.badk of the

urn is strigillated.
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15). Ash chest without inscription, Berlin, Staatliche Museum.

Berlin Cat. 1139.

On the front is a scene Showing a woman asleep on a couch

with her head resting on her arm. On the lid are plant ornaments

and palmettes.

16). Ash altar of Licinia Chrysis, Galleria delle Statue, Vatican

Museums, Plate 36.

C.I.L. VI 21318.

Vat. Cat. 119 P . 432 , no. 258a, pl. 48.

Altmann. p. 168, no. 215, fig. 137.

At the front corners are spiral columns with leaf capitals with

swans in them. Above the inscription panel are three small

cupids supporting garlands, with swans in the lunettes. The

garland also hangs down the sides of the inscription panel.

Below this a woman lies asleep on a couch with a child

standing at her head and foot. The one at the head of the couch

has a basket in his arms.

17). Altar without inscription. Villa Borghese.

At the top of the front is a small panel. In it a female figure

languishes on a couch; one arm props her up and dangles on the

bed, and the other is draped over her knees. Behind the couch

stands a small female slave, and at the foot of the bed is a

second chil -like figure leaning over the foot of the bed and

pointing towards her. The arm of this figure is broken, so that

it is impossible to be sure of the gesture. On the sides are a

jughatera.

18). Funerary relief of Cornelia Onesime. British Museum. Plate 39.

C.I.L. VI 16188.

B.M. Cat. 2363

Above the inscription panel a girl lies asleep on a bed. In

front of it is a three-legged table on which there are three

vessels. Under the bed stands a raven with a piece of cake

in its beak. On either side, on a much larger scale, are portrait

busts - the one on the right of a man, the one on the left um-

finished, but possibly of a woman. Cornelia Onesime's name is

carved on the bed.
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Other monuments with sleeping figures not in the text.

19).Ash chest of Scribonia Redone, Pisa, Campo Santo.

Lasinio, pl. VII, no. 8.

At the front corners are seated griffins, and under the

inscription panel two cupids hold a portrait roundel with

the busts of two people in it. On the sides are palmettes,

and in the pediment of the lid, which has eagle acroteria,

there is a reclining man with a rabbit or some other animal.

20). Grave altar of Valeria Fortunata. ? Pal. Farnese.

C.I.L. VI 38194.

Matz-Thaw 3944.

Altmann p. 91, no. 61.

At the front corners are ammon heads and eagles with a garland.
Above this is a naked reclining woman with a raven at her foot

and a cupid behind her. Under the garland is a ram and two

cupids. On the sides are rams' heads,garlands, a jusipatera, and

birds with a butterfly.

21).Lost grave altar of M. Caecilius Rufus.

C.I.L. VI 9897.

Mon. Matth. III pl. //Mil.

Altmann p. 76, no. 32.

At the front corners are rams' heads and double sphinxes, with

a fruit garland. Above this is a scene similar to that on no. 20,

with a woman reclining with a raven and a cupid. Under the

garland are two birds, and in the pediment the wolf and twins

motif. On the sides are laurel branches.

Feasting Figures.

22).Ash altar of Iulia Capriola. Eliseo Nazionale delle Terme. Plate 27.

C.I.L. VI 6209.

Altmann p. 144, no. 156, fig. 117.

The front corners are occupied with broad fluted ionic pilasters

which flank the inscription panel. Below this is the banquet scene

in very high relief. A woman reclines on a high-backed couch,

leaning on her left, arm, in the hand of which she holds a cup
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or pot. Her other arm is draped over her knees and she may have

been holding a wreath. Her feet are bare and her slippers lie

discarded under the couch. In front of the couch stands a three-

legged table on which there stand two pots and a ladle (?).

In the rounded pediment of the lid is a wreath.

23). Grave altar of Attia Agele. Museo Chiaramonti, Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. VI 12758.
Altmann. p. 191, no. 255, fig. 153.
Vat. Cat. I p. 523, no. 322r, pl. 54.
The banquet scene is in a panel let into the front of the

monument. A woman reclines on a high-backed couch decorated

with brickwork. A garland which she touches with her right

hand is draped over her knees. In her left hand the holds a cup,

and on the table standing in front of her are three more elegant

cups. The top of the monument is decorated with volutes.

24). Grave altar of Pomponia Postuma, Florence, Archaeological Museum.

In a panel on the front of the monument a woman reclines on

a high sided bed, holding in one of her arms a small dog. On

a table in front of her are a rosette-shaped cake and another

object. On the sides are a jughatera, and in the pediment a

wreath.

25). Ash chest of T. Titulenus Isauricus. British Museum.

C.I.L. VI 27537.

Altmann p. 191, no. 256.

B.M. Cat. 2377.

In the bottom half of the front is the inscription, with a

banquet scene above. A half-draped man reclines on a bed with

a wreath on his head and a cup in his hand: there is no table.

At the corners are burning torches, and in the pediment a

wreath.
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26). Small altar without inscription. NV800 Nazionale dells Terse.

Inst. Neg. 74 235.
At the front corners are pilasters decorated with ivy growing

out of a crater.. Below the empty inscription panel a half naked

boy reclines on a couch with a table is front of it, and a

rhyton (?), and a cake on it. He holds a cup in his hand. The

couch is decorated with wane' heads.

27). Trout of the ash altar of L. Carullus relicissimus. Verona.

C.I.L. XIV 318.

Maffei, Mnseo Veronese, p. CXIV.

Biltechke, IV p. 198, no. 452.
Altmann. p. 160, no. 200.

At the front corners are spiral ionic columns, with laurel

garlands hanging down the sides of the inscription panel.

Below this is a couch on which a man reclines, holding a bowl

in one hand and a wreath in the other.

28). Grave altar of C. Calpurniue Beryline. Capitoline ?Ingenue. Plate 38.
C.I.L. VI 14151.

Altmann. p. 152, no. 182, fig. 124.

Capitoline Cat. pp. 353...354, no. 14a, pl. 89.

At the front corners are spiral columns with corinthian capitals,

and between a frieze with rams' heads and a medusa head in

volutes. Below the inscription panel a half-draped man lies on

a bed, holding a large wreath in his right hand held on his

knee; the other arm props him up and he holds an object in the

hand (a cup?). In front of him there is a three-legged table

with a rosette-type cake and a ladle on it. At either end of

the couch is a figure in a short tunic: the one at the foot

bolds a jug. On the sides are back corner pilasters and a

griffin seated on a base.

29). Ash altar of Lucretius Byline. Ostia, outside the museum. Plate 14.

At the front corners are spiral columns with birds in the capitals.

In the centre is the inscription panel, with garlands hanging down

the sides. Above it a man reclines on a couch; his head is missing

and he holds a bowl in one hand. At the head of the couch there
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are substantial remains of a naked boy, and there are faint

traces of a figure at the foot. Below the inscription panel

is a scene of the rape of Proserpina and on the sides tripods

with back corner pilasters.

30). Altar of Herenia Insta.? Hopi, S. Biagio.

(door motif no. 43).
The feast scene is below the inscription panel: it is flanked

by open doors with rings in the panels. It is badly mutilated

with a hole through the centre, but it seems that it showed a

figure reclining on a bed with a table in front of it and another

figure standing at the foot. On the sides are laurel trees with

birds.

31). Small altar without inscription in the British Museum.

Altmann. p. 193, no. 262.
B.M. Cat. 2383.
The front is covered with a banquet scene. A man reclines on a

bed with a bowl and a wreath in his hands. A boy stands at the

foot of the bed, gesturing towards the wreath which the man

holds out towards him. On the sides are a jug/patera.

32). Ash Chest of M. Servilins Hermeros, Pal. Corsini, Rome.

Altmann. p. 145, no. 160.
At the front corners are ionic columns with garlands hanging

down them. Below the inscription panel a woman reclines on a

bed with one arm held across her body, the other holding a cup.

Her slippers lie under the bed and a table stands at the foot.

On it are two vessels and a ladle, and above it, as if suspended

from the wall, is a rosette-shaped object (a cake?). Two boys

stand at the head of the couch and a third leans over the back

of the couch. The smaller of the two at the head holds a bird,
and the one leaning over the back is brandishing a torch or a

fan. On the sides are large palmettos, and in the pediment of
the lid a reath.
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33). Ash chest of Lorania Cypare. Louvre.

C.I.L. VI 21509a.

Altmann. p. 108, no. 101, fig. 88.

Antike Plastik IX fig. 14.

At the bottom of the front is an inscription panel flanked

by cupids. Above this at the corners are short pillars with

boys standing on top, and between them a woman reclining on

a couch. The boys lean on the couch sides, and the one at the

head holds a jug. There is imitation walling on the back of the

couch, and above it two garlands. A cupid leans over the back

of the couch holding a disc out towards the woman. In front of

the couch is a three-legged table with two cups on it, and

below the bed is a footstool. On the sides are laurel branches

with birds, and in the pediment of the lid is a rosette.

34). Ash chest of L. Roscius Prepons, Naples Archaeological ?inseam.

It the front corners are columns topped by heads wearing

eastern caps. Above the inscription panel is a scene of

a man reclining on a high backed couch, cup in hand, with

a three-legged table with two objects on it in front of

him. His wife is seated at the end of the couch; she holds

her hand to her chin, and has a worried look.

35). Grave altar of L. Calpurnius Chins. Mimeo Nasionale dello Terme.

XIV 309.

Altmann. p. 192, no. 258.

The whole of the front Is taken up by a long inscription

recording the various civic and religious positions held

by the dead man; it also lists various other Calpurnii

commemorated by the monument. The feasting scene is in the

pediment. The reclining man has his right hand on his wife's

Shoulder (or gestures towards her) - and she is seated on

the end of the couch. There is no table.
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36). Top half of an altar in the church of S. Silvestro, Rome.

The feast scene is in the pediment. A man reclines on a bed

with a table in front of it. On the table are two objects

(not pots 1), and he has a cup in his band. There is a woman

sitting at the end of the bed; she has her hand raised to

her chin and her feet rest on a footstool. H. gestures towards

her. The heads of both figures are missing.

37). Altar/chest of C. Iulius 1-44yncianns. Pratica di Mare.

Inst. Neg. 65 47/9.
Above the inscriptional panel, as if on the lid, is the

feast scene. The bed tikes up the Whole of the breadth;

on it is a man holding a cup with his other band stretched

out towards a garland draped over his knees. This is held

at one end by his 'wife who is sitting at the end of the

couch. She has her feet on a footstool and clutches a bird

to her chest. The heads of both figures are missing. There is

imitation walling on the back of the couch, and in front of

it a three-legged table with two pots and a ladle on it.

38). Ash chest of Sostratus, Villa Albani.

C.I.L. VI 26645
Altmann. p. 121, no. 127.

At the corners are bulbous columns with masks on top: from

them hangs a laurel garland. The inscription fits in above this.

Above is the funerary banquet scene, with a very high backed

couch with walling on it. On it reclines a fairly young man

holding a cup. In front of him is a three-legged table with

another pot on it. A woman sits at the end of the bed with

a footstool. She holds a garland lopped up into a wreath.

They gesture towards each other with open hands, but do

not shake them. The sides are blank.

39). Grave altar of Licinius Primigenius. Louvre.

C.I.L. VI 21290.

Montfaucon. V pl. 70.

Altmann. P. 171, no. 227.
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At the front corners are columns with flowers in the capitals.

Between them, across the top and down the sides, hangs a

garland. Above the inscription panel is the feast scenes

a man reclines with a pot in one hand and a woman sitting

at the foot of the bed with a garland draped over her knees.

The heads are mutilated. On the sides are laurel trees with

back corner pilasters.

40). Grave altar of C. Alfidius Callipus. Lost.

C.I.L. VI 11440.

Picontfancon. V pl. 71.

Above the inscription panel is a pediment with a man re-

clining on a bed; in his left hand is a wreath, and in his

right a cantharos. There is a table in front of the conch,

and a woman reading from a scroll sitting at the end. On

the left side are Amor and Psyche, and on the right Venus

and Cupid.

41). Grave altar of Pedana. Lost.

C.I.L. VI 17050.

Altmann. p. 118, no. 113.

At the front corners are candelabra. Above the inscription

panel is a feast scenes a man reclines on a bed with a table

in front of it. A woman sits at the end of the couch, and

he puts his hand on her shoulder. On the sides are laurel

branches with swans.

42). Broken ash chest front, Vigna Codini

Snhling. Die Tanbe ale religioees Symbol im Christlichen Altertum

. (Freiburg 1930) p. 287, no. 31, pl. 12,2.

The altar would appear to have been set up by a man to a woman,

but over half the inscription panel is missing. At the right

hand corner is a spiral column. In the field there was an

inscription panel above and the banquet scene below. A woman

reclines on a conch without a table or drinking vessels, but
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with a lyre and a bird (a dove or raven). The lege of a

figure sitting on the end of the bed remain, but the rest

of it is missing.

43). Altar of L. MIXCiM8 Inicetus. Velletri?

Inst. Neg. 70. 1084/5/6/7.

At the front corners are spiral columns with stylised flower

hangings down the sides. At the bottom is the inscription

panel, and above the feast scene with a flower garland drawn

across the top of the monument. A man reclines on the bed

with imitation walling on the back. His wife sits at the foot

of the bed with her feet on a footstool. There is a garland

draped over his knees at which they both gesture. In front

of the bed there is a table with two cups on its he holds

another. There is a small servant standing at the head of the

bed. On the other three sides are representations of Juno,

Jupiter and Mercury.

414) . Bottom half of a grave altar dedicated by Orpheus in the

Capitoline Museums.

Mnstilli. p. 45, no. X, pl. XXXI, 126.
At the corners are columns with the feast scene between them.

On a couch with imitation walling on the back lies a figure,

probably a man, with a cap in his hand. 1 woman sits at

the foot of the couch, and they link hands (his right with

her left). At the head and foot stand boys - the one at

the foot holding a jug. In front of the couch there in a

three-legged table with objects on it. (1 1 a rhvton and a

half-eaten cake). Above this scene is the badly damaged

inscription panel. The sides are empty.

45). Ash chest of M. Dominus Primigenius. Matropolitan Museum
of Art, New York.

Boman Art: a Picture Book. (Metropolitan Museum of Art) (New

York 1936) pl. 9.

Below on the front is the inscription panel. Above, between

upright burning torches, is the feast scene. A reclining
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woman holds a cup and in front of the bed is a three-legged

table with more cups on it. A male (?) figure, possibly a

boy, sits at the end of the bed with his feet on a high

plinth. He holds his arm out to the woman and she touches

his Cheek. It either end of the couch is a child, one with

a jug, the other with fruits. Behind the bed is a stone

wall and a mass of flowers (possibly a garland). On the sides

are trees and on the lid there are corner eagles and a birds'

nest in the pediment with parent birds feeding four nestlings.

46).Grave altar of Atimetus. British Museum. Plate 40.

C.I.L. VI 8525.

Altmann. p. 194, no. 263.

B.M. Cat. 2353.

Above the inscription panel is a feast scene with a man

reclining on a couch. On his head is a wreath, in his left

hand a bowl, in his right a wreath. A woman stands behind him

as if easing him onto the couch, and there are also two boys

sitting at the end. On the sides are a jug/patera.

47).Grave altar of P. Vitelline SUCCOBSUB. Galleria dells Status,

Vatican MUseusn.

C.I.L. VI 20988a.

Altmann. p. 192, no. 259, fig. 154.

Vat. Cat. II p. 624, no. 411, pl. 52.

Helbig. 19 146.

On the front is a recessed panel divided into two horizontally.

Below there is an inscription panel flanked by cupids, the

one on the left with a pedun and a basket, the other with a

garland. The scene above shows a well-draped middle-aged

man reclining on a couch. A woman sits on the foot of the

couch; she is well-dressed with elaborate waved hair. They

link right hands and he holds a cup in his left hand. Under

the bed is a dog, and there is a table with three pots on

it. To the right of the bed is a palm tree, and beyond it

a prancing horse facing towards the feast scene. Above is
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a rounded pediment with &lair of portraits in its the

hairstyles and general features suggest that this is the

same two people as on the feast scene. On the sides are

seated griffins.

48). Grave altar of Q. Socconius Felix. Via Quattro Fontane 13-18,

Rome.

F. Goethert, 'Grabara des Q. Socconius Felix' Antike Plastik 

IX pp. 79-85.
At all four corners are pilasters decorated with plant motifs.

On the front is the feast scene. Both the man and the woman

recline on the couch. Be holds a cup, and she a box (?).

Above flies a cupid holding a shell in one hand and a scroll -

like object in the other. Three boys serve the couple, and there

is a table with drinking vessels (a cantharos and a beaker

decorated with laurel)on it in front of the couch. The right

hand boy has his right hand raised to the table, and he holds

something in his left hand (a torch, or possibly a scroll).

The one on the left carries a garland, and the central one is

carrying a jug towards the table. On the back there is a shop

scene with a customer and shop assistants examining a piece

of cloth. On the sides there are garlands upheld by flying

birds, and a jug/paters.

49). Bound ash chest in Aquileia.

G. Fogolari, 'Ara con scene di convito s , Aquileia Nostra 27

.	 1956 pp. 39-50.
Four people feast off the empty inscription pane/ which

doubles as a table. A figure reclines on either side of it, and

two more figures are represented behind its these may be

reclining facing out of the scene, but are more probably seated.

Oa the right is a servant carrying a basket of fruits, and

there is also a flute player.
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50). Ash cheat in Este, Museo Nazionale Atestino.

logolari, mt• cit•, passim.

The banquet scene is on the back of the monument. Twelve

or thirteen banqueters are represented all reclining round

the same table. The central figure is identified by rogolari

as the deceased.

51). Small altar without inscription. ? Yelletri, Cathedral Mama.

Inst. Neg. 70 1076/7/8.

At the front corners are spiral columns with garlands and

patterned hangings between them and the inscription panel.

Above the inscription panel are volutes decorated with

cupid heads and a griffin in the centre. below the inscrip-

tion panel is a small soene with three figures round a table.

On the left a man sits on a chair and gestures towards an

object on the table, and sitting behind the table, facing

outwards, is a woman. To the right stands a smaller figure

in a tunic. On the sides are back corner torches and on the

right a laurel with a dog chasing a rabbit past it, and, on

the left, a tree with storks at the foot and birds in the

branches.

52). Altar of lulls Dorcas. S. Maria dell'Anima, Rome (?).

At the front corners are columns made up of twisted flower

stalks. Below there is an inscription panel, and above a

seated female figure on a throne—like chair, with another

figure (a servant?) standing in front of her. There is a

garland across the top of the scene.
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1). Grave altar of L. Cornelius Atimetus. Galleria Lapidaria,

Vatican Museums. Plates 41 and 42.

C.I.L. VI 16166.

Altmann. pp. 172-173, no. 229 9 fig. 139, 139a.
Vat. Cat. I p. 275, no. 147, pl. 30.
A very large monument with the inscription on the front in

a simply framed panel. On the left side is a workshop scene

on a small ledge with two men working at an anvil and a
forge in the background. On the right side is a represen-

tation of the shop with a number of different blades on display.

To the left of the counter is a togate figure, the customer,

on the right in a long tunic the shop assistant. On the back

of the monument there are a jug and a patera.

2). Grave altar of Q. Socconius Felix. Via Quattro Fontana 13-18,
Rome.

(c.f. Reclining figures no. 48)
On the back of the monument is a Shop scene - a piece of

cloth (a toga 9) is on display to a seated customer. There

are four shop assistants and a basket in the air above the

table. On the front of the monument there is a feast scene,

and on the sides garlands held up by flying birds, with a

jug/patera above.

3). Ash chest of T. Sextius Polytimus. Louvre.

C.I.L. VI 26532.

Altmann. p. 251, fig. 196.
Under the inscription panel is a small scene showing a man

wearing a yoke from which amphorae are suspended. Other
amphorae scatter the field. On the lid in the round is a

representation of a hen sheltering chicks.

4). Grave altar of Carpus Pallantius. Mnseo Chiaramonti, Vatican

Museums.

C.I.L. VI 8470.

Altmann. p. 243.
Vat. Cat. I p. 704, no. 587A, pl. 75.
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The inscription on the front tells us that the dead man

was the 'adiutor Athenodori praef. annonae l . On the right

side is the goddess Annona herself, on the left side the

dead man on a boat with on his left side a three-sided

pillar (a Bodine?).

5). Grave altar of L. Calpurnius Daphnus.Pal. Massimi. Plate 43.
C.I.L. VI 9183.
Mats-Oihn 3880.

Altmann p. 251.

The inscription says that the dead man was 'argentarins macelli

magpi e . Underneath the inscription panel on the front is a

small scene presumably showing him at work. Be stands in the

centre in a long tunic holding a small open box. In the other

hand he holds a large object identified as a fish by Matz-Enhn.

On either side of him are men carrying large baskets on their

Shoulders. The pediment is decorated with a sea-horse, and

the acroteria with dolphins.

6). Altar of Coelius Diopysius. Galleria Lapidaria, Vatican Hnseums.

C.I.L. VI 1898.

Altmann. p. 157, no. 191, fig. 128.
Tat. Cat. I p. 736, no. 634B.
At the front corners are spiral columns with a laurel garland

hanging across the top and down the sides, thus enclosing

the inscription panel with a man standing on top of it. On

either side there are faeces and symbols of his office of

lictor - the details are very worn. It the back corners are

pilasters with acanthus whirls and flowers in the field on

the sides.

7). Grave altar of a centurion. Galleria Lapidaria, Vatican Museums.

Altmann p. 235, fig. 189.
Vat. Cat. I p. 287, no. 163, pl. 30.
At the front corners are pilasters decorated with a variety of

symbols. These flank the full-length portrait of a man in a

tunic holding the staff of a centurion in one hand and in

the other a patera held over an altar piled with fruits. In
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the rounded pediment there is an eagle with masks as

acroteria.

8). Small altar to a Greek flute player. Florence, Uffizi gallery.

Mansuelli. p. 220, no. 231, fig. 229.

At the front corners are very rudimentary pilasters.

Between then is a small, dumpy (? dwarf-like) man standing

on a base. The inscription is carved on this base. He has

bushy hair and a beard, and holds two flutes. In the

pediment there is a wreath with taenlae.

9). Grave altar of T. Statillun Aper. Capitoline Museums.

(For the main scene on the front c.f. Portraits no. 5)
On the left side of the monument are a foot-measure, a rod,

a flat case with a sliding top, and a ball of twine. On the

right side there is an abacus, and a basket - the catalogue

suggests that this is a case full of styles,

10). Grave altar of C. Vadennius Moderatus. Galleria Lapidaria,

Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. VI 2725.

Altmann, p. 247.

Hagen, R.Mitt. XIX 1904, P. 255.
R. Schneider, sGeschuetse ant antiken	 R.Mitt. XX

1905, pp. 176-183.
Vat. Cat. I pp. 257-258, no. 128, pl. 26.

Balbig, I, 363.
On the front is the inscription panel Which tells us that

the dead man was an 'architectus armamentarii l . On the right

side is a set square, on the left a curious object best
interpreted as a piece of Roman artillery.

11).Grave altar of the Aebutii, Capitoline Mbseums,

C.I.L. V/ 10588.

Capitoline Cat. p. 75, no. 6, pl. 15.

Above the inscription panel there is a pediment: in this

are a number of mason's instruments - a plummet, a level
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and a plumb-line, a T-square, a measure, and a pair of

compasses.

12).Large ash chest without inscription. Lateran collection,

Vatican Museums.

Benndorf-Schoene, p. 196, no. 310, pl. =0-5.

Altmann. p. 251.

On the front two naked youths tread grapes in a bath

decorated with a lion's heads the scene takes place under

a roof held up by herms which flank the scene. On the

right hand side two men are represented lifting a basket

laden with grapes While a supervisor looks on. On the left

side a man wearing a hood on his head and a basket on his

back climbs a ladder propped up against a stout vine. In
the rounded pediment of the lid are two beaked griffins

with a candelabrum.

13).Grave altar of Flavius Abascantue, Urbino, Ducal Palace.

(Reclining figures no. 8).

Below the inscription panel a racing chariot is shown at

the gallop. The charioteer years a helmet and carries a

wreath in his outstretched hand, and a palm branch over

his shoulder. At the bottom of the inscription panel in

small letters are the names of the Charioteer - Scorpus -

and of the four horses - Ingenuus, Admetus, Passerinus, and

Atmetus.

14).Ash chest of Calpurnius Optatus. Capitoline Museums.

From the columbarium of Pomponius Hylas.

C.I.L. vi 5555, & 14178.

Capitoline Cat. p. 53, no. 3, pl. 11.
Below the inscription panel are two four-horse chariots at

full gallop plunging towards one another. The charioteer

on the left carries a palm branch over his shoulder. The

lid, which does not fit, has two birds in the pediment

and corner masks.
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15). Altar of Onesimus t lost.

C.I.L. VI 23472.
Cumont, Recherches. pp. 462-463.
On the front is the metrical inscription. On one side is

a child in a quadriga with a palm branch and a wreath, on

the other a child wearing al:diens, his hand against his Sheet.

16). Ash chest of MArgaris. Paris, Cabinet des M4aailles.
C.I.L. VI 22168.
Altmann, pp. 254-255.

Babelon, Guide illustridu Cabinet des (dailles t p. 3, fig. 2.
On the front are corner rams' heads with short laurel garlands
banging from them. Below the inscription panel is a small

scene of a woman and a man playing a game on a chequered

board (?). In the pediment of the lid is a portrait bust of

Margaris in a shell flanked by dolphins. The sides are blank.

17). Altar of Q. Caving Missions. Octagonal Room, Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. VI 18911.
Vat. Cat. I pp. 249-250, no. 115a, pl. 27.
Helbig. I 222.

The front is taken up by the portrait busts of a woman and

a man above and the inscription panel below. In the pediment

are two cupids holding up a garland with a medusa bead above

it. On the left hand side two adults, one sitting in an arm-

chair, confront two naked boyss one of the adults putss his

hand on the shoulder of the larger of the boys. On the right

hand side a woman stands in the centre of the field holding

a basket in one hand, and a flower (?) in the other. Two

smaller figures, one carrying a banner, stand on the left.

18). Altar of C. Iulius Philetus. Lateran Collection, Vatican

Museums. Plate 44.
C.I.L. VI 20189.
Altmann. pp. 255, 265.
Below the unframed inscription on the front are two figures

standing on rock bases. On the left is a child: he is dressed

7
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in a tunic which is falling off his shoulders, and he holds

up the skirt in one hand. In the other hand he holds a bunch

of grapes which are falling into the skirt. A rabbit sits in

the hollow of the skirt and eats the grapes, and it looks as

if a bird is perched on his raised hand. The head and hand

are broken. On the right, also with the head broken off,

is a man dressed in a toga. So much of the figure has been

damaged that it is impossible to tell what he was doing. On

the left side a man dressed in a simple tunic is pulling a

child along in a push-chair. On the right side a Child

dressed in a long tunic is playing with a dog which jumps
up at his. On the back is a large shield with four spears

radiating from it.

19).Grave altar of Maena Mellusa. MUseo Chiaramonti, Vatican MSOURB.

C.I.L. VI 21805.

Altmann. p. 220, no. 286.

Vet. Cat. I p. 671, no. 543a, plate 71.

Helbig. I, 299.

On the front, under the unframed inscription, is a woman

sitting on a stool. She holds a baby in the crook of her

left arm, and the other hand She holds out to a boy: he is

naked but for a cloak and is leaning his elbow on her knee.

On the sides are garlands slung from bucrania.

20).Grave altar of Apusulenus Alexander. Capitoline Museums.

C.I.L. VI 12250.

Altmann. p. 220, no. 287, fig. 181.

Capitoline Cat. pp. 140-141, no. 8, pl. 43.
Under an unframed inscription a woman sits in a chair. She

holds a bird in her raised band and a cupid standing in
front of her looks up at it and touches it with his hand.

On the left is a girl, also holding a bird; a dog jumps up

at her as if trying to get at it, and the girl raisea her

hand as if in alarm.
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1). Grave altar of C. Titienus Flaccus. Spello. (Cast in the Civilta

Rona Museum, E.U.R., Rome). Plate 45.
On the front is the insoription panel and above it a man riding

a horse on a low base. The horse raises one leg and the man

points forward with one hand. On the sides are elaborate laurel

trees with four small birds in the branches and two stone at

the foot. On the back is a garland banging from nails. On the

back pediment of the monument is a dog chasing a rabbit under

a tree (oak or fig ?): in the ends of the volutes are eagles.

In the front pediment are two beaked griffins standing with

one paw raised to a candelabrum. There are medusa heads in

the volute ends. There is a deep depression in the top of

the monument for libations.

2). Grave altar of L. Valerius Pyrmus. Lateran Collection, Vatican

Museums. Plate 46.
C.I.L. VI 427.
Benndorf—Schoene. pp. 52-54, no. 80, pl. IVII,2.
Altmann. p. 238, fig. 191.

In the centre of the front, above the inscription panel, is

a niche containing a full—length portrait of the deceased

holding a scroll inane hand and a staff (?) over his shoulder.

His headis missing. The fields on either side of the niche

are covered with objects: on the left a jug at the top, two

cistae in the centre, and at the bottom a stylised pattern,

on the right at the top a hen perched on top of a jar, and

below another of the patterns.

3). Grave altar of Cantinea Procla. Mimeo Rasionale dells Terms.

C.I.L. VI 34776.
Altmann. p. 237, figs. 190, 190a.
On the front are two fields: in the lower one is the inscrip-

tion, in the top one the figure of a woman holding a sietrum

in her raised hand and a situla in the lowered one. On the

sides there is a ,cista mzstica with a snake emerging from it.

In the pediment are acanthus whirls and flowers.
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4). Gravestone of Rabullia Verilla. Naples Archaeological Museum.

C.I.L. VI 13454.
Altmann P. 236.

On the front, standing in a shallow niche, is the figure of

a young woman, sistrum in one hand, situla in the other. She

stands on the inscription panel. On both sides there is a

cista myetica.

5). Grave altar of T. Statilius Aper, Capitoline Museums.

C.I.L. Vi 1975.
Altmann. pp. 246-247, fig. 193.
Capitoline cat; p. 76, no. 8, pl. 15.

Guaman III, pl. 133.

Relbig. II 1214.

The inscriptions are on the bases inside the panel is a

commemorative inscription saying that Apar was *mensor

aedificiorue. Above, not in a panel, is a second inscription

explaining the scene above (Appendix of inscriptions, no. 7).

In the framed panel stands a young man wearing a toga and

holding a scroll in his left hand. At his feet lies a dead

boar, and on the left is a Chest for the instruments

appropriate to his trade. To his right a small child stands

under a tree. In the pediment is a portrait bust of Aper's

wife, Orcivia Mathis, in a shell niche flanked by dolphins.

On the sides are more instruments of his trade (work scenes

no. 9).

6). Grave altar of Ti. Octavius Diadumenus. Octagonal Room, Vatican

Museums.

C.I.L. VI 10035.

Vat. Cat. II p. 28, no. 7a, pl. 3, 4.

Relbig, I 229.

On the front in a shallow niche is a relief version of

Polykleitos e statue of the Diadumenus. The inscription is

fitted round it. On the left side is an elaborate pine tree,

on the right a laurel garland banging from nails. Below the

garland is a further inscription: AD/PIAVN.
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7). Grave altar of C. Iulius Successus. Villa Celimontana (=

V. Mittel Rome)

At all four corners are pilaster'. On the front is a large

niche containing the figure of a man in a toga (the head and

hands are missing). The sides are undecorated but on the back

there is a laurel tree.

8). Ash altar of a Volusius. Cabinetto delle Masdhere, Vatican

&lamas.

Altmann. p. 56, no. 12, fig. 48.

Vat. Cat. II pp. 224-226, no. 84, pl. 22 (Belvedere).

Gusman I pl. 57.

Strong, Scultura Romana I p.123, fig. 78.

Honroth, cat. 49.

At the bottom front corners are sphinxes. The field above is

defined by flimsy pilasters at the corners and small garlands

with a female (possibly medusa) head in the centre. In the

field there is a man sitting in three-quarters view on an

elaborate Chair. He wears a toga but does not appear to be

holding any attributes. On the sides are laurel garlands

slung from the corner pilasters. Bolster volutes stick out

from the sides instead of resting on the top of the monument.

9). Grave altar of Q. Sulpicius Maximus. Capitoline Museums.

C.I.L. vl 33976.

Altmann p. 219, no. 285, fig. 180.

Cumont Recherches, p. 254.

H. I. Marron, MOYCIKOIT AMBP, (Rome 1964) p. 130, no. 151 9 p. 206.

Helbtg, II, 1734.

The front of the monument is covered in Greek and Latin

inscriptions, placed both in the panel at the bottom of

the field and round the niche above. In the niche stands a

boy wearing a toga and holding an open scroll in his ]eft hand:

this is inscribed with the beginning of the verses. His

right hand is held to his breast, and his attitude is that of

someone about to declaim. In the pediment there is a wreath,

on the sides a Ng/patent.
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10).Grave altar of Niconius and Butyches. Villa Albani.

C.I.L. VI 22972.

At the bottom on the front is the inscription panel. Above

it are two children standing on very low bases. Both wear

togas and hold scrolls in their left hands. There is a

circular box for holding scrolls at their feet. In the

rounded pediment there is a representation of the doe

suckling Telephos, and a small tree. At the corners are

eastern heads.

11).Grave altar of A. Egrilius Magnus. Ostia, outside the

museum. Plate 47.
C.I.L. XIV Suppl. I 4899.
Helbig IV, 2997.

R. Meiggs, Roman Ostia, (London 1960), P. 191.

Standing on the inscription panel is a small boys he is

dressed in a toga and holds a goat standing beside him by

the horn. The sides are decorated with a jug/patera.

12).Grave altar of Hateria Superba. Uffizi gallery, Florence.

C.I.L. VI 19159.

Altmann. p. 115, no. 109.

Mansuelli, no. 211, pp. 208-209, fig. 210.

The scene on the front consists of a sunken panel flanked

by burning torches. In it stands a child, probably meant

to be Hateria Superba herself. She holds a bird in her

left hand and a bunch of grapes in her right. A dog sits

at her right and a dove on her left: they both look up

at her. Flying cupids, each holding an apple ('t), are

placing a wreath on her head. On the sides are a jughatera.

13).Front half of the ash altar of C. Iulius Saeoularis. %MOO

Nazionale dello Terme. Plate 48.

C.I.L. XIV 2717.

Altmann. p. 218, no. 284, fig. 179.

Helbig. III, 2377.
At the bottom of the front is a tabula ansata held up by

cupids with butterfly—wings. Above a boy wearing a cloak
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only stands in a shell-headed niche. He holds a butterfly

in his right hand and with his left clutches a bird (?) to

his breast. To the left is a pine tree- at its foot lies

an animal, probably a dog but possibly a cow or a sheep, and

at the top is a bird. At the boy's feet on the right side

sits a monkey which looks up at him. To the right of the

niche is a baluster decorated on the base with figures -

?Silenus and a maenad - and with plant motifs. Half way up

a burning torch is tied to the baluster with a sash or rope.

At the very top is a square panel with a head in it (?medusa).

An olive branch springs out from behind the baluster - at the

top of thisperches a butterfly.

Portrait busts.

14).Ash chest with destroyed inscription (Sui et sibi). Muse°

Chiaramonti, Vatican Museums.

Altmann. p. 63, no. 6, rigs 57.
Vat. cat. I, p. 474, no. 242a, pl. 48.

Gusman. III pl. 158.

Honroth Cat. no. 19.

There are bucrania at all four corners with frail garlands

of fruit and flowers: there are small taeniae wrapped round

the garlands and hanging from the centre as well as the ends

of the garlands. Above the garland on the front is the

mutilated portrait head of a girl or young woman and an

erased inscription. Above the garlands on the sides are a

jug and patera. The altar base employs an elaborate variety

of mouldings.

15).Grave altar of Minucia Suavis. Mnseo Nasionale della Terme.

Plate 49.

C.I.L. VI 22560.

Altmann. p. 210, no. 270, fig. 168.

Helbig III 2428.

Above the inscription panel is the elegant portrait bust of

the dead girl in a semi-circular niche. On the sides are a

jug/patera, and on the back a laurel tree with birds.
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16). Grave altar of Iunia Procula. Uffizi gallery. Plates 9), O.

C.I.L. VI 20905.

Altmann. p. 97, no. 75.
E. Strong, Scultura Rosana I (Florence 1923). p. 125, fig. 79.

J. FL C. Toynbee, The Hadrianic School pp. 203, 207, p1. 44, 4.
Mensuelli. pp. 213-214, no. 219, figs. 218 a,b.

Honroth. Cat. 63.

It the front corners are ammoni heads above eagles, and at

the back corners rams' heads with sphinxes. On the front is

a fruit and flower garland, and on the sides laurel garlands.

On the front above the garland in the space normally reserved

for the inscription is a portrait in a roughly shell-shaped

niche (the ribbing of the shell is not rendered) of the girl,

Iunia Procula, who died agedeight. Between the garland and

the portrait is a scene of an animal Which is possibly a wolf

and which appears to have a garland round its neck: it is

investigating a basket of fruits which is falling over, while

a cupid is trying to push thelanimal away. The face of the

animal and the cupid's left arm have been broken off. Below

the garland is a winged animal with a panther-type body and

paws, large wings and spreading antlers. This has pounced

on and is tearing at a bull. On the right side of the monument

above the garland, are a paters and two small birds, and

below an animal eating a piece of fruit - it could be a

rodent or a bear. On the left side are a jug and birds' nest

above the garland, and below it a single crouching beast

with wings. Again the animal has paws and a long tail, and

the head is beaked. The inscription is placed on the base

of the front, and there is an additional unconnected in-

scription on the back of the monument.

17). Grave altar of Cornelia Glyce. Octagonal Room, Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. VI 16399.
Altmann. p. 122, no. 130, fig. 98.
Vat. Cat. I p. 833 no. 48, pl. 93.
Outman. I pl. 83.
Helbig, I 223.
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At the front corners are palm trees. In a deep rectangular

recess is the portrait bust of Cornelia Glyce: she has the

late Flavian hairstyle with a mass of tiny curls piled above

her forehead. Below this panel is the inscription. On the

aides there are laurel garlands, in the pediment a wreath.

18). Grave altar of Vans Sabatis. MUseo Chiaramonti, Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. VI 28361.

Altmann. p. 211, no. 272, fig. 170.
Vat. Cat. I p. 808, DO. 729.

The inscription is on the base. The front is taken up with an
elegant shell niche containing the portrait bust of a woman.

On the sides are a jug/Patera, in the pediment a peacock between

fruit baskets.

19). Grave altar of Petronia Musa, Villa Borghese, Rome.

C.I.L. Vi 24042.

Altmann. p. 212, no. 273.

Belbig, II 1949.

The front is taken up by a portrait bust of a woman in a

deep shell niche, and below this a Greek epigramme. On the

sides are a lyre and a cithera.

20). Ash chest of Nicostratus. Once Landsdowne Rouse, present

whereabouts unknown.

Vi 22977.

Michaelis, PP. 440-441, no. 15.
Altmann, p. 210, no. 269.

Christie, Manson and Woods, Catalogue of the Celebrated Collection

of Ancient Marbles, the Property of the Marquess of

Lansdowne, (London 1930), p. 54, no. 82, + figure.
The deceased was a slave of Nero. Not quite in the centre of

the front is a niche with the portrait bust of a young man.
This is flanked by figures with shields: the one on the right
is in repose, whereas the one on the left appears to be dancing.
In the pediment of the lid, which may not belong to the monu-
ment, Pan and a maenad recline back to back. On the sides are

flutes, a shield, a sword, and pipes.
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21).Grave altar of Alois, set up by T. Flavius Hermes. Lateran

Collection. Plate 51.

C.I.L. VI 18088.

Altmann, p. 222, no. 290, fig. 184.

Below on the front is the inscription, and above the portrait

bust of a boy in a niche. It looks as if the altar was adapted

from an existing model, as the portrait cuts into the moulding

and is rounded at the top as if fitted into the pediment. The

shoulders are naked except for one piece of drapery over one

of them. On the sides are a jughatera, both highly decorated.

The patera has in the centre a medusa head and round the edge

sea-animals. The jug has an elaborate twisted handle and is

also decorated with a sea-animal and a griffin on the body.

22).Ash altar of Successus, Capitoline Museums.

At the front corners are spiral columns with cornucopiae

in the capitals. In the centre of the front is a large

round niche containing the portrait bust of a boys he has

drapery hanging over one shoulder and the bust is supported

on a leaf calyx. The boy's head is tilted slightly towards

one side, giving a naturalistic appearance. The inscription

is below the niche and above it are two garlands looped up

to a lion head. Above the garlands are theatrical masks.

On the sides there are back corner pilasters with a jug/

patera in the field. In the rounded pediment there are

flying Victories holding up a wreath, and corner masks.

23).Grave altar of A. Servilius Paulinns and A. Servilius

Paulinianus.

Sala delle Muse, Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. VI 26417.

Altmann. p. 217, no. 283, fig. 178.

Vat. Cat. III,i, P. 33, no. 504a, pl. 33.

Above the inscription panel are two portrait busts; both are

bearded and of young men who look like brothers. The inscrip-

tion says that both died aged thirty and that the monument

was erected by their parents. At the corners there are

pilasters and on the sides a jug/patera.
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24). Grave altar of M. Loins Pepsin, M. Iunius Satirus, N. Inning

Iustus and Iunia Pia. Capitoline Museums.

Above this inscription panel is a rectangular niche containing

three portrait busts: in the centre a man in his thirties or

forties, on either side a boy and a girl. In the rounded

pediment above is the smaller portrait bu t of an older, bald

man who is presumably M. Iunius Pepsus, the patron of the

family.

25). Ash altar of C. Clodius Prisitivue and C. Clodius Apollinaris,

Octagonal Room, Vatican Museums.

(Door Motif, no. 41).
In the pediment of the lid is a shell niche containing two

portrait busts of boys. This is flanked by sea-dragons Which

turn their heads to look at the portraits.

26). Ash chest in Cleveland, Ohio.

Chase, Greek and Roman Sculpture in American Collections,(1924).

p. 184, fig. 229.

Lehmann-Hartleben, Olsen, Dionysiac Sarcophagi, p. 29, n. 1.

At the front corners are eagles on bulbous columns. They hold

ribbon-like objects (4 snakes) in their beaks: these they wave

towards the flames of torches which flank the inscription panel.

The bases of the torches are held by cupids, and between them

are stretched two garlands; the upper one, of laurel, is

stretched tightly, the lower, of fruit, loosely. Between the

two are three small portrait busts, and below the lower

garland are two small birds. The pediment of the lid is

decorated with a cupid on a large dolphin, and there are

sphinx acroteria. The sides are decorated with hares nibbling

at fruit baskets.

27). Grave altar of M. Antonlue Asclepiades. Milan, Castello

Sforsesco. (Boor Motif, no. 52.)
At the top of the front, above the inscription panel, are the

portrait busts of a man and a woman linking right hands.

Their arms are represented as grotesquely small in order to

perform this action. They turn to look at one another. She
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has an elaborate hairstyle with her hair arranged across her

forehead in rol..r heavy plaits and ringlets down her neck. There

is a full figure scene of the couple on the back of the monument.

28). Ash chest of Scribonia Redone. Pisa, Campo Santo.

(reclining figures no. 19).

At the front corners are large seated griffins. Under the

inscription panel two cupids hold up a roundel with two

portrait busts in it - the two people represented turn their

heads towards one another, but the portraits are very worn.

In the pediment of the lid is a reclining woman, with eagles

as acroteria.

29). Ash chest of Varia Amoeba. Present whereabouts unknown.

(Door motif no. 31).
In the pediment of the lid are portrait busts of a man and

a woman linking right hands. These are enclosed in a shell

and flanked by cornucopias.

30). Grave altar of P. Vitellius Successus. Galleria dello Statue,

Vatican Museums.

(Reclining figures no. 47).
In the rounded pediment there are two small portrait busts

of a man and a woman in late middle age: they seem to be the

same two people an those in the banqueting scene. They both

stare straight ahead out of the field, and they are not

enclosed in any frame.

31). Grave altar of L. Tullius Diotimus. Villa Borghese Gardens.

Above the inscription panel are the large portrait busts

of a man and a woman with the characteristically Flavian

hairstyle. They both stare straight ahead out of the field.

In the low pediment is acanthus decoration.

32). Ash altar of T. Flavius Pinitus. Basilica S. Paolo, Rome.

Mats-DUhn. 3907.

At the bottom of the front is the inscription panel; above

are portrait busts of the dead Pinitus and his freedwoman.

She has a Trajanic hairstyle and wears a necklace. On the
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sides are a jug/patera.

33).Ash cheat of L. Cecina Cinna. Lateran Collection, Vatican

Museums. Plate 22.

(Moor Motif no. 21).

In the roundels in the ends of the volutes on the lid are

tiny portraits of Cimino and his wife: the roundels are

made to form wreaths round the portraits. There is also

a wreath in the pediment.

34).Altar of P. Cordius Cissus. Capitoline Museums.

On the front is a deep round niche with a laurel frame round

it: inside is the portrait head of a man, of good workmanship.

The Short inscription giving only the deceased's name is above,

On the left side there is a bucranium, on the right,acanthus

pattern in a panel. The lid has bolster volutes and an empty

pediment.

35).Ash altar on Toroello, Venice.

At the front corners are columns made up of twisted plant

stems; the capitals are formed by flowers. Below the inscrip-

tion panel are two cupids holding up a medallion with a

portrait bust of a woman inside it. The sides are blank.

36). Grave altar of Iulia Apollonia. Isola Sacra Tomb no. 97/78.
Plate 73.
Calza, p. 219, no. 15.
At the front corners are pilasters with cornucopia. in the

capitals. Above the inscription panel is an acanthus frieze

with two animals - possibly a bull on the left and a lion

on the right - leaping towards one another through the foliage.

In the rounded pediment are two cupids holding up a roundel

containing the portrait bust of a woman. Behind the cupid

on the right is a torch, behind the one on the left a bow

and quiver. At the corners of the lid are masks, and on

the sides of the altar griffins of the horned panthe* type

sitting on ledges.
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37). Ash chest dedicated by N. Zuni.= Hamillus to himself and Iunia

Pieria. British Museum.

C.I.L. VI 20794.
B.M. Cat. 2367.
At the front corners are pilasters decorated with vines.

Below the inscription panel is a deep-cut roundel containing

the portrait bust of a woman. This is flanked by seated beaked
griffins. In the pediment there are parent birds feeding three

chicks, and on the sides imitation walling.

38). Ash chest of C. Yoltilius Domesticus. Lateran Collection,

Vatican Museums.

(Door motif no. 32).
In the pediment of the lid is a small clineus portrait of a

boy flanked by ducks. At the corners are masks.

39). Grave altar of Caesennia Ploce. Galleria Lapidaria, Vatican

Museums.

C.I.L. VI 13948.
Altmann. p. 87, no. 52, fig. 72.
Vat. Cat. II, p. 162, no. 634 pl. 11.

At the corners are rams' heads supporting fruit garlands; there

are seated horned lion griffins at the lower corners. Above the

garland and below the inscription panel are two cupids holding

up a Shell portrait of a woman. Below the garland there is a

bird with a butterfly. There is a Jug/paters on the sides.

40). Grave altar of Plaetoria Antioch's. Vatican

C.I.L. VI 24243.
Altmann, p. 164, no. 206, fig. 133.
At the front corners are spiral columns with dolphins and a

shell in the capitals.Garlande hang down between the columns
and the inscription panel. Above the inscription panel cupids

ending in acanthus hold up a Shell containing the portrait

bust of a woman. Below the inscription there are two griffins

flanking a tripod. On the sides are laurel trees with birds

in the branches and at the foot.
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41). Ash altar with a medieval inscription. Campo Santo, Pisa.

Lasinio, pl. MT, no. 40.
Altmann. p. 155, no. 187.
At the front corners are spiral columns with a frieze between

the capitals - cupids flying out of volutes hold up a shell

portrait of a woman. Between the inscription panel and the

columns are patterned hangings ending in lions' feet standing

on rams' heads. Below the panel are two beaked crested griffins

facing outwards but looking inwards at a tripod on a podium

between them. On the sides are burning torches at the back

corners, and a laurel tree with a dog chasing a deer past it.

On the right side the deer lain full flight, on the left

side it turns its head back to look at the dog.

42). Small ash altar of C. Terentius Anencletus.Palestrina.

At the front corners are columns made up of twisted plant

stems. Rudimentary laurel garlands hang down between these

and the inscription panel. Below the inscription panel is a

shell portrait (of a woman?) flanked by upended dolphins.

The sides are blank.

43). Grave altar in Tarquinia Archaeological Museum.

At the front corners are ammon heads above eagles, at the

back corners rams' heads and sphinxes. Above the fruit garland

on the front is a shell portrait flanked by flying birds.

Below the garland two cocks face one another. On the sides

are laurel garlands with a jughatera and birds above them

and a dolphin below.

44). Ash Chest of Ti. Claudius Victor. Cabinet des Medailles, Paris.

C.I.L. VI 15315.
Altmann. p. 156, no. 188.
Cumont, Recherches, p. 162, pl. XI.

At the front corners are spiral columns with corinthian columns;

between these and the inscription panel are patterned hangings

with lions' feet at the bottom and masks at the top. Across

the top of the inscription panel is a frieze consisting of
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two winged heads and between them an eagle with spread

wings, all enclosed in volutes. Below the inscription panel there

is a shell portrait of a boy with his hair in a curious bun, and

wearing a necklace with a crescent moon. On the sides are

laurel trees with birds, and in the pediment of the lid,

rosettes.

45). Bottom half of a grave altar in the cloisters of the basilica

S. Paolo, Rome. Plate 28.

(Door motif no. 42).
Underneath the inscription panel is an aedicula with a

pediment decorated with a wreath supported on doors. Inside

is a portrait bust, probably of a boy: it has been badly-

defaced and most of the features are missing. There are steps

up to the door.

46). Grave altar of Iulia Victorina. Louvre, Paris.

Cumont, Recherches,pp. 243-245.
On the front in an elaborate acanthus frame is a portrait head

of a girl wearing a half-moon on her head and earrings in her

ears. Beneath is the inscription. The back has a similar frame

enclosing a woman's head wearing the rays of the SUM and the

same earrings. On the sides are laurel trees with birds in

the branches.

47). Altar of Q. Pomponius EUdaemon and Claudia Helpis. Sala della

Biga, Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. VI 24613.

Altmann, pp. 278-279, figs. 207, atb,c.

Vat. Cat. 111,2, p. 68, no. 610a, pl. 34.

Cunont, 'L'aigle funei.aire l ,pp. 86-87, figs. 37-38.

On the front there is an inscription panel, and on the left

side the portrait bust of a man placed on the back of an eagle

with spread wings standing on an enormous thunderbolt. On the

right side there is a similar scene with a woman's portrait

bust on the back of a peacock. On the back four male figures,

two witp spears, stand on a ledge above an altar with fruits

on the top: these are presumably the sons of Pomponius EUdaemon
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and Claudia Helpis mentioned in the inscription.



Mythological scenes.

Rape of Proserpina.

1). Grave altar of Epaphroditus. Hever Castle, Kent. Plates 13, 52.

C.I.L. VI 8439.

Altmann, p. 158, no. 194.

At the front corners are spiral columns with dolphins and

shells in the capitals. Down the sides of the inscription panel

are garlands and patterned hangings ending in feet standing on

rams' heads. Above the inscription panel is a frieze of con-

fronted panther griffins and ammon heads contained in volutes.

Below the inscription panel is the rape of Proserpina scene: the

four horses gallop along in perfect time with each other

without tossing their heads tand a snake glides along the ground

underneath their feet. Pluto drives the chariot himself, his

cloak streaming out behind him, and Proserpina is bent right

back over his arm as he sweeps her up. Her head bangs down and

her arm is flung into the air. On the sides are laurel trees

with small birds at the foot.

2). Altar of M. Clodius Herma. British Museum.

C.I.L. VI 15740.

Altmann, p. 160, no. 199a.

B.M Cat. 2358.

At the front corners are spiral columns with birds in the

capitals. Down the sides of the inscription panel are garlands,

and below the panel the rape of Proserpina scene. Tinder the

horses' hooves is a waylay line which seems to represent the

opening ground. A cupid drives the chariot, whip in hand.

Pluto sweeps Proserpina into the chariot, pointing onwards,

and his cloak billows round him. She is bent back over his

armther feet swept off the ground, and one arm flung behind

her. Above the inscription panel is a frieze contained in

volutes of a medusa head flanked by swans and rams' heads.

The sides have back corner pilasters and a laurel tree with

two birds at the foot and none in the branches.
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3). Grave altar of Valeria FUsca. Basilica S. Paolo, Rome. Plate 53.
C.I.L. VI 28169.
Matz-Duhn, 3921.
Altmann, p. 160, no. 199.
At the front corners are spirally fluted columns, and stylised

garlands hang down between these and the inscription panel.

Above the inscription panel is a medusa head with streaming

hair flanked by rams' heads enclosed in volutes. Below the

panel is the rape of Proserpina scene. The horses are rather
squashed and so do not look as if they are at full gallop. The

wavey line under their hooves may be intended as the opening
earth. Pluto drives the chariot himself: he seems to be half

reclining in the chariot, and his cloak streams out behind him.

Proserpina leans backwards but still has contact with the

ground: her head and arms are missing. On the sides are

laurel trees with storks attacking a snake.

4). Ash altar of Marlpius Floridus. Perugia Archaeological Museum.
Plates 7, 54.
C.I.L. VI 29198.
Altmann, p. 197, no. 96, fig.87.
At the front cornets are spirally fluted bulbous columns with
cupids standing on top. The cupids hold one arm over their

heads and the other by their sides: in both hands they hold a

bunch of grapes. The inscription panel is flanked by various
pieces of armour - as shields and helmets. Below it are two

flying cupids holding up a laurel wreath, and above it the
rape of Proserpina scene. The horses gallop over scattered

flowers and turn their heads in towards one another in pairs.

The chariot is driven by a cupid, and Pluto's cloak streams

out behind him.Proserpina flings one arm in the air, the other

out behind her, as she is swept into the chariot. The sides
are decorated with back corner torches and seated beaked

griffins. The pediment of the lid has a wreath in it.
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5). Ash altar of Lucretius Byllus. Ostia, outside the museum. Plate 14.
(Reclining figures, no. 29).

Above the inscription panel there is a banquet scene, and below

it the rape of Proserpina scene. The scene is very worn. There

are four horses galloping as they draw the chariot: Pluto him-

- self drives with his cloak billowing over his head as he drags

Proserpina into the chariot. There is a tree in the background

of the scene.

6). Grave altar of M. Antonius Asclepiades. Milan, Castello Sforzesco.

(Door motif, no. 52; Portraits no. 27).

The rape of Proserpina scene is below the inscription panel

on the front. A snake wriggles along under the horses' hooves,

and Pluto drives the chariot himself. He points onward with

one hand and his cloak streams out behind him. Proserpina has

been swept up, both her arms flung into the air and her head

thrown right back. Above the inscription panel are portrait

busts of Asclepiades and his wife, and on the back of the

monument there is a full-figure dextrarum iunctio scene of

the same pair.

7). Ash altar without inscription. Museo Nazionale dello Terme.

Altmann, p. 158, no. 195, fig.129.
Cumont Recherches, p. 96, fig. 4.
At the front corners are columns formed from twisted plant

stems. Below the empty inscription panel are three small rams'

heads supporting short rudimentary laurel garlands, with above

them a lug and a patera. There is also a garland stretched

tightly across the top of the altar. Above the inscription

panel is the rape of Proserpina scene. The horses prance

rather than gallop, with a snake (I) under their hooves. A

cupid drives the chariot. Pluto's cloak billows in an art

over his head, and his arm holds a staff pointing upwards.

Proserpina still has one foot on the ground, with one arm

flung into the air, the other trailing behind her. Her

drapery also billows behind her head. The sides are decorated

with laurel trees without birds.
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8). Ash altar of Saenia Longina. BrocklesbY•

C.I.L. VI 29750.

Michaelis, p. 239, no. 66.
Altmann, p. 159, no. 198.

At the front corners are spiral columns with corinthian capitals.

Above the inscription panel is the rape of Proserpina scene.

9). Altar without inscription. Villa Albani.

At the front corners are hangings decorated with a scale pattern

and ending in feet. Below the inscription panel (with erased

inscription) is the rape of Proserpina scene. The four horses are

tossing their heads and there is a snake beneath their hooves.

There is no cupid in the chariot. Pluto's cloak flies out

behind him, and he holds Proserpina low down over the chariot's

back. Above the panel is a frieze with rams' heads and a short

garland with three birds perched on it (1' one parent and two

chicks), all enclosed in beaded volutes. The left side is un-

decorated. The right side has a single ram's head in a roundel

on the top left, and a laurel tree with small birds at the foot

and in the branches.
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Other mythological scenes.

10). Ash altar of M. Coelius Superstes. British Museum. Plate 55.
Altmann, p. 161, no. 203, fig.131.

A.S.R. 111,1, p. 1.

B.M.Cat. 2360.

At the front corners are spiral columns with birds and a wreath

in the capitals. Mown the sides of the inscription panel are

laurel garlands. Above the panel is a volute with rams' heads

in it, and in the centre a birds' nest with two birds (- or two

birds perched on a short garland). Below the panel is the bath

scene. On the right is a fountain consisting of a lion-head

spout filling a basin on a spirally fluted pedestal. Next to

this is a swan with its head twisted round, and above it the

figure of a cupid carrying a scallop shell. Next is the

crouching Venus - she is looking over one Shoulder at a second

cupid Who pours water over her back from a jar. She fondles

the swan with her right hand. The sides are decorated with an

elaborate vegetable pattern with a pilaster at the back corners.

The lid is missing.

11). Grave altar of A. Albius Graptus. Conservatori Museum, no. 2101.

Plate 56.

Mustilli, p. 25, no. 13, pl. 23,79.

Helbig4 II 1683.

At the front corners are cupids standing on dolphins which

are in turn on top of Tritons. Above in the field is the

inscription panel, below a shell held by the Tritons, who

hold oars in their other arms. In the shell is the bath scene -

Venus crouches in the centre while the cupid standing behind

her pours water over her from a vase. In front of her is a

second cupid holding a shell, and a swan with a convoluted

neck. On the sides are back corner torches and griffins on

bases; on the lid there is a rabbit with a basket in the

pediment.
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12).Grave altar once in Nazzano.

Inst. Neg. 71 281/2.

At the front corners are spiral columns with garlands hanging

down between them and the panel. Above the inscription panel

are volutes containing two rams' heads, and, between, a boy-

like figure with his arms stretched out to them. Below the panel

is a Shell containing the bath scene: Venus crouches while a

cupid pours water over her back. The left side is decorated

with an elephant and the other with unidentifiable animals.

13).Grave altar of Statius Asclepiades. Villa Albani.

C.I.L. VI 26802.

Altmann, p. 169, no. 217.

At the corners are corinthian pilasters. Above the inscription

on the front is a plant frieze, and on the sides a jug/patera.

The scene of Ganymede feeding the eagle is in the pediment:

a youthful figure, half naked with drapery over his knee, sits

on a rock. A large eagle with one claw raised and half spread

wings drinks from a bowl which the youth is holding. At the

corners are masks.

14).Ash chest of C. Volcacius Artemidorus, Museo Nazionale delle

Terme.

Altmann, p. 157, no. 192.

At the front corners are twisted stem columns with flower

garlands hanging down the sides of the inscription panel.

Below the panel is the mythological scenes on the left is

Daedalus, in the centre a cow, and behind Pasiphae; on the

right are a cupid and a bull's head.The sides are undecorated

and there is no lid.

1.5). Grave altar of Ti. Claudius Geminus. Once Villa Medici, present
whereabouts unknown.

C.I.L. VI 15085.
Altmann, p. 105, no. 90.
At the front corners are cupids over eagles. The cupids hold

up a garland. Above the garland is the scene of Oedipus and
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the sphinx, below it 'a Triton with a Nereid.

16). Grave altar of Luccia Telesina. Maseo Chiaramonti, Vatican

Museums.

C.I.L. VI 21563.

Altmann, P. 83, no. 46, fig.70.

Vat. Cat. I p. 462, no. 230, pl. 47.
Tarcan, p. 132.

Relbig, I 367.
At the front corners are rams' heads and sphinxes,with an

oak garland. Above this is the mythological scene identified

as Leto fleeing with her children. The Leto figure stands in

the centre, drapery flying, with a child in each arm. To the
right a pensive figure facing away from Leto fits into the

curve of the garland. To the left another figure holds out

a shield or mirror decorated with a medusa head, and a wand.

Below the garland there is a scene of a herd of animals. On
the left side there is a birds' nest scene above the garland

and below it a cupid on a dolphin; on the right side there

are birds after insects above the garland and a boy on a
dolphin below.

17). Grave altar of Egnatius Nicephorus. Pal. Barberini/German

Archaeological Institute, Rome.

C.I.L. VI 17102.

Montfaucon V pl. 30.

Matz-Duhn 3926.
Altmann, p. 102, no. 84.
A.A. 1970 , P. 540, fig. 59.
At the front corners are Victories standing on eagles which

hold their prey (rabbits or bares) in their talons. The Victories

support the garland. Below it is a small animal fighting an

eagle or a cock. Above is the scene of the death of Archemoros.

In the centre stands a man naked but for bis streaming cloak.

On the right is an upside-down figure with a snake wrapped

round him - he is upended over a rock and there appears to be

a jug fallen on the ground below him. On the left is a fleeing
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woman. The sides are decorated with ammon heads and garlands

with a jug/patera above, and a dolphin below. On the lid

represented in the round are a man emerging from a pot and a

seated dog. Behind is a temple-like building, and to the right

a dolphin.

18).Grave altar of Herbasia Clymene. Lost.

C.I.L. VI 19296.
Montfaucon V pl. 67.

Altmann, p. 103, no. 85.
According to the drawing in Montfaucon the main part of the

altar seems to be decorated with the same motifs as the

previous piece, except that the death of Archemoros and animal

scenes are mirror images. The pediment of the lid, however, is
decorated with the half figure of a woman holding a basket of

fruit in one hand and a bunch to flowers in the other. In the

volute ends there are snakes.

19).Grave altar with destroyed inscription. Amelia, Municipio.

Plates 10, 57.

Inst. Neg. 69 2694, 70 3959.
At the front corners are cupids standing above sphinxes with

palm trees behind them. The cupids hold up a fruit garland

above which there is a mythological scene(? Mercury with the

infant Bacchus - see text for description). Below the garland

are two cocks, with an object which is probably a wreath. On

the sides are back corner rams' heads and swans with laurel

garlands. Above are a jug/patera and two small birds with an

insect or a lizard, below a dolphin.

20).Round ash chest of Q. Caecilius Anicetus. Museo Chiaramonti,

Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. VI 13709.

Altmann, p. 257, fig. 200a.
Vat. Cat. I p. 537, no. 350a, pl. 55.

Beneath the inscription panel are a boar and a dog. To the

left is a seated youth with a dog (Hippolytus), to the right
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a woman with an attendant and a cupid. The back is strigillated.

21).Ash chest without inscription, British Museum.

B.M. Cat. 2382.

On the right Phaedra sits in a chair, half swooning and supported

by an old woman and a girl. A cupid stands at her knee, resting

his head on his hand. On the left is Hippolytusoseated on a

rock, with a dog at his side and two attendants with a :Shield

and a spear. On the sides are seated griffins.

22).Round ash chest of C. Cornelius Zoticus. Hermitage, Leningrad.

C.I.L. VI 16333.

Altmann, p. 256.

To the right of the inscription panel is a boar and two young

men with spears. Below the panel there are two dogs, and to

the left Meleager with a spear and a dog. The back is strigillated.

23).Ash chest without inscription, once in the Villa Pacca.

(Reclining figures no. 9).

The Meleager scene is on the front of the monument. On the left

stands Meleager in the act of spearing a boar. He is accompanied

by the Dioscuri (at the corners) and two attendants. On the

sides are griffins, and in the pediment of the lid a sleeping

girl.

24).Ash chest once in Pawlowak.

Altmann, p. 257.

In the pediment is the scene of the competition between Apollo

and Marsyas. In the centre stands Minerva, on the left is

Marsyas playing the flute and on the right Mercury. At the

corners are Cybele with a lion at her side and Apollo with

his lyre.

25).Round ash chest of Gemini& EUchariste, Ostia.

To the left of the inscription panel is an aged man pointing

to the fleeing Medea on the other side of the panel. Below

the inscription panel is a reclining male figure with a
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cornucopia. The back is strigillated and there is a lid

decorated with leaves.

Individual gods and divinities.

26). Altar of L. Marcius Anicetus. Velletri.

(Reclining figures no. 43).
At the front corners are spiral columns, at the back corners

torches. On the front there is a funerary banquet scene on top

of the inscription panel. On the back is Mercury holding a

pomegranate and a caduceus and riding on a ram. His cloak

billows out behind him and he is preceded by a cock. Above

and hanging down the sides there is a garland. On the right

side is Juno standing on a base with her name on it. She

holds a patera and a staff and is accompanied by a bird. A

laureI.garland hangs above her and down the sides. The other

side is similar with Jupiter with an eagle and a thunderbolt.

27). Altar of M. Cocceins Crescens, ? Rossie Prior'', Scotland.

C.I.L. Vi 15893.
Altmann, p. 283.
On the front is Mercury shown with a bag and caduceus. On the

sides are a ram and a tortoise.

28). Altar of L. Passienus Augianus, Museo Chiaramonti, Vatican

Museums.

C.I.L. Vi 23845.
Altmann, p. 283.
Vat. Cat. I p. 468, no. 239A, pl, 47.
On the front is the inscription. On the left side is Mercury

carrying his caduceus, and on the left side a ship with a

woman standing on it, Fortuna.

29). Ash altar of Ianuaria, Lateran Collection, Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. VI 7387.
B. Combat Farnoux, MdIarges, 72 1960 pp. 147-165.
Picard, R.E.L. 40 1962 p. 259.
Matz, Maisterwerk, p. 85,P1. 13b.
Turcan, pp. 369-370. n. 1.
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At the front corners are boys standing on globes divided by

a line across the centre. The globes are in turn on top of
eagles. The boys' outside hands hold up the lid, while the

lowered inside hands hold bunches of grapes. Below the

inscription panel is a scene of a low flat rock with a tree

growing up from it on the, left and a she-goat eating the

leaves of the tree. On the right stands Mercury, resting one

leg on the rock and watching the goat. He holds his caduceus

over one shoulder. The sides are decorated with a single

laurel tree without birds, and in the pediment of the lid

there is a wreath.

30). Grave altar of C. Poppaeus Ianuarius. Galleria Lapidaria,
Vatican Museums. Plates 58 and 59.
C.T.L. VI 24819.

Altmann, p. 114, no. 108.

Vat. Cat. I no. 731k, pp. 809-810, pl. 86.
On the front there are burning torches at the corners which

are joined by a string of beads. In the field is the inscrip-

tion. On the left side is a togatue in the orante pose.

On his right is a table with fruits on it and alig underneath

it. On the back there is a figure with a plate in one hand

and a basket in the other. On the right side is a woman

suckling a child held in the crook of her arm. She holds a

torch in her free hand and stands under a tree.

31).Altar of Caecilius Ferox. Villa Albani,

Montfaucon V pl. 38.

Cumont Recherches, p. 411, fig. 83.
At the front corners are columns flanking the inscription

panel. On the left side is a niche containing a standing

sleeping cupid leaning on a reversed torch. On the right

side is another niche containing the figure of Fate with a

wheel and a scroll.

32).Ash chest of Sallie Daphne. Louvre.

C.I.L. VI 15034.
Clarac. no. 667.
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At the front corners are spiral columns; below in the field

is an inscription panel and above a seated woman, possibly

a statue. She holds a torch in her left hand and flames or

wheat ears in her right. The sides are covered with imitation

33).Grave altar of Carpus Pallantianus. Mimeo Chiaramonti,

Vatican Museums.

(Scenes of people at work, no. 4).
On the front is the inscription. On the right side is the

goddess Annona carrying a bunch 9; flowers (?). On the

left side is the dead man on a boat with on his left side

a three-sided pillar (a modius?).

34).Ash altar of Aelia Procula. Louvre.

C.I.L. VI 12892.

Altmann, p. 282.

Henning Wtede, 'Das Mausoleum der Claudia Semne und die

burgliche Plastik der Kaiserzeit'. R. Mitt. 11XVIII

1971, pp. 138-139, and passim. pl. 78,1.
On the front the inscription is arranged on either side of

and below a niche flanked by pilasters. In the niche is
Diana with her bow and a running dog. The face of Diana may

be a portrait of Aelia Procula.

35).Altar of Aelia Tyche. Lost: found Villa Aquari.

C.I.L. VI 6826.

Matz-DUhn. 3899.

Altmann. p. 282.

Wtede, alt. cit. p. 139.
The front has Diana with a dog and a tree. According to Matz-

Duhn the head is a portrait of the time of the elder Faustina.

On the sides are a jug and a patera.
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36). Grave altar of Iulia Victorina. Louvre.

(Portraits no. 46).
On the front is an elaborate acanthus frame containing the

portrait head of a girl wearing a half moon on her head and

earrings in her ears. Beneath is the inscription. The back

has a similar frame enclosing a woman's head wearing the

rays of the sun and earrings. On the sides are laurel trees

with birds in the branches.

37).Grave altar of C. Alfidius Callipus. Lost.

(Reclining figures no. 40).
In the pediment on the front is a funerary banquet scene

shoving the dead man reclining and his wife at his feet. On

the left side are Cupid and Psyche, on the right Venus and

Cupid.

38). Grave altar of /14 Valerius Carus. Museo Nazionale delle Terme.

Altmann. pp. 255-256, fig. 199.
At the front corners are pilasters with worn capitals. The

main part of the field is taken up by the inscription panel;

above it there is a frieze. In the frieze there are two

figures with bows (? Diana and Apollo) with a dog, aiming at

two deer in the trees. In the rounded pediment is a wreath,

on the sides a lag and patera.

39).Altar of L. Marcius Pacatus. ? Oxford.

C.I.L. VI 22086,
Montfaucon Suppl. I, pl. 54.
Altmann. p. 283.

According to the drawing in Montfaucon this.had a representation

of Hercules killing the hydra on the front, with a stymphalian

bird and a centaur on the sides. On the back was a trophy

made up of a lion and his bow and quiver.
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1). Grave altar of C. Clodius EuPhemus. Lateran Collection,

Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. VI 9671.
Altmann. pp. 249-250, fig. 195.
On the front is the inscription: the dead man was a 'negotiator

penoris et vinorum'. The bacchic scene is in the pediment.

In the centre is the standing figure of Dionysus wearing a

wreath of vine leaves and a panther skin. In one hand he holds

a thyrsus, in the other a cantharos from which wine pours

to the ground. Seated at his feet is a panther, drinking the

wine as it falls. On the left is Pan and a dancing maenad,

on the right Silenus riding on a goat and a satyr with a wine-

skin over his shoulders.

2). Grave altar of Iulia Aloe, Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. XIV 3351.
Altmann. p. 85, no. 47.

Vat. Cat. I p. 866, no. 169, pl. 108.
At the front corners are rams' heads supporting a garland, and

sphinxes. Above the garland is the bacchic scene - it is very

worn. A drunk figure (possibly Silenus) is riding a horse or

donkey: he is supported by figures on either side of him and

there is a dancing figure (Pan?) leading the procession.

Below the garland are two small birds, and in the pediment

griffins bounding towards one another.

3). Ash chest of Callityche, Bologna Archaeological Museum.

C.I.L. VI 22765.

Altmann. p. 119, no. 118.
The bacchic scene is on the lower half of the front. Above is

the inscription panel flanked by vases from which grow three

ears of corn on the front and two more round the sides. The

lid is missing. The bacchic scene consists of a variety of

figures with a Silenus riding a donkey in the centre. le is

being supported by satyrs on either side of him. In front

there is a maenad blowing double flutes and a dwarfish figure

with a thy/sus. Behind are two more maenads, one of them
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carrying a large basket on her head. All the figures are

dumpy and Silenus in particular has a large head. There is

no decoration on the sides.

4). Ash altar of Bessie. Labionilla. Amelia, Mnnicipio. Plates 12, 60.

Inst. Neg. 69 2695, 70 3962.
At the front corners are spiral columns with garlands hanging

between them and the inscription panel and also across the top

of the monument. Above this is a frieze of rams' heads and

griffins with a candelabrum. Below the inscription panel is

the bacchic scene. Silenus is sitting on a horse supported

by two figures: the horse is led by Pan, and behind are two
flute players. in front is a standing figure who may be

Dionysus himself, with a seated panther. At the back corners

are pilasters with large omphalos tripods with a bird on the

top on the sides.

5). Ash altar of M. Dlpius Stephanus. Once Via Appia, present

whereabouts unknown.

C.I.L. VI 8720 & 33749.

Altmann. p. 147,no.167.

At the front corners are columns with corinthian capitals

and short garlands hanging down the sides of the inscription

panel. Below the inscription panel is the bacchic scene con-

sisting Dionysus on a ram with a satyr and a maenad behind and

Pan and another maenad in front. On the sides are laurel trees.

6). Grave altar without inscription. Present whereabouts unknown.

Altmann. p. 152, no. 181.

At the front corners are spiral columns with garlands

hanging down the sides of the inscription panel. Above the

panel is a frieze of rams' heads and cupids holding the

portrait of a boy, all enclosed in volutes. Below the panel

is the bacohic scene: Dionysus rides a donkey, with a satyr

and Pan in attendance. In the pediment is a wreath held lip

by cupids, and there are eagles acting as acroteria.
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7). Grave altar of Quintia Sabina. Palazzo Barberini, Rome.
C.I.L. VI 25325.
hatzDuhn. 3924.
Altmann. P. 160, no. 201. fig. 130.

It the front corners are spiral columns with garlands

hanging down the sides of the inscription panel. Above the

panel is a frieze of rams' heads and an eagle enclosed in

volutes. Below is the bacchic scene shoving Dionysus riding

in a chariot drawn by panthers. Behind there is a satyr

and in the background there is a maenad and Pan. In front

of the procession is a satyr blowing flutes. On the sides

are laurel trees with birds.

8). Altar of Ti.. Claudius V(italis). Sala in forma della croce

greca, Vatican Museums. Plate 34.
(Door motif no. 57).
The scenes on the front and the back are the same: two figures,

a nude man and a draped woman, both holding thyrsi, link right

hands under a vine trellis. On the right side is Hypnos, on

the left a cantharos

9). Ash chest of T. Flavius EUcharistus. Museo Chiaramonti, Vatican

Museums.

Altmann. p. 272, fig. 206.

Only the left hand side of the monument survives. Under the

inscription panel is a reclining female figure, probably

Ariadne. To the left are a maenad and a satyr. On the left

side is a roughly worked griffin.

10). Grave altar of Vinicia Tyche. Florence Archaeological Museum.

(Door motif no. 55).
On the front is a deztrarum iunctio scene. On the sides are

dancing maenads: the one on the left has a tmanon, the one

on the right a thyrsus and a jug. The drapery billows out over

their heads in both cases. On the back is a garland — above is

an eagle perched on a patera, and a jug, below two animals,

a bird and a four—legged beast.
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11).Ash chest in the Museo Nazionale dells Terme. (inv. 124514).
(Door motif no. 54).
On the back are two maenads dancing in ecstasy. Their heads

are thrown back and they brandish thyrsi and tympana, which

they hold over a fire burning on an altar. On the other

three sides are a dextrarum iunctio scene and preparations

for a sacrifice.

12).Grave altar of M. Ulpius Terpnus. Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

C.I.L. VI 29268.

DUtschke. III p. 217, no. 503.
Altmann. p. 65, no. 10.
Mansuelli, pp. 214-215, no. 221, pl. 220.

Turcan. p. 371.
The altar is decorated on all four sides. At the corners are

small bucrania supporting a garland looped up to a nail in

the centre. The inscription is fitted in above the garland

on the front. On all four sides there is a dancing maenad.

The one on the front has a knife in her backward flung hand

and holds a severed head in front of her. The one on the left

side holds a tympanon, on the right a thyrsus and a tympanon.

13).Altar of L. Aufidius Aprilis. Found Via Flaminia 122, Rome.

(Reclining figures, no. 4).
Above the garland on the front is a young satyr lying asleep

with two goats watching him: he lies sprawled on an animal

(panther?) skin.

14).Grave altar of Volusia Arbuscula. Chantilly.

(Door motif, no. 44)
Between the base and the elaborate volute frieze on the front

is an open doorway without a pediment but with four steps leading

up to it. Inside stands a Silenus carrying a liknon on his head.

He seems to be accompanied by a panther.
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is). Grave altar of Ulpius Martians. Once Via Appia, present
whereabouts unknown.

C.I.L. VI 81483.

Montfaucon V pl. 33.
Altmann, P. 147, no. 169.

At the front corners are spiral columns with fruit garlands

hanging down the sides of the inscription panel and forming a

lunette below it. In the lunette is the scene of Pan handing

a set of pipes to a naked nymph.

16). Ash altar of Hermia, Louvre?

Montfaucon V pl. 32.

Altmann, p. 148, no. 171.

At the front corners are columns with a plant motif above the

inscription panel. Below the panel is the scene of the fight of

Pan with an animal. Behind both figures stands a cupid, one with

a torch, the other with a wreath. Between pan and the animal

there is a large palm branch. On the sides are a jug/patera.

17). Altar of Telegenia Nobilis. Palestrina, Pal. Barberini. Plate 72.

The altar has pilasters with eagles and ammon heads in the

capitals at the front,corners.Above the inscription panel is

an acanthus frieze with a lion and a bull (damaged) confronting

one another as they gallop through the foliage. On the sides

are a jug/patera, and in the rounded pediment there is more

foliage with the figures of two men among the leaves, and in

the centre Pan butting heads with a goat.

18). Ash chest of Nicostratus. Once Lansdowne House — present

whereabouts unknown.

(Portraits no. 20).

In the pediment of the lid (which seems to be slightly larger

than the chest itself and hence may not belong) are Pan

and a maenad reclining back to back, with thyrsi in the

background. On the sides are flutes, a Shield, a sword and

pipes.
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19).Grave altar of Amemptus. Louvre.

C.I.L. VI 11541.

Altmann. p. 116, no. 111, pl. ItII.

Rodenwaldt. p. 27.

Toynbee, Hadrianic School, p. 203, pl. XLIV,3.

At the front corners are upright burning torches standing on

animal (?lions . ) heads. At the centre of the front is the

inscription panel; in the centre above it is a bearded mask

(4 Silenue) and there are garlands slung from the nail

above it. Under the garland are a male and female centaur -

the centaur on the left plays the lyre and has a cupid playing

a flute riding on his back, and the female centaur on the

right plays double pipes and has a female cupid playing pan

pipes on her back. Between them is an upside down horn. On

the sides are back corner torches with garlands supported

in the centre above a stag's skull. Below are two olive

(or laurel) branches and a cantharos with birds. On the

back is acentral ox skull above a four legged table with a

lug, patera and large knife on it.

20).Ash altar of Flavius Saturninus. Louvre.

Altmann. p. 106, no. 95.
Turcan, p. 370.

At the front corners are winged cupids standing on top of

panthers; they hold up a garland made up of bunches of grapes

and vine leaves. Below there are two birds pecking at it.

Between the garland and the inscription panel are two cupids

holding up the third who is presumably drunk. On the sides

are cantharoi with ivy growing out of them.

21).Altar with 'D.M.' in the inscription panel. Lateran Collection,

Vatican Museums.

Benndorf-Schoene. pp. 110-112, no. 189.

Altmann. p. 117, no. 112, fig. 94.
Toynbee, Animals, p. 279, pl. 128.

Helbig 1 9 1033.

Honroth, Cat. no. 46.
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At the front corners are elaborate candelabra with flames at the

top. In the centre of the stem sits a sphinx, and the base
is decorated with rams' heads, lions' feet, dancing maenads, and

sirens. Between the candelabra hangs a garland, with above it

a medusa head flanked by swans. Below it there is a complex cock
fight scene. On the sides there are back corner torches with

garlands between them and the candelabra. Above are birds'

nest scenes. Below on the left hand side there are two cupids,

one holding a she—panther by the tail, the other with a pedum.

On the right side there are two revelling boys: one wearing

a garland is propping up the other, who looks very inebriated.

The lid has bolster volutes and whirls, with a square depression

on the top for libations and sacrificial offerings.



Wolf and twins.

Animals suckling children (wolf and twins etc.) Catalogue.

1). Grave altar of L. Camurtius Punicue. Pal. Corsini, Rome.

Plates 6, 61.
C.I.L. VI 14316.

Matz—Buhn, 3933.

Altmann, p. 93, no. 65, fig. 78.

At the front corners are ammon heads with eagles below, at the

back corners rams' heads and sphinxes. Above the fruit garland

on the front is a medusa head flanked by swans, and below the

she—wolf suckling the twins. The wolf faces towards the right and

looks round at the children, one of which seems to caress her

chin. The wolf's rough coat is rendered. On the sides there are

laurel garlands with a jug/patera above, and small birds: on

the right side two birds with an insect above and a single

bird pecking at the garland below, on the left side two small

birds fighting CO above the garland, and below a single bird.

2). Grave altar of Volusia Prima and Volusia Olympias. Villa Alban'.

C.I.L. VI 9326.

Annali, 1868 p. 425, no. 4.
Altmann, p. 57, no.15.

Blanckenhagen, p. 79.

Matz, Meisterwerk, p. 85, pl. 13a.

Ronroth, eat. no. 54.
The inscriptions reveal that the monument was erected in A.D. 89.
(Chapter 5, n. 1).
There are cupids above eagles at the front corners, and they

support a fruit and flower garland. Above the garland is the

wolf and twins motif, with a tree in the background. One of

the twins is in back view, and the other sideways on. Below

the garland there are cupids with baskets in their hands riding

on dolphins. On the sides are back corner rams' heads and swans,

with a laurel garland. Above the garlands are a jughatera and

two small birds, below a beaked griffin. On the back there is

a laurel tree with storks at the foot and four birds in the

branches.
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3). Grave altar of L. Volusius Urbanus. Lateran Collection, Vatican

Museums.

C.I.L. VI 1968.
Altmann, p. 50, no. 2 fig. 40.
There are small rams' heads at the front corners supporting

a fruit garland. Below at the corners are seated sphinxes. Above

the garland, below the inscription panel, is an eagle with

widespread wings, and below the wolf and twins motif. The figures

are on a rock base, and the wolf's head has been broken off,

but the tail and paws confirm its identity. She faces towards

the left, and both the children are in back view and reach up

to her. On the sides are back corner rams' heads and sphinxes,

with a jug/patera above the garland and a small bird below it.

4). Grave altar of Mystus, L.Volusi Saturnini ser.. Lost.

C.I.L. VI 22811.

Montfaucon, V, pl. 80.

Altmann, p. 51, no. 3.
At the corners are rams' heads above sphinxes on the front and

eagles on the back. Above the fruit garland on the front is an
eagle with spread wings, and below it the she—wolf and twins. On

the sides are a jug/patera above the garland.

5). Ash chest of Ti. Claudius Aug. 1. Chryseros. Mnseo Nazionale

dells Terme.

C.I.L. VI 5318.
Altmann, p. 99, no. 80.
At the front corners are ammon heads above eagles. Above the

garland is the wolf and twins motif, below it two birds with a

snake. On the sides are palmettes, and in the pediment of the

lid two birds with a basket.

6). Grave altar of C. 'talus Aug. 1. Phoebus. Uffizi gallery,

Florence.

C.I.L. VI 20201.

Annali 1868 p. 424, pl. OP,1.

D;tschke, III, p. 113, no. 2014.

Altmann, p. 86, no. 49.
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The second half of the inscription is in Greek. At the front

corners are rams' heads and sphinxes. Above the fruit garland

is an eagle with spread wings, and below the she-wolf and twine

motif. The wolf faces towards the left and her back legs are

broken off. The twins are rendered in back view with some ungainly

and inept distortion of the limbs. There are back corner rams'

heads and sphinxes with a jughatera above the garland.

7). Grave altar of Ti. Iulius Parthenio. Once Villa Giulia, Rome -

present whereabouts unknown.

C.I.L. VI 20775.

Altmann, p. 65, no. 48.

At the front corners are rams' heads and sphinxes. Above the

garland on the front is an eagle with spread wings, and below it

the wolf and twins motif.

8). Altar in Florence Archaeological Museum.

L.A. Milani, Ii R. Museo Archeologico di Firenze, 1912 p. 312,

no. 36, pl. CLI.

At the corners there are rams' heads above sphinxes. Above the

garland there is an eagle, and below it the wolf and twins motif.

On the sides above the garland are a jug/patera.

9). Ash chest of C. Fonteius Felix. Ostia.

Schauenberg, JdI 1966 p. 270 fig. 8.
At thefront corners are rams' heads above small birds. Above

the loose fruit garland is a large she-wolf - her head is missing -

suckling the twins, whose heads have also been knocked off. The

wolf faces towards the left. One child is in back view, the other

in side view.

10).Grave altar of M. Caecilius Rufus. Lost.

(Reclining figures, no. 21).

At the corners are rams' heads and sphinxes with a garland. Above

this there is a small scene showing a reclining woman with a

cupid and a raven, and below it two small birds. In the rounded

pediment of the lid is the wolf and twins motif, and on the
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sides laurel branches.

11). Ash chest lid in Vienna, Knnsthistorisches Museum.

(? the same as the lid of no. 10).

Schauenberg, JdI 1966 p. 275, fig.10.
In the rounded pediment a she—wolf facing right looks back at a

single suckling child. Another Child sits away from the animal

on the right.

12). Ash chest of EUphrosynus, Capitoline Museums.

C.I.L. VI 33129.
MUstilli, no. 158, pl. 97.
Schauenberg, JdI 1966 pp. 267, no. 20; 289, n. 91.
A.A. 1969 pp. 108-112, figs.1-3.
At the front corners are sphinxes with a fruit garland. Above
the garland are a flying cupid and a swan, and below it small
birds. On both of the sides there are representations of the

wolf and twine under a tree.

13). Ash chest of Petronius Hedychrue. ? Holkham Hall, Norfolk.

C.I.L. VI 24008.
Michaelis,	 no. 49.
Altmann, p. 119, no. 115.
At the corners are candelabra which are decorated with rams' heads,

dolphins and sphinxes. Below the inscription panel are two goat

or stag heads supporting a garland. Above the garland is a wolf
suckling a single child, and under the garland there are birds. On

the sides there are griffins.

14). Ash chest without inscription, Florence Archaeological Museum.

14tschke, III, no. 459, p. 207.
Altmann, p. 100, no. 82.
Schauenberg, JdI 1966 p. 292, fig. 32.
At the front corners are ammon heads and swans. Above the laurel

garland is a she—wolf facing towards the right and looking round

at a single suckling child. Below are two small birds, and on

the lid an overturned basket with a rabbit.
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15). Ash chest lid in the Villa Celimontana (= V. Mattel).

Sdhauenberg, JdI 1966 fig. 35.
In the pointed pediment is a crouching wolf facing right which

looks round at a single suckling child. The group is flanked

by small birds which are not in proportion to the central group.

16). Ash chest of EUporus, Vatican Museums.

Schauenberg, JdI 1966, fig. 33.
On the front of the monument pilasters flank an elaborately

framed inscription panel. In the pediment a wolf facing right

looks round at a single suckling child. There are elaborate

heads wreathed in ivy acting as acroteria.

17). Grave altar with the inscription 'Din Manibus Sacrum.' Galleria

Lapidaria, Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. VI 29858.

Altmann, p. 81, no. 43, fig. 68.
Vat. Cat. I pp. 447-448, no. 198, p1.146.
J. W. Salomonson, 'Telephus und die romischen Zwillinge l , Oudh.

Meded. 38 1957 PP . 42-43, pl. IV, lalb.

At all four corners there are rams' heads above sphinxes seated

on small bases: these are decorated with two bacchic masks on the

front and birds catching insects or seizing berries on the sides.

Below the garland on the front is a spirited sea—horse with a

Nereid on its back and a cupid or two. Above the garland is a

medusa head flanked by swans. On the left side there is a jug

and two birds with a grasshopper above the garland: below is a

representation of the doe suckling Telephus. The deer faces

towards the right but tarns her head back to look at the child.

The figures are placed on a rock base. On the right side there

is a patera and a birds' nest scene above the garland (two

adult birds feeding three chicks).: below the she—wolf suckles

the twins. She faces towards the left but turns round to look

at them. They are represented in back view,fairly realistically.

On the back of the monument there is a laurel tree with six

birds of various sizes in the branches and two storks at the

foot with snakes.
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18).Grave altar of L. Volusius Phaedrus. Lateran Collection, Vatican

Museums. Plate 3.

C.I.L. Vi 7373.
Altmann, p. Si, no. 4, fig. 41.

On all four corners there are rams' heads above sphinxes. Above

the fruit garland on the front is a medusa head flanked by swans,

and below the garland the doe suckling Telephus. She faces towards

the right and looks round at the plump baby: the baby in turn

throws its head back and raises one arm. Above the garland on the

left side is a jug with two small birds, and on the right side a

patera and birds. There are also birds below the garlands on the

sides.

19).Double ash Chest of Ti. Claudius Chariton and Claudia Chelidon.

Venice Archaeological Museum.

Schauenberg, JdI 1966 p. 296, fig. 37.
At the front corners are rams' heads above sphinxes, and in the

centre an ammon head. Below this is the doe suckling Telephus:

the doe faces to the right but looks round at the child. There

are laurel garlands slung from the heads with an eagle with spread

wings in the lunette of eadh and below small birds. On the sides

there are shields and crossed spears.

20).Grave altar of Niconius and-Etityches. Villa Albani.

(portraits, no. 20).

There is a representation of the doe Buckling Telephus in the

rounded pediment. The doe faces towards the right and looks back

at the child: the scene takes places under a tree.

21).Ash altar of L. Iulius EUhemerus. Capitoline Museums.

inv. no. 2102. Plates 15, 62.

On the front are two panels: in the top one is the inscription,

in the lower one a laurel garland slung from nails with an eagle

above and two small birds below. On the sides are laurel trees

with a bird at the foot. On the lid there are corner eagles and

a rounded pediment with a she-goat suckling a child in a cave

(the top edge of the pediment is cut in a rough way to give this
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impression). The goat faces towards the right and looks round at

the child Which is in back view.

22).Ash altar of Manila Parata. Galleria Doria.

(Door motif no. 23).

In the pediment of the lid there is a representation of a goat
suckling a Child under a tree, which may be a vine. The goat

faces towards the left and looks round at the child which is

represented in back view and props itself up on one arm.

23).Grave altar of L. Sestius Eutropus. Cabinetto della Maschere,

Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. VI 26464.
Altmann, p. 72, no. 17.

Vat. Cat. II p. 698, no. 433a, pl. 77.
Honroth, Cat. no. 64.

At the front corners are rams' heads supporting a fruit garland

with small birds pecking at it. Above the garland is an eagle

and below a goat suckling a child. The goat faces right and looks

round at the child who is represented in back view and raises its

right arm. On the sides there are birds above and below the

garlands.



Nereids, Tritons and Sea-animals.

1). Grave altar without inscription. Louvre.

Altmann, p. 98, no. 77, fig. 82.

E. Strong, La Scultura romana I (Florence, 1923), p. 62, pl. II.
Guaman II, pl. 70, 167.
A. Prove., L'arte di Roma e del mondo romanos Storia universale

dell'arte, 2,2. (Turin 1961) p. 214.

G. Traversari, Aspetti formali della scultura neoclassica a Roma

dal I al III sec. d.c., (Rome 1968) p. 24, fig. 14, 14a.
At the front corners are ammon heads above eagles on small bases:

on the front of these are heads with wild hair - the one on the

left is accompanied by a pedum, the one on the right by a

pedum and a shield. Between the two bases is a frieze of palmettes

and above that the sea-scene. A sea-horse with a Nereid on its

back gallops through the sea with three cupids playing round its

tail. One rides behind the Nereid and holds onto the drapery

billowing out above her head. Another is emerging through a loop

in the tail, and a third clings onto the end. Above the fruit

garland and below the uninscribq panel is a medusa head flanked

by swans sitting virtually in her hair. On the sides are back

corner rams' heads and sphinxes sitting on bases, with fruit

garlands. On the back corner bases are swans fighting a snake.

Above the garlands are a jughatera and small birds, with

birds below the garlands as well.

2). Grave altar with the inscription 'Die Manibus Sacrum', Galleria

Lapidariq, Vatican Museums.

(Wolf and twins, no. 17).
Below the garland on the front is a Nereid riding a sea-horse:

one or two cupids play round the tail part. The scene is badly

damaged.

3). Altar with destroyed inscription. Istituto Italo-Latino-Americano,

E.U.R., Rome.

At the corners are rams' heads supporting fruit garlands. Below

at the corners are sphinxes, and above the garland on the front

an eagIaperched on a medusa heads it looks as if the eagle is
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flying off with the medusa head in its claws. Below the garland

is a sea-horse with a Nereid and a cupid seated on its back. On

the sides there are a birds' nest scene and a jughatera above

the garland, and below it a stork attacking a snake. On the back

there is a3aurel tree.

Altar of L. Vestiarius Trophimus. Louvre.

C.I.L. VI 28632.

Altmann, p. 105, no. 92.

Tureen, p. 370.

At the front corners are cupids above panther-griffins. Above

the fruit garland is a sea-scene: a sea-horse and a sea-centaur

or a Triton travel along side by side, and there is a Nereid

riding the sea-horse. There is an elaborate vine pattern on the

back of the monument.

5). Grave altar of Ti. Claudius Geminus. Once Villa Medici, present

whereabouts unknown.

(Mythological scenes, no. 15)

Below the garland on the front is a Triton with a Nereid: above

the garland is the scene of Oedipus and the sphinx.

6). Grave altar of T. Flavius Philetus. Sala a Croce Greca, Vatican

Museums.

C.I.L. VI 18162.

Altmann, p. 166, no. 210, fig. 135-135a.
Vat. Cat. 111,1, pp. 155-156, no. 559a, pl. 75.

At the front corners are pilasters decorated with acanthus and

with dolphins in the capitals. Above the inscription panel is

a frieze containing three cupids holding up garlands: above

each is a medusa head. Below the panel are two sea-animals con-

fronting one another, each with a Nereid on its back and with

cupids playing round them. On the sides are laurel trees with

storks attacking snakes at the foot and small birds in the

branches.
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7). Grave altar of Agria Agathe. British Museum.

C.I.L. XIV 290.

Altmann, p. 148, no. 170.

B.M. Cat. 2350, fig. 52.

At the front corners are spiral columns with corinthian capitals

and hangings down the sides of the inscription panel. Above

the panel is an acanthus frieze with panthers chasing a ram

and a deer through the foliage. Below the inscription panel is

a scene of a sea-centaur with a Nereid sitting on its back and

two cupids an its tail. The sea-centaur carries an oar and the

cupid sitting on its tail seems to be fanning the Nereid with a

leaf. The second cupid is very fragmentary. There are also two

dolphins swimming through the sea.On the side there are griffins

on bases.

8). Ash altar of Flavia Sabina. Louvre.

C.I.L. Vi 18422.

Altmann, p. 158, no. 193.

At the front corners are flower stalk columns; above the

inscription panel are three tragic masks. Below the panel is

the scene of a sea-horse and a child sea-centaur playing a pipe

galloping along side by side. On the tail sits a cupid playing a

lyre. The sides are empty. The lid with a wreath does not belong.

9). Ash chest of A. Seius Zosimianus. Northampton Massachussetts,

Smith College.

Inst. Neg. 1937, 1269.

At the front corners are ammon heads and eagles. Above the fruit

garland is a Triton blowing a horn vigorously, and below it two

small birds pecking at the garland. The lid has a wreath in the

pediment and corner palmettes.

10). Grave altar of A. Albius Graptus. Consevatori Museum. Plate 56.

(Mythological scenes no. 11).

There are Tritons at the lower front corners: they hold up the

shell containing the bath of Venus scene, and in their other

arms they hold oars. There are dolphins above their heads,

sandwiched between the Tritons and the cupids above them.
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11).Ash altar of Vitalis. Mee° Nazionale delle Terme. Plate 63.
C.I.L. Vi 6713.

Altmann, p. 146, no. 165, fig. 119.

At the front corners are pilasters with shells and dolphins in

the capitals. Above the inscription panel is a frieze containing

two cupids with fish tails greeting one another. One holds an

oar over his shoulder. In the rounded pediment are seated sphinxes

on either side of a burning torch, and at the corners dumpy

eagles. On the sides there are back corner pilasters, but the

field is blank.

12).Grave altar ('Die Manibus' only). Pal. Barberini, Palestrina.

At the front corners are rams' heads above eagles, supporting a

garland. Below the garland is a cupid clinging onto a sea-panther.

Above there is a cock fight soene - one cock springing onto the

back of the other. At the beck corners are rams' heads and swans,

with a jug/patera above the garland, a dolphin below. The top of

the altar is decorated with acanthus.

13).Grave altar of Ambivius Hermes. Louvre.

C.I.L. VI 11530.
Altmann, p. 77, no. 35, fig. 65.
At the corners are rams' head3with sphinxes below on the front

and birds at the back. Above the laurel garland on the front

is a cupid riding some kind of sea-animal, which may be a sea-
dragon. Below the garland are birds with Insects. On the Bides
are laurel garlands with a jug/patera above. The rounded pediment

contains a wreath.

14).Grave altar of Dionysos. Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

DItschke, III, p. 212, no. 498.
Altmann, p. 77, no. 33.
Mansuelli, no. 210, p. 208, fig. 209.

At the front corners are rams' heads and eagles, at the back

corners rags' heads and swans, supporting laurel garlands. On

the front between the inscription panel and the garland there

is a cock fight scene. The sea-scene is below the garland: a
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sea-horse swims through the sea with one cupid stretched along

its flank and the other frolicking in the voluminous tail.

Above the garlands on the sides are a jug/patera, and below,

small birds.

15).Ash chest dedicated by Comicus to P. Licinias Successus, British

Museum.

C.I.L. VI 16010.

Altmann, p. 109, no. 102.

B.M. Cat. 2369.

At the front corners are large, rather ugly cupids standing on

cornucopias. Birds fill the space under the garland. Above the

garland is a cupid ridingca a sea-horse - he seems to be whipping

it on. The sides are simply decorated with imitation walling. The

lid does not belong.

16).Grave altar of Ordhivia. Villa Pamphili, Rome.

C.I.L. VI 23569.

Matz-Duhn 3942.

Altmann, p. 92, no. 62.

At the front corners are bearded heads with rams' horns and swans.

Above the garland is a cupid with a bird (? riding a goose), and

below it a boy or cupid on a sea-horse. At the back corners there

are bucrania with birds below, and a jug/patera above the garlands.

17).Grave altar of N. Naevius Vitulus. Sala della Riga, Vatican

Museums.

C.I.L. X 1807.

Altmann, p. 95, no. 72, fig. 80.

Vat. Cat. 111,2, P . 93, no. 619a, pl. 48.

Ronroth, Cat. no. 67.

At the front and back corners are ammon heads, with eagles below,

supporting fruit and flower garlands on all three sides. Above

the garland on the front are two aapids with a cock and a bunch

of grapes. Below the garland are two boys or cupids riding on

a sea-horse, with a dolphin between the horses' front hooves.
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On the sides are a jughatera and birds above the garland, and

below there are animals - on the left side a sow (I.), on the

right a bull.

18).Grave altar of Rhodon, Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

C.I.L. VI 8434.
Altmann, p. 93, no. 67.
Blanckenhagen, p. 80, no. 4, pl. 28, fig. 79.
Mansuelli. p. 214, no. 220, fig. 219,a,b.

The monument was set up to a slave of the Augusta Domitia, and

thus must be post A.D. 80. At the front corners are ammon

heads and swans with laurel garlands. Above the garland on the

front is a medusa head, and below a small sea-horse squashed

into a small space. At the back corners are rams' heads above

swans, with above the garlands a jughatera and small birds, and
below them dolphins.

19). Grave altar of Abascantus. Once Pal. Sciarra, present whereabouts

unknown.

C.I.L. Vi 1923.

Matz-DUhn 3931.
Altmann, p. 95, no. 70.
At the corners are ammon heads. Above the garland on the front

is a medusa head flanked by swans, and below it a single sea-
horse. On the sides above the garlands are a jughatera and two

small birds with insects: below the garlands are dolphins.

20).Grave altar of L. Calpurnius Daphnus. Pal. Massimi, Rome.

(People at work no. 5).
The rounded pediment is decorated with a rather roughly executed

sea-horse, with dolphins as acroteria.

21). Grave altar of AntoniusChrysogonus. Conservatori Museum.

C.I.L. VI 10361.
Altmann, p. 92, no. 63, fig. 77.

Conservatori Cat. p. 153, no. 37a, pl. 54.
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At the front corners are ammon heads with eagles below. Above the

fruit garland is a beaked griffin with a fish tail. On the

sides there are back corner rams' heads with eagles below. Above

the laurel garlands are a jug/patera, with birds above and below.

22).Grave altar of M. Aurelius Onesimus. Borghese Gardens, Rome.

The altar is in bad condition. At the front corners are unfluted

columns with leaf capitals. In the frieze above the inscription

panel are two animals (? sea-lions) and a ,cantharos.

23).Grave altar of Alois (set up by T. Flavius Hermes). Lateran

collection, Vatican Museums.

(Portraits no. 21).

On, the sides are a jug/patera, both highly decorated. The patera

on the right side has in the centre a medusa head, and various

sea-animals round the edge: a sea-griffin, sea-dragon, winged

sea-panther, and a dolphin. The jug on the left side has a sea-

animal (? griffin) on the body.

24).Grave altar with a modern inscription, Museo Nazionale delle

Terme.

Altmann, p. 83, no. 44, fig. 69.

The front and back are decorated in the same way, with corner

rams' heads above sphinxes and above the garland a medusa head

flanked by swans. Below the garland is a scene of a Nereid on a

sea-horse with cupids playing in its tail. The pediment is

decorated with shields and other armour. In the ends of the

volutes are cupids (?) standing inside shells.
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1). Ash altar of Mitrasia Severa. Museo Chiaramonti, Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. VI 22566.

Altmann, p. 148, no. 172.

Vat. Cat. I, p. 780, no. 686a, pl. 84.
At the front corners are spiral columns with winged female figures

holding baskets in the capitals. Above the inscription panel

is a frieze enclosed in volutes of two rams' heads flanking a

medusa head. Fruit garlands hang down the sides of the inscrip-

tion panel, and below it are two Victories killing bulls placed on

either side of a thymiaterion. These have been badly and deliberately

mutilated. On the sides aretack corner torches, and in the field

a large omphalos tripod draped with a simple laurel garland and
with a raven perched on top.

2). Grave altar of Iulius Antigonus. Present whereabouts unknown -

ace. Altmann, in 'England'.

C.I.L. VI 19833.

Altmann, p. 167, no. 212.
At the front corners are corinthian columns with fruit hangings

down the sides of the inscription panel. Above the panel are

two cupids supporting a garland with two portrait busts above.

Below is a bull-slaying Victory with a thymiaterion.

3). Altar of Laberia Irene. Present whereabouts unknown.

Montfaucon, V, pl. LXIV.

At the front corners are ammon heads above eagles, at the back

corners rams' heads and sphinxes. These support fruit and flower

garlands; above on the sides are a jug/patera, on the front a

Victory killing a bull.

4). Grave altar with the inscription 'Die Manibus Sacrum'aost.

Altmann, p. 96, no. 73.
At the front corners are ammon heads above eagles. They support

a fruit garland with a Victory, possibly killing a bull, above it.
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5). Grave altar of T. Flavius Romanus. Louvre.

C.I.L. VI 18188.
Altmann, p. 181, no. 243, fig. 146.
On the front is an oak wreath with fluttering taeniae. In the

pediment are two Victories ending in acanthus, one holding a

patera, the other a jug, on either aide of a candelabrum. There

are palmette acroteria.

6). Ash chest of Ti. Claudius Lupercus. British Museum.

C.I.L. VI 15137.

Altmann, p. 104, no. 86.

B.M. Cat. 2355.
On the front are two Victories holding up an oak garland, with

the inscription in the centre. The back of the monument is rounded.

In the pediment of the lid (modern?) are two peacocks with a

basket.

7). Ash altar of Successus. Capitoline Museums.

(Portraits no. 22).

In the rounded pediment of the lid there are two flying Victories

holding up a wreath.

8). Grave altar of Egnatius Nicephorus. Pal. Barberini, Rome.

(Mythological scenes, no. 17).
At the front corners are Victories standing on eagles tearing

at rabbits or hares. They support the garland. Above the garland

is a representation of the death of Arohemoros, and below it a
small animal attacking an eagle or a cock.

9). Grave altar of Herbasia Clymene. Lost.

(Mythological scenes no. 18).

This monument appears to be almost identical to the last piece.

10).Ash altar of C. Clodius Primitivus. Octagonal Room, Vatican

Museums.

(Door motif no. 41)
At the front corners are Victories standing in front of palm

trees: they are pulling open the large door which takes up most

of the front, grasping the rings in the top panels.
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11). Ash altar of Q. Cornelius Saturninus. Louvre.

(Door motif no. 46).
On the front is a cupid standing inside an arch holding a bird.

On either side of the arch is a dancing winged woman holding

a tambourine (?) high above her head.
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1). Ash altar without inscription. ? Lost.

Altmann, p. 107, no. 98.

At the front corners are cupids supporting a fruit garland. Above

the garland is a sleeping cupid with a small dog, and above,the

empty inscription panel. Below the garland is a Nicene of me

cupid abducting a girl. In the pediment of the monument is a jug.

2). Grave altar of Iulius Theopropos. Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

Mansuelli, p. 219, no. 229, pl. 227.

On the front of the monument are Cupid and Psyche standing on

a rock base and embracing one another. Psyche has butterfly

wings. On the sides are a jug/patera. The inscription is in Greek.

3). Octagonal ash chest of D. Lucilius Felix. Capitoline Museums.

C.I.L. VI 21577.

Arch. Ztg. XXIII 1865 p. 61ff.

Altmann, p. 110, no. 105, figs. 90-91.

Guzman I pl. 34.
At the upper corners are masks decorated with taeniae, with

crossed laurel and ivy branches hanging from then. On each of

seven faces below is a cupid, playing a musical instrument,

carrying a torch, or dancing. One plays a double flute, one a

lyre and a third a single flute, two carry torches, and another

a garland. The eighth face contains the inscription. The lid

has a pine cone acting as a knob, and is decorated with acanthus

leaves.

4). Ash altar of Flavius Saturninus. Louvre.

(Bacchic scenes, no. 20).

At the front corners are cupids standing on panthers which turn

their heads to look back at the centre. The cupids bold up a

garland made up of grapes and vine leaves. There are two birds

below pecking at it. Above- the garland are two cupids holding

up a third (a cupid or a child), who seems to be drunk. The

sides are decorated with a cantharos with ivy growing out of it.
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5). Altar with D.M. in the inscription panel. Lateran Collection,

Vatican Amuse.

(Pacchic scenes, no. 21).

On the front below the garland is the scene of two boys at the
end of a cook fight. On the left side of the monument below the

garland are two cupidsone holding a she-panther by the tail,

the other with a pedum. On the right side below the garland are

two revelling boys or cupids, one wearing a garland and propping

up the other, who appears to be drunk.

6). Double ash chest dedicated to Claudia Unix*. Capitoline Museums.

C,citoline Cat. pp. 96-97, no. 17a, pl. 33.
At the front corners are rams' heads with swans below, in the

centre front a bucranium with two small birds below. Above both

of the garlands there is a flying cupid with billowing drapery.

In the pediment of the lid are two cupids carrying a two-handled

vessel on a pole. On the sides are (messed spears.

7). Top half of the grave altar of Sulpicia. Mnseo Nazionale dello

Terms, Gardens. Plate 65.
At the front corners are pilasters with cornucopia, in the

capitals. Between the capitals, above the inscription panel,

is &frieze showing a circus race. In front in higher relief

are two chariots driving to the left - the right hand one has

had an accident and the cupid charioteer has fallen to the

ground. In the background are cupids riding on horses. The

turning post is represented at the left hand of the scene.

In the pediment of the lid are two cupids holding up a wreath,

and there are corner masks. On the sides are a jughatera.

8). Ash altar of Cossatia Prima. British Mbseum. Plate 64.
C.I.L. TI 16539.
Altmann, p. 164, no. 208.

D.M. Cat. 2364.
The pilasters at the front corners are decorated with a vine

&wet with leaves and grapes growing from a °anthems at the

bottom, with a bird perched at the top. In the capitals are

medusa heads flanked by birds (? ravens). Above the inscription
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panel is a frieze of acanthus growing from a central calyx,

with a panther on the left and a deer on the right bounding

towards one another through the foliage. There is an eagle with

spread wing* perched on top of the central calyx. Below the

inscription panel is a cupid driving a four-horse chariot towards

the right.The cupids seen just to have leapt into the chariot, and

look out *fills field at the spectator.Tha sides are decorated

with a pine tree with a very large bird in the branches and at

the foot another bird with a butterfly in its beak, and a

rearing snake. There is no lid.

5). Ash chest of Vernasia. Galleria Lapidarisq Vatican Museums. Plate 67.

C.I.L. VI 3483.
Vat. Cat. I (M. Ch.) pp. 489-490, no. 269E4, pl. O.

At the front corners are spirally fluted columns with ionic

capitals. Below the inscription panel is a cupid riding a

goat between two trees. The goat is nibbling at the leaves of

the tree in front of him. On the sides are laurel trees with

two large birds pecking at the berries. There is no lid.

10). Altar with a later Greek inscription. Villa Albani - Coffee House.

At the front corners are goats' heads above eagles. Above the fruit

garland is a cupid riding (rather precariously) on an animal,

possibly a donkey. Below the garland are two dolphins with a

shell. On the sides are back corner bucrania and birds, with a

jug/Patera and a bird above the laurel garland.

11). Grave altar of Amemptus. Louvre.

(Bacchic scenes no. 19).

Below the garland on the front are a male and a female centaur.

The centaur on the left plays a lyre and has a cupid playing a

flute on his back; the female centaur en the right plays double

pipes and bas a female cupid playing panid.pes on her back.

12). Altar of Herenia Iusta. 'spiv S. Biagio.

(Door motif no. 43; reclining figures 30).
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Across the top of the inscription panel is a garland supporting

volutes Which contain cupids riding on animals. In the centre

of the frieze are two portrait busts which face outwards and

gesture towards the cupids.

13). Grave altar of Innis Procula. Uffizi Gallery, Florence. Plates

5, 66.

(Portraits no. 16).

Above the garland on the front, below the panel containing the

portrait bust, is the scene of a cupid and a wolf-like animal.

The animal has a garland round its neck and is investigating a

basket of fruits which is falling ever. The cupid appears to

be trying to push the animal away, but as his arms have broken

off, the gesture is not clear. The animal's head is also damaged.

14). Ash altar of Vitali.. Museo Nazionale dells Terme.Plate 63.

(Nereids and Tritons, no. 11).

Above the inscription panel is a frieze containing two cupids

with fish tails greeting one another:one'holds an oar over his

shoulder.

15). Ash Chest of COMiCUA. British RUseum.

(Nereids and Tritons no. 15).
At the front corners are cupids standing on cornucopias. Above

the garland is a cupid riding on a sea-horse, apparently whipping

it on.

16). Grave altar of Dionysos. Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

(Nereids and Tritons, no. 14).

Underneath the garland on the front is a sea-horse swimming

through the water with two cupids, one stretched along its flank,

the other playing in the convolutions of its tail.

17). Grave altar of N. Naevius Vitulus. Sala della Biga, Vatican

Museums.

(Nereids and Tritons no. 17).

Above the garland on the front are two cupids: the one on the

left is carrying a coa t and the one on the right has a bunch
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of grapes, which it is holding away from the cock. Below the

garland on the front are two boys or cupid. riding on a sea-

borne.

18). Grave altar of Orchivia, Villa Pamphili, Home.

(Nereids and Tritons, no. 16)

Above the garland on the front is a cupid with a birdoossibly

riding a goose, and below it a boy or a cupid rides on a sea,

horse.

19). Grave altar of Ambivius Hermes. Louvre.

(Nereids and Tritons, no.13).

Above the laurel garland onthe front is a cupid riding some

kind of sea-animal, best described as a sea-dragon.

20). Grave altar with 'Die Manibus' only in the inscription panel.

Pal. Marberini, Pale strina.

(Nereids and Tritons no. 12).

Below the garland on the front is a cupid clinging onto a sea.

panther.

21). Grave altar of Luccia Telesina. Mnseo Chlaramonti, Vatican Museums.

(Mythological scenes no. 16).

Below the garland on the left side is a cupid riding on a dolphin,

and on the right side below the garland is a boy riding on a

dolphin.

22). Grave altar of Volusia Prima and Volueia Olympias. Villa Albani.

(Wolf and Twins no. 2).

Below the garland on the front are two cupids riding dolphins

towards one another. They hold small baskets in their hands.

There are also cupids standing on top of eagles at the front

corners of the monument.

23). Ash chest of Etphrosynus. Capitoline Mnseums.

(Wolf and twins, no. 12).

Above the garland on the front is a cupid. flying along by the

side of a swan, cheek to cheek.
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24). Grave altar of C. Iuliva Atimetus. Villa Albani.

C.I.L. VI 19861.

Altmann, p. 94, no. 68.
Honroth, Cat. me. 62.
At all four corners are ammon heads above large eagles on bases.

Above the garland stands a boy with a cloak over his shoulders.

He holds a bird by its wings and fruits in the crook of his arm.

On the left side is a laurel garland with a pater& above it and

small birds above and below. On the right side is a jug and birds

with a lizard, an insect, and a berry. On the back of the

monument is a laurel garland with two small birds above and a

flying swan below.

25). Ash chest of Q. Cornelius Saturninus. Louvre.

(Door motif, no. 46; Victories, no. 11).

On the front of the monument in an archway inside which a cupid

stands holding a bird, possibly dead, in his arms. On either side

are dancing winged women.

26). Ash chest of Publilius Severeanus and Blob. Galleria dei Candelabri,

Vatican Museums.

Altmann. pp. 259-260, fig. 201.

Vat. Cat. 111,2, pp. 214-216, no. 82, pl. 102.

On the front below the inscription panel is a scene of three

figures : in the centre a winged cupid holds up a large butterfly

while in his other hand he holds another object, possibly a jug

or a patera. On the right stands a small naked boy holding a

bird by the base of its wings, and a bunch of grapes. To the left

a third boy, wearing a tunic, pushes a pig onto the scene. On

the left side of the monument a cupid stands in front of an altar

and under a garland, holding a butterfly in the air with his left

hand: in his right hand he holds a torch whose flame he seems to

be directing at the butterfly. On the right side a cupid stands

asleep leaning on a reversed torch with a wreath (7) held in one

hand and a bow and quiver suspended from a nail on the wall above

him.
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27). Small altar of Sex &mins. Villa Alban/.

Altmann. p. 83, no. I.
At the front corners are rams' heads above swans, at the back

corners buorania above swans. Above the fruit garland en the

front is a scene of a cupid facing towards the left where there

is a square altar with fruits and a large bird on top, and an

•mphalos tripod above or behind it. To the right is a large lyre

(V) propped up against the garland. The cupid is attending to the

altar or the objects on it. Below the garland are two birds.

There is a jugipatera above the garlands on the sides.

28). Grave altar of Claudius Hyllus. Present whereabouts unknown.

(Reclining figures, no. 3).
In the rounded pediment is a winged cupid reclining on a rock,

with one arm raised above his head. He seems to be asleep.

29). Altar of Caecilius Ferox. Villa Albani.

(Rythological scenes, no. 31).

On the left side is a niche containing a standing sleeping cupid

leaning on a reversed torch: on the right side is the figure of

Fate with a wheel and a scroll.

30). Ash chest of Amnia Cassiajerugia Archaeological Museum.

Plate 68.

C.I.L. XI 2031.

Altmann, p. 186, no. 254, figs.152, 152a.

On the front is a wreath made up of corn ears supported by two

cupids : the inscription is fitted in around them. On the left side

there is a laurel tree surrounded by a variety of animals, birds,

and insects. The right side has an oak tree with a bird in the
branches and two goats, one attempting to browse at the branches.

On the back are crossed olive branches.

31). Grave altar of Cm. Sentius Felix. Found Ostia, now Uffizi Gallery,

Florence. Plate 71.

C.I.L. XIV 409.
R. Raiggs, Roman Ostia, Oxford 1960, pp. 8, 200, 559 no. 5.
Rinsuelli, p. 222, no. 235, fig. 233.
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At the front corners are pilasters with eagles in the capitals,

at the back corners pilasters with cornucopias in the capitals.

On the front above the inscription panel is an acanthus friese

in Which a lion and a bull face one another. The zdiment has

two flying cupids holding up a wreath, and there are corner

Basks.

32). Grave altar of Cu. Tuxpilius Parthenopaeus. Uffizi Gallery,

Florence.

Mansuelli, p. 218, no. 227, figs. 225 &obis,

At the front corners are pilasters with owls in the capitals.

Above the inscription panel is an acanthus frieze with a lion

pursuing a horse. On the sides are laurel trees with a snake

twined around the baseva stork pecking at it, and two small

birds in the branches. In the pediment are two flyingcupids

with a wreath.

33). Ash altar of Ti. Claudius Callistus. Found Via Flamini& 122.

Not. Sc. 1975 PF .214-219, 231-232.
At the front corners are spirally fluted columns with eagles in

the capitals. Inihe frieze above the inscription panel are two

rams' heads and a medusa head contained in volutes. Laurel

garlands hang down the sides of the inscription panel, and

below it there are two dogs attacking a stag. This scene is

placed on a base decorated with bucrania and garlands with small

birds above. On the sides are back corner pilasters with dolphins

in the capitals, with laurel trees in the field. Birds (? SW*1111

•r storks) attack a snake wrapped round the tree. In the

pediment of the lid two flying cupids support an oak wreath.

34). Ash altar of M. Ulpius 71oridus. Perugia Archaeological Museum.

Plate 7.

(Mythological scenes, no. 4).
At the front corners are spirally fluted bulbous columns with

cupids standing on tops they hold bunches of grapes in both

hands. Below the inscription panel on the front are two more

flying cupids holding up a laurel wreath.
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A. Atli altar of L. Volusius Diodorus. Lateran Collection, Vatican
Museums.

C.I.L.. 	 TI 7380.
Altmann, p. 53, no . 8 , fig. 45.
At the front corners are spirally fluted columns. Above the

inscription panel is a frieze of a medusa head flanked by

swans and rams' heads, contained in volutes. Garlands hang

down the sides of the inscription panel beneath Which there

is a clipeue portrait supported by two cupids. In the pediment

there is a wre*th, and on the sides hanging on imitation

walling there is an amazon shield decorated with a dolphin.

There are back corner pilasters.

36). Ash chest of L. Postumus Iulianus. Lateran Collection, Vatican

Museums.

C.I.L. VI 24868.
Benndorf-Sdhoene, p. 173, no. 264.
Altmann, p. 108, no. 99.
At the, front corners are cupids Who hold up a clipeus_portrait

of a boy. Below the cupids are eagles, below the portrait bust

the inscription panel. At the back corners there are rams°

heads above swans; these support laurel garlands with a jug/

patera above and birds above and below. The lid is decorated

with volutes and rosettes, and in the centre a tripod flanked

by ravens.

37). Grave altar with a destroyed inscription. Amelia, Municipio.

Plate 10.

(Mythological scenes no.19).
At the front corners of the monument are cupids standing an

top of palm trees appearing above sphinxes at the bottom

corners. The cupids hold up the garland on the front.

38). Grave altar of Domitia Augurina. Pal. Barberini, Rome.

C.I.L. VI 16993.
Montfaucon, V pl. 85.

Matz-Dthn, 3928.
Altmann, p. 104, no. 87, fig. 86.
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At the front corners are cupids which support the fruit

garland on the front. The cupids hold the taeniae in the band

not holding the garland.

39). Round ash chest of Athania Pieria. Conservatori Museum.

Montfaucon, V pl. 96.

Three cupids support laurel garlands Which surround the urn.

Above the garland below the inscription panel is an animal

which may be a lion attacking a donkey (?). Swans ay above
the other two garlands. The lid is decorated with olive branches

and has a bird on top.

40). Ash chest of Antonia Restituta. Campo Santo,Pisa.

Lasinio, pl. XVI, no. 179.
At the front corners are cupids with cornucopiae held over

their heads. On the front there is an oak garland with two

birds above. On the sides are Shields with crossed spears.

41). Ash altar of Ianuaria. Lateran Collection, Vatican Museums.

(Mythological scenes no. 29).
At the front corners are boys (or cupids?) standing on globes

which are in turn on top of eagles. The boys' outside hands

support the lid, while their lowered inner hands hold grapes.

42). Ash chest of Reline. Berlin, Staatlidhe Museum.

(Door motif no. 58).
At the front corners are cupids holding grapes in their outer

hands; their inner hands are raised above their heads. Below

them are sphinxes sitting on tripods. The cupids flank an

open doorway in which a man and a woman link hands over an

altar.

43). Ash chest of L. Cam's Rilarus. Lateran Collection, Vatican

itaBOURB.

C.I.L. XIV 703.
Benndorf-Schoene, p. 379, no. 538.
Altmann, p. 109, no. 103, fig. 89,
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At the front corners are cupids holding torches in one hand

and the end of the fruit garland in the others they stand on

top of half figures of women, one with a bird, the other with

flowers. Above the garland is a bird with a basket.

44). Ash chest of Silia Attica. British Museum.

C.I.L. VI 26571.

B.M. Cat. 2376.

On the front is a long thin inscription panel with a laurel

garland stretched below it. On either side of the panel is a

basket of fruit with a bird at the foot and a tiny cupid crawling

around on top. On the sides are beaked griffins, standing and

raising a paw. The lid is modern.

45). Grave altar of P. Vite/lius Successus. Galleria dello Statue,

Vatican *assume.

(Reclining figures no. 47; Portraits no. 30).
Below the banquet scene on the front there is an inscription

panel flanked by cupids: the one on the left has a_pedum,and

a basket, and the one on the right carries a garland.

46). Front half of the altar of C. Iulius Saecularis. Nese° Nazionale

dello Terms. Plate 48.
(Portraits no. 13).
Below the niche containing the figure of the youth is a tabula

ansata held up by cupids with butterfly wings.

47). Grave altar of T. Flavius Alcon. Muse° Nazionale dells Terms.

C.I.L. VI 10238.

Altmann, p. 167, no. 211, fig. 136.

At the corners are pilasters with birds and shells in the

capitals. Above the inscription panel on the front is as frieze

of three small cupids supporting garlands.

48). Grave altar of T. Flemin g Philetus. Vatican &satsuma.

(Nereids and Tritons no. 6).

At the front corners are pilasters with dolphins 44 the capitals.
Above the inscription panel is a frieze of three cupids holding

up garlands : above each garland is a medusa head.
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49). Ash altar of Attia Quintino.. Louvre.

C.I.L. VI 12772.

Altmann, p. 168, no. 214.

At the front corners are spirally fluted columns. All the

decoration is badly damaged: above the inscription panel is a

frieze containing two cupids supporting three garlands with

masks above. The scene below the inscription panel appears to

show two sea—animals flanking a thymiaterion. There are laurel

trees with birds on the aides.

Not in the text.

50) Rough altar of Fabius Rufinus. Oxford, Alihmolean Museum.

Michaelis, p. 589, no. 212.

On the front of the monument in a cupid holding up a circular

object in his right hand (possibly a ball he is about to throw).

51). Grave altar of Apusulenus Alexander. Capitoline Museums.

(Work scenes no. 20).

A cupid stands in front of a woman sitting in a chair reaching
for the bird she holds in her hand. On the left is a girl

with a bird and a dog jumping up to her.
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1). Ash altar of M. Trebellius Argolicus. Mimeo Nasionale dells Terme.

Plate 70.

C.I.L. VI 1930.

Altmann, p. 150, no. 177, fig. 121.

At the front corners are spiral columns. Below the inscription

panel are two beaked, crested griffins Which sit on either side

of an omphalos tripod and raise one paw (inner one) towards it.

Oa the sides there is a stocky vine with leaves and grapes and a

single bird. In the rounded pediment of the lid is an eagle with

spread wings. This is flanked by corner masks.

2). Grave altar of Plaetoria Antiodhis, Vatican Museums.

(Portraits no. 40).

Below the inscription panel on the front are two beaked griffins

seated on either side of an omphalos tripod on a low base. They

both raise one paw towards it.

3). Grave altar of Cn. Ambivlue Aaecianus. Villa Albani, Rome.

Visconti, no. 657, p. 111, pl. IV, no. MIX.

Altmann, p. 169, no. 216.

At the corners are spiral columns. Above a small inscription

panel is an eagle with spread wings, and down the sides are

tendrils with flowers. Below are two seated beaked griffins

raising a paw to an onphales tripod. Above on the front is a

portrait in a wreath supported by cupids. On the sides are

trees with a dog Chasing a deer, and on the sides of the lid

are standing panther griffins raising one paw to a candelabrum.

4). Ash altar of M. Tarquitius Severna. Basilica S. Paolo, Rome.

At the front corners are spiral columns with leaf capitals.

Down the side. of the inscription panel are patterned hangings,

and across the top a garland supporting a shell portrait flanked

by rams' heads. Below the inscription panel are two beaked

griffins flanking a tripod. On the sides are laurel tree with

two birds at the foot and back corner torches. The lid, Which

probably does not belong to the monument, has a double niche
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with portraits of two boys on the front and two cupids on the
sides — on the right with arrows, on the left with a wreath.

5). Ash altar with a medieval inscription. Campo Santo, Pisa.

(Portraits no. 41).

Below the inscription panel on the front are two beaked crested

griffins which face towards the corners but turn their heads

back towards the central tripod Which stands on a podium between

them.

6). Ash chest of A. Crispinus Caepio. Mnseo Nazionale dello Terme.

(From the tomb of the Platorini).
Gusman pl. 156.
At the front corners are spiral columns with dolphins in the

capitals and laurel garlands hanging down between them and

the inscription panel. Below the panel are two beaked griffins
sitting on small pedestals with an omphalos tripod between

then. The griffins face outwards but turn their beads round to
look at the tripod. On the lid there are two birds, one peaking
at the ground, the other at a locust CO. On the sides there
are dolphins.

7). Grave altar of Orcivius Hermes. Venice Archaeological Museum.

C.I.L. VI 23566.
D:tschke. V no. 283.

Altmann, p. 151, no. 179.

At the front corners are spiral columns with dolphins in the

capitals. Down the sides of the columns are patterned hangings

ending in lions' feet standing on bulls' heads. Above the

inscription panel are rams' heads and a medusa head enclosed in

volutes. Below the inscription panel are two seated griffins

(beaked) which face inwards but turn their heads back to look

at the corners. In between them is an omphalos tripod. On the

sides ars back corner pilasters with a laurel tree and birds

in the field.
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8). Ash altar of Caecilia Rosana. Venice Archaeological Museum.

C.I.L. VI 13849.

D:tschke, V no. 269.

Altmann, p. 164, no. 207.

At the front corners are spiral columns. Across the top of

the inscription panel is & rudimentary gar/and whose taeniae

hang down the sides of the panel. Below are two seated beaked

griffins on basest they face the central tripod but look back

over their shoulders. The tripod is large and elaborate,

decorated with a medusa- or sphinx-head. At the back corners

are burning torches, and in the field laurel garlands with a

judpatera and mall birds above and below.

9). Ash Chest of Cacia Daphne. Lateran collection,Vatican &mums.

C.I.L. XIV 704.

Benndorf-Schoene, p. 380, no. 543.
Altmann, p. 120, no. 122, fig.97.

At the front corners are tripods. Below the inscription panel

are griffins flanking a lyre, and in the pediment are small

birds.

10). Ash chest of C. Iulius Thallus. Vienna.

C.I.L. VI 20302.

Altmann, p. 120, no. 121.

At the front corners are tripods. Below the inscription panel

are seated griffins flanking a lyre. On the sides are a shield

and spears, in the pediment birds and a vase, with corner

palmettos.

11). Ash altar of Rubria Philete. Ammo Nazionale dello Terse. Plate 69.

C.I.L. VI 37556.

It the front corners are spiral columns with hanging laurel

garlands. Across the top of the inscription panel are rams' heads

and a medusa head flanked by swans, all enclosed in volutes.

Below the panel are seated beaked griffins flanking a candelabrua.

At the back corners are pilasters with a laurel tree in the

field and two storks at its foot, pecking at a snake coiled
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round its base. The lid has corner palmettes and a wreath

in the pediment.

12). Grave altar of Sex. ftivius. Russo Chiaramonti, Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. VI 22626.

Altmann, p. 149, no. 174.
Vat. Cat. I, p. 708, no. 590a, pl. 76.
At the front corners are columns with garlands hanging down

between them and the inscription panel. Above the panel is a

frieze with a medusa head flanked by swans and rams' heads. Below
the panel are two seated beaked griffins flanking a candelabrum,

to which they raise one paw. On the sides are tripods and ravens.

13). Grave altar of Crenaeus. Mimeo Nazionale dell. Terme. Plate 8.

C.I.L. VI 37762.
Hot. Sc. 1911 p. 395.
B. Com.40 1912 p. 166.

Ronroth, Cat. no. 58.
At the front corners are cupids with eagles below. The cupids

support a fruit garland above which there is a medusa head

flanked by very small swans. At the back corners are bucrania

above swans with laurel garlands. Above are a jug/patera, and

small birds. In the pediment are seated beaked griffins with a

candelabrum between them. The top of the monument has a hollow

in it for libations.

14). Altar of L. Aufidius Aprilis. Found Via Flaminia 122.

(Reclining figures no. 4; Bsccnic scenes no. 13).
The lid is decorated with seated beaked griffins flanking a

candelabrum.

15). Large ash chest without inscription. Lateran Collection, Vatican

ftseums.

(People at work, no. 12).
In the rounded pediment of the lid are two seated beaked griffins

flanking a candelabrum. •
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16). Grave altar of C. Titienus Flacons. Spello. Cast in Civilta

Rosana Museum, E.U.R., Bone, Plate 45.
(Portraits, no. 1).

In the pediment on the front of the monument are two beaked (?)

griffins standing with one paw raised to a candelabrum.

17). Ash altar in Florence Archaeological Museum, (Garden).

At the front cornersare columns made up of twisted plant stems.

Short laurel garlands hang down the sides of the uninscribed

panel. Below are two seated horned panther griffins on either

side of a candelabrum to which they raise their inner paws.

18). Ash altar of Ti. Claudius Thallianus. Chatsworth House.

C. C. Vermeule, 'Notes on a new edition of Michaelis, Part III,

A.J.A. 60 1956, p. 325, fig. 12.

At the front corners are columns made up of a selection of

decorative motifs - tripod legs, palmettos and eagles. Below

the inscription panel are two seated panther griffins which

raise a paw to a candelabrum. The lid has corner eagles and a

shell portrait flanked by swans - it does not belong to the

monument.

19). Ash altar of Sessia Labionilla. Amelia, Municipio. Plate 12.

(Bacchio scenes, no. 4).

Above the inscription panel on the front is a frieze containing

rams / heads flanking seated horned panther (?) griffins raising

a paw to a candelabrum.

20). Grave altar of?. Flavius Diadummnus. Conservatori Museum.

At the front corners are pilasters with eagles in the capitals.

Above the inscription panel are two griffins flanking a cantharos.

On the sides are back corner pilasters with a judpatera in the

field, and in the lid there are corner sphinxes and two flying

cupids with a wreath.
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21). Grave altar of Turpilins Bieticus. Louvre.

C.I.L. VI 27778.
Altmann, p. 145, no. 162.
At the front corners are spirally fluted columns with flower

capitals. Above the inscription panel on the front is a frieze

of two griffins flanking a cantharos. There are also griffins

on the sides, with back corner pilasters.

22). Ash chest of M. luaus Hamill's. British Museum.

(Portraits no. 37).
Below the inscription panel is a deep cut, elaborately framed

roundel containing the portrait of a woman. This is flanked by

seated beaked griffins who face the corners but turn their

heads round to look at the centre.

23). Ash cheat of M. Burrius Felix. Merseyside Museums, Liverpool.

(Inc. Collection).

(Door motif no. 10.
Under the inscription panel is a closed double door decorated

with medusa heads and flanked by seated beaked griffins.

24). Ash chest without inscription. Ares= Archaeological Museum.

At the front corners are pilasters. Below the empty inscription

panel is an arch with a theatrical mask suspended in its this is

flanked by seated beaked griffins on low bases. On the sides of

the monument are hunting scenes — a dog bringing down a stag, and

a dog with the carcass of an animal (7).

25). Grave altar of Bpaphroditus. Hever Castle, Kent. Plate 13.
(Mythological scenes, no. 1).

Above the inscription panel is a frieze of confronted standing

panther griffins in the centre and ammon heads on the outside,

contained in volutes. At the base of the frieze is a garland.

26). Grave altar of L. Calpurnins Piso Frugi Licinianus.

C.I.L. VI 31723.
Altmann, p. 39, no. 3, fig. 24.
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On the front is an inscription in a simple frame. In the pediment

are two seated beaked griffins which face one another and look

back over their shoulders (badly damaged).

27). Ash chest of Scribonia Redone. Campo Santo, Piss.

(Reclining figures no. 19; Portraits no. 28).

At the front corners are large seated panther griffins which

take up a large part of the front of the monument. They flank

the inscription panel and the cupids holding up a portrait

roundel below it, and spread onto the sides of the monument.

28). Ash altar of M. Antonin* Anteros. Louvre.

C.I.L. Vi 11964.

Altmann, p. 78, no. 38.

There are rams' heads at all four corners, with seated beaked

griffins below them at the front and swans at the back. Above

the garland on the front is a medusa head, and below a swimming

dolphin with a shell behind his nose. Above the garlands on the

sides are a jug/patera, and below a vegetable pattern with two

flowers.

29). Grave altar of Caesennia Ploce. Galleria Lapidaria, Vatican Mnseuns.

(Portraits, no. 39).

At the front corners below rams' heads are seated horned panther

griffins. The rams' heads support a garland with cupids holding

up a shell portrait of a woman above it.

30). Grave altar of T. Plavins Sedatus. Once Lansdowne Rouse, present

whereabouts unknown.

C.I.L. VI 18203.

MOntfaucon V pl. 82.

Altmann, p. 86, no. 50.

Chfistie, Manson and Woods, Catalogue of the Celebrated Collection

of Ancient Marbles, the Property of the Marquees of Lansdowne,

(London 1930) P. 54, no. 81, with fig.
Under the rams' heads at the front corners are seate4 panther

griffins, While at the back corners there are eagles. There is
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an eagle with spread wings above the garland on the front and

below, it two birds with a lizard. On the sides are a jughatera

above the garlands, with more small birds.

31). Grave altar of P. Vitellius SUCCUMB. Galleria dello Statue,

Vatican Museums.

(Recliaing figures no. 471 Portraits no. 30; Cupids no. 45).
On the sides of the monument are seated beaked griffins on small

ledges.

32). Ash altar of M. Dipius Floridus. Perugia Archaeological Moen*.

(Mythological scenes no. 41 Cupids no. 34).
The sides are decorated with back corner torches and seated

beaked griffins.

33). Ash altar of Licinia Chrysis. Galleria dells Statue, Vatican

Museums.

(Reclining figures no. 16).

On the sides are back corner pilasters with a beaked crested

griffin seated on a rocky base.

34). Grave altar of A. Albius Graptus. Conservatori Museum.

(Mythological scenes no. 11; Nereids and Tritons no. 10).

On the sides are back corner torches and beaked griffins seated

on high bases: these are very long thin griffins to suit the

shape of the altar.

35). Altar of Iulia Aufidena Capitolina. Octagonal Room, Vatican

'Wens's.

C.I.L. TI 20385.

Altmann, p. 146, no. 163.

Tat. Cat. I p. 638, no. 497A, pl. 68.
A large monument with spirally fluted columns at the front

corners. Above the inscription panel is an acanthus frieze

containing two animals, probably a lion chasing a horse. On

the sides are seated beaked crested griffins on high bases.

The monument was dedicated to the Juno of Iulia Aufidena

Capitolina.
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36). Grave altar of C. Calpurnius Beryllus. Capitoline Muses.

(Reclining figures no. 28).

On the sides are back corner pilasters with a beaked griffin

with a raised paw sitting on a base.

37). Altar of Annia Isias. British alBOUM.

VI 11789.

B.M. Cat. 2352.

At the corners are spirally fluted columns with two dolphins in

the capitals. Below the inscription panel is a female animal

which may be a pantheress, she—wolf or bear. She stands beneath

a vine with grapes beside a large rhyton  terminating in a goat's

head. On the sides are seated beaked griffins with one paw raised

and with a quiver and a laurel tree in the background.

38). Ash Chest of Silia Attica. British Museum.

(Cupids no. 44).

On the sides of the monument are beaked griffins, standing and

raising one paw.

39). Grave altar of L. Sutor. Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

Mansuelli, p. 218, no. 228, fig. 226.

At the front corners are spirally fluted columns with leaf

capitals. In the acanthus frieze above the inscription panel

are two animals, possibly a lion and a bull.At the back corners

are pilasters with horned panther griffins sitting mr,rools

bases in the field.

40). Grave altar of Iulia Apollonia. Isola Sacra, Ostia.

(Portraits, no. 36).

On the sides are horned panther griffins sitting on ledges.

41). Grave altar of Innis. Procula. Uffizi Gallery, Florence. Plates

5a, 5b, 66.
(Portraits no. 16; Cupids no. 13).

Under the garland on the front is a winged animal with a cat-

like body and paws, andispreading antlers; it is springing on
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the back of a bull and is tearing at it. On the left side of

the monument beneath the garland is a crouching winged animal.

It seems to have a beaked head and would appear to be a griffin.

42). Grave altar of Calpurnia Nomea. Lost.

C.I.L. VI 14233.
Montfaucon V pl. 31.

Altmann, P. 91, no.59.
At the front corners are ammon heads above sphinxes. Above the

oak garland is a griffin attacking a bull. It the back corners

are rams' heads above dolphins with laurel garlands, a jug/

patera and small birds. In the rounded pediment is a portrait

bust.

43). Small altar without inscription. ? Velletri, Cathedral ?basun.

(Reclining figures, no. 51).

Above the empty inscription panel is a frieze of two cupid heads

in volutes flanking a central griffin with its foot on some

unidentifiable object.

44). Ash chest of M. Innins lllectus. Naples Archaeological Museum.

Above the inscription panel is a seated (panther?) griffin with

its head thrown back as if howling. At the corners are amnion

heads above eagles, and below the inscription panel a basket

full of fruit. In the pediment of the lid there are two small

birds. The ash chest has a rounded back.

45). Grave altar of Antonin' Chrysogonns. Cons ervatori Museum.

(Nereids and Tritons no. 21).

Above the garland on the front is a beaked sea—griffin with an

elaborate fish-tail.
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1). Ash chest of L. Terentius Maximus. Conservatori Museum.

At the front corners are ammon heads supporting a laurel garland,

with ravens at the lower corners. On the sides are storks fighting

snakes. In the pediment of the lid is a crouching sphinx facing

right with her paw on a ram's head. In front of her lies a bearded

mask, and behind her another mask and a cista mystica.

2). Grave altar of lune Peregrine. ?. Pal. Patrici.

Matz-Dvihn 3938.
Altmann, p. 76, no. 30.

At the front corners are rams' heads above eagles. Above the

garland is a sphinx with a ram's head in its claws, and below

the garland are two birds with an insect. The sides are un-

decorated.

3). Grave altar of Cornelia Cleopatra. Copenhagen.

(Reclining figures, no. 1).

In the pediment of the lid there is a crouching sphinx with a

bull's head. There are corner palmettos.

4). Grave altar of Ti. Claudius Geminus. Once Villa Medial, present

whereabouts unknown.

(Mythological scenes no. 15; Nereids and Tritons no. 5).

Above the garland on the front there is said to be a scene of

Oedipus and the sphinx.

5). Ash altar of Vitali'. Museo Nazionale delle Terms.

(Nereids and Tritons no. 11; Cupids no. 14).

In the rounded pediment are two seated sphinxes, one each side of

an upright burning torch: at the corners are dumpy eagles or owls

acting as acroteria.

6). Ash altar dedicated by Iulia Soteria (or Soffria), to Aelius

Patrice. Galleria Lapidaria, Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. VI 34249.

Vat. Cat. I p, 179, no. 19.
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The front is decorated with a central inscription panel. Above

this in a broad frieze are two cupids supporting a garland with

an eagle or an owl squashed in above it. At the sides of the

panel are eagles sitting on elaborate bases, and below the panel

are seated sphinxes raising one paw to a bulbous object (a

candelabrum?): they turn their heads to face the spectator.

In the rounded pediment of the lid two more sphinxes sit one

on either side of a cantharos.

7). /Leh chest of Cantia Primitiva. Cabinet des Mkailles, Paris.

(Door motif no. 38).
Below the inscription panel and garland are two sphinxes facing

one another over what was once a door — the top two panels have

been erased and the end of the inscription put in their place.

8). Ash chest of Speratus. Louvre.

(Door motif no.15).

On either side of the door on the front of the monument is a

small seated sphinx.

9). Ash chest of Evander. Florence Archaeological Museum.

(Door motif no. 34).
Beneath the inscription panel on the front is a closed door

flanked 4sphinxes sitting on high bases and facing towards the

door.

10). Grave altar of C. Telegennus Optatus. Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

(Door motif no. 3).
The back of the altar is decorated with what appears to be a

temple facade covering the whole of the space available — it has

pilasters, a large door with steps up to it and a pediment with

seated sphinxes as acroteria.

11). Grave altar of T. Flavin' Diadumenus. Conservatori Museum.

(Griffins no. 20).

The lid has sphinxes acting as *oratorio' to the pediment which

contains two flying cupids with awreath.
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12). Ash chest of Claudius December and Claudius Polydeuces. Chatsworth

House.

C. C. Vermeule, 'Notes on a new edition of Michaelis, part II',

A.J.A. 60 1956, p. 325 9 fig. 12.

At the front corners are rams' heads above masks. They support a

broad laurel garland with small birds above and below it. The

deep rounded pediment has seated sphinxes acting as acroteria

and is decorated with two cupids holding up a wreath.

13). Ash chest of Onesimue. Broadlands, Hampshire.

(Door motif no. 33).
At the front corners of the monument are candelabra decorated with

masks and sphinxes.

14). Ash altar with 'D.M. 1 in the inscription panel. Lateran Collection,

Vatican Museums.

(Bacchic scenes no. 21; Cupids no. 5).

At the front corners of the monument are elaborate candelabra

composed of a number of elements. In the centre of the stem sits

a sphinx. The base is decorated with rams' heads, lions' feet,

maenads and sirens.

15). Ash chest of Petronius Hedychrus. Hoikham Hall, Norfolk.

(Wolf and twins no. 13).

At the front corners are candelabra which are decorated with

rams heads,dolphins and sphinxes.

16). Ash chest of Enphrosynus. Capitoline Museums.

(Wolf and twins no. 12; cupids no. 23).

At the front corners are seated sphinxes — the garland is slung

between them.

17). Ash chest of Hilius. Staatliche Museum, Berlin.

(Door motif no. 58; Cupids no. 42).
At the front corners there are cupids with grapes in their hands

above — these flank the dextrarum iunctio scene taking place in a

doorway. Below at the corners are sphinxes sitting on squat tripods

— these figures flank the inscription panel.
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18). Ash altar of L. Yolusius Phaedrus. Lateran Collection, Vatican

MUseums. Plate 3.
(Wolf and twins no. 18).

At all four corners there are rams' heads above sphinxes which

sit on the base of the monument.

19). Grave altar with the inscription 'Die Manibus Sacrum'. Galleria

Lapidaria, Vatican Museums.

(Wolf and twins no. 17; Nereids and Tritons no. 2).

- At all four corners there are rams' heads above sphinxes. The

sphinxes are seated on small decorated bases: on the bases on

the front of the monument there are bacchic masks, and on the

sides birds catching insects or with berries in their beaks.

20). Grave altar without inscription. Louvre.

(Nereids and Tritons no. 1).

The monument has summon heads above eagles at the front corners
and rams' heads above sphinxes at the baSk corners. The sphinxes

sit on bases decorated with swans fighting a snake.

21). Altar with a destroyed inscription. Istituto Italo-Latino-

Americano.,	 Roue.

(Nereids and Tritons no. 3).
At all four corners there are rase' heads above sphinxes sitting

on undecorated bases.

22). Grave altar of Luccia Telesina. Museo Chiaramonti, Vatican Museums.

(Mythological scenes no. 16; Cupids no. 21).

There are rams' heads above sph(nxes at the four corners: the

sphinxes sit on undecorated bases.

23). Grave altar of Claudius Alexander, Galleria dei Candelabri,

Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. VI 9784.
Altmann, p. 91, no. 60, fig. 76.

Vat. Cat. 111,2 p. 387, no. 22, pl. 167.

A.S.R. V p. 134, fig. 496.
Ronroth cat. 89.
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At the front corners are ammon heads above sphinxes, at the back

corners rams' heads above swans. The sphinxes sit on rocky bases.

Above the garland on the front is an eagle, below it a panther

with an overturned cantharos Whose contents flow towards and

startle the animal. On the sides there are a jug/patera and birds
nest scenes above the garlands.

24).Grave altar with a destroyed inscription. Amelia, Mhnicipio.

Plate 10.

(Mythological scenes, no. 19; Cupids no. 37).

At the front corners are cupids standing on top of sphinxes.

The sphinxes sit on low undecorated bases,andthe top of a

palm tree emerges above their heads.

25). Grave altar of L. Octavius Melissa., Conservatori Museum.

Honroth oat. no. 56.

At the front corners of the monument are lion heads supporting

garland above seated sphinxes. Below the main garland are cupids

holding up another Short garland. At the back corners are rams'

heads above eagles: above the garlands on the sides are a 3ugl

patera and bird scenes (a nest on the right and a stork killing
a snake on the left).
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Animals: lions.

1). Altar of Telegenia Nobilis. Palestrina. Plate 72.
(Bacchic scenes, no. 17).
At the front corners are pilasters with eagles and ammon heads in

the capitals. Above the inscription panel, running between the

capitals, is an acanthus frieze with a lion and a bull (damaged)

confronting each other through the foliage.

2).* Grave altar of Cn. Sentius Felix. Found at Ostia, now 'Uffizi
Gallery, Florence. Plate 71.
(Cupids no. 31).
At the front corners are pilasters with eagles in the capitals.

Above the inscription panel between the capitals is an acanthus

frieze in which a lion and a bull face one another.

3). Grave altar of 11. Ulpius Faustus. Villa Albani, Rome.

C.I.L. VI 3298.
Altmann, p. 144, no. 155.
At the corners are pilasters with eagles in the capitals. Above

the inscription panel between the capitals is an acanthus frieze

with a lion and a bull facing each other through the foliage.

4). Grave altar of L. Sutor. Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

(Griffins no. 39).
At the front corners are spiral columns with leaf capitals. In the

acanthus frieze above the inscription panel are two animals,

possibly a lion and a bull.

5). Ash altar of C. Calpurnius Piso Crassus Frugi Licinianus. MUseo

Nazionale delle Terme.

C.I.L. VI 31725.
Altmann, p. 40, no. 4, fig. 26.
At the front corners are pilasters with eagles in the capitals.

In the acanthus frieze above the inscription panel are a lion

and a panther facing one another through the foliage. There is

an oak wreath in the pediment.
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6)01 Altar of Iulia Apollonia. Isola Sacra, Ostia, tomb 97/98. Plate 73.
(Portraits no. 36; Griffins no. 40).
It the front corners are pilasters with cornucopiae in the

capitals. In the acanthus frieze above the inscription panel

two lions (or possibly a lion and a bull) face one another in

the foliage.

7). 4* Grave altar of Cn. Turpilius Parthenopaeus. Uffizi Gallery,
Florence.

(Cupids no. 32).
At the front corners are pilasters with owls in the capitals.

A lion pursues a horse through the foliage of the acanthus frieze

above the inscription panel.

8). Altar of Iulia Aufidena Capitolina. Octagonal Room, Vatican Museums

(Griffins, no. 35).
At the front corners are corinthian columns with an acanthus

frieze above the inscription panel. There are two animals in

the frieze, probably a lion chasing a horse.

9). Grave altar of T. Statilius Hermes.Fitzwilliam Museim, Cambridge.

Plate 74.
C.I.L. VI 26766.
Fitzwilliam Cat. p. 89, no.143, pl. 48.
At the front corners are ammon heads above eagles. Between the

inscription panel and the garland is a dramatic scene of a lion

attacking a donkey - the lion has leapt on the donkey's back and

bites its shoulder as the donkey tries to flee. Below the garland

are two small birds fighting over a butterfly. At the back

corners there are rams' heads above swans, with a jug/patera

above the garland. The pediment is filled with flowers.

10).Round ash chest of Athania Pieris. Conservatori Museum.

(Cupids, no. 39).
Three cupids hold up laurel garlands. Above the garland underneath

the inscription panel is an animal which may be a lion (its

head is missing) attacking a donkey (- the drawing in )lontfaucon

Vol. V, Pl. 96 has an unidentifiable animal attacking a stag, but

it looks more like a donkey). Swans fly over the other two garlands.
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11).Grave altar of L. Plotius EUnus. Mimeo Chiaramonti, Vatican Museums.

Ca.L. VI 24312.

Altmann, p. 106, no. 94.

Vat, Cat. I p. 674, no. 546a, pl. 72.

At the front corners are cupids supporting a garland, and below

them boys with snake legs. Between the garland and the inscription

panel are two cocks fighting, and below the garland a single

lion standing still. At the back corners are bucrania with

swans below, and on the sides garlands with a jughatera above,

and small birds.

12).Grave altar of M. Aurelius Onesimus. Borghese gardens, Rome.

(Nereids and Tritons, no. 22).

Between the capitals of the columns at the front corners is a

frieze containing a csntharos and two sea-animals which appear

to be sea-lions.

13).Ash chest in Pawlowsk.

(Mythological scenes, no. 24).

In the pediment are Apollo, Marsyas and Minerva, with Mercury,

At the corner is Cybele with a lion at her side.

14).Grave altar of Q. Volusius Antigonus. Lateran Collection, Vatican

Museums.

C.I.L. VI 7377.

Altmann, p. 53, no. 6, fig. 43.

In the frieze between the capitals of the pilasters is a medusa

head flanked by lion heads. The pediment has an eagle with corner

masks, and on the sides are a jug and paters..

15).Altar of Successus, Conservatori Museum.

(Portraits, no. 22; Victories no. 7).

Above the portrait on the front are two garlands stretched from

the capitals of the columns and supported in the centre by a

lion head. There are theatrical masks above the garlands.
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16). Double ash chest of Servilia Artemonis and A. Servilius Apella.

Berlin, Staatliche Museum.

Berlin cat. 1134.
There are two inscription panels and two garlands supported at

the corners by ammon heads and in the centre by a lion head.

Below the ammon heads are eagles, and below the lion head two

small birds. Above both of the garlands is a rabbit with an

overturned fruit basket.

17). Altar of L. Octavius Melissus. Conservatori Museum.

(Sphinxes, no. 25).

At the front corners are lion heads supporting a fruit garland;

below these there are sphinxes.

Nos. 2, 6, 7.

RussellMeigge in Roman Ostia (Oxford 1960), pl. XXXIVb illustrates
the altar of On. Turpilius Parthenopaeus (no. 7) calling it the
funerary altar of Cu. Sentius Felix (no. 2)1 his description in the
notes to the plate, however, refer to the two animals in the frieze
as 'lions' — this description best fits the altar of Iulia Apollonia
(no. 6). The three altars, all from the area of Ostia, are probably
from the same workshop.

18). Grave altar of Hateria Superba. Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

(Portraits, no. 12).

In the panel on the front stands a child: she holds a bird in her

left band and a bunch of grapes in her right. A dog sits on her

right and a dove stands on her left:they both look up at her.

Flying cupids are putting a wreath on her head.

19). Altar of C. Wins Philetus. Lateran Collection, Vatican Museums.

(People at work, no. 18).

On the front there are two figures: the boy on the left holds up

the skirt of his tunic in which he holds grapes and a hare (V).

A man holding a scroll stands on the right. On the left side of
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the monument is a scene of a man pulling a child along in a

push-chair, and on the right a boy with a small dog jumping

up to him.

20). Altar of C. Titienus Flaccus. Spello - cast in Civilta Romana

Museum, E.U.R., Rome. Plates 75, 76.
(Portraits no. 1; Griffins no. 16).

On the pediment of the back there is a dog chasing a rabbit

past a tree (fie): the animals are on either side of it.

21). Ash altar of Iulia Orge. Hermitage Museum. Leningrad.

C.I.L. VI 20588.

Altmann, p. 90, no. 58.
At the front corners are ammon heads with swans below. Under

the inscription panel, above the garland, is a dog with a bare

or rabbit, and below the garland there are two birds.

22). Small altar without inscription. ?Velletri Cathedral Museum.

(Reclining Figures, no. 51, Griffins, no. 43).
On the sides are back corner torches. On the right side is a

laurel tree with a dog chasing a rabbit past it, and on the left

side a tree with a stork at its foot and birds in the branches.

23). Ash altar of Ti. Claudius Callistus. Found Via Flamini% 122.

(Cupids no. 33).

Below the inscription panel on the front is a scene of two dogs

attacking a stag - one on its back, another below, snapping at

the stag's front legs. This scene stands on a base decorated

with bucrania and garlands with small birds above.

24). Ash altar with a medieval inscription. Pisa,Campo Santo.Plate 77.

(Portraits no. 41; Griffins, no. 5).
On the sides are back corner burning torches, with a laurel tree

with a dog chasing a deer past it in the field. On the right

side the deer is in full flight, and on the left side it turns

its head back to look at the dog.
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25). Grave altar of Cn. Ambivius Maecianus. Villa Albani, Rome.

(Griffins, no. 3).
On the sides are trees with a dog chasing a deer: the two
animals gallop along side by side.

26). Ash chest without inscription. Areszo Archaeological Museum.

(Griffins, no. 24).
On the right side of the monument is a stag in full flight with

a dog on its back. On the left side a large tree dominates the

scene. Under it sits a dog looking up at a bird swooping down

through the branches. On the ground between the dog and the tree

trunk is an object which may be the carcass of an animal.

27).Ash Chest of C. Magius Heraclida. British Museum. Plate 20.

(Door motif, no. 12).

The lid has two pediments, in both of which is a deer between a

dog and a snake (?). Between the pediments is another small

triangle decorated with a hare and an overturned fruit basket.

28).Grave altar of Asprenans Calpurnius Torquatus. ?Pal. Patrici.

C.I.L. VI 1370.
Matz—Duhn, 3940.
Altmann, p. 43, no. 10.
At the front corners are ammon heads with eagles below, supporting

a garland. Above the garland is a dog or wolf which has leapt

on the back of a stag and is tearing at it. Below the garland

is a bird.

29). Grave altar of Herrenuleia. Galleria Lapidaria, Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. VI 19351.
Altmann, p. 151, no. 178, fig. 122.
Vat. Cat. I p. 168, no. 8.
At the front corners are spiral columns with garlands and

patterned hangings down the sides of the inscription panel.

Between the capitals, across the top of the inscription panel,

is a frieze of an eagle flanked by rams' heads enclosed in

volutes. Under the inscription panel are two or three dogs
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attacking a boar. On the sides are tripods with a bird on

top.

30).Ash chest in the Louvre.

Altmann, pp. 251-252, fig. 197.

On the front is a scene Which is difficult to interprets it

involves several figures (a flute-player, a man carrying a yoke,

a woman, a girl, a boy and & dog) and may represent preparations

for a banquet. In the pediment of the lid is a boar attacked

by a dog.

31).Ash altar of M. inrius Vestalis. Galleria Lapidaria, Vatican

Museums. Plate 78.

C.I.L. VI 18794.
Altmann, p. 97, no. 74, fig. 81.

At the front corners are ammon heads with eagles below, and a

garland. Between the garland and the inscription panel is a

scene with a dog holding a goat's ear in its mouth: the dog

appears to be pulling at the goat. At the back corners are

torches, and on the sides are a jug/patera. In the pediment of

the lid is a wreath.

32).Grave altar of Sporus. Once Pal. Patrici, present whereabouts

unknown.

Matz-DUhn, 3941.
Altmann, p. 78, no. 36.

At the front corners are rams' heads with sphinxes below. Above

the garland is a dog or wolf seizing a ram, and below it are

two dolphins. On the sides are a jug/patera, cornucopiae and

birds.

33). Grave altar of Lucceius Martialis. ? Gosford $ Longniddry.

C.I.L. VI 21540.

Monuments Piot. III 1896 p. 47, pl. IV.
Altmann, p. 93, no. 66.
At the front corners are ammon heads above eagles. Above the
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garland is a medusa head flanked by very large swans, and

below a group consisting of a dog - or some other

animal - attacking a cook.

34). Grave altar of M. ',Joining Crassus Frugi. Muse() Nasionale dello

Terme, inv. no. 78162.
C.I.L. VI 31721.
Altmann, p. 22, no. 1, fig. 22.
Aurigemma, p. 22, no. 26.
At the front corners are ammon heads with eagles below. Below

the garland is a small scene of a dog attacking an animal -

only the back legs of the animal remain but it may be a deer.

The pediment is decorated with acanthus.

Other Animals.

35). Grave altar of Agria Agatha. British Museum.

(Nereids and Tritons, no. 7).
Above the inscription panel is an acanthus frieze with two

panthers, one chasing a ram and the other a deer, in the foliage.

36). Ash altar of Cosgutia Prima. British Museum. Plate 64.
(Cupids no. 8).

Above the inscription panel is an elaborate acanthus frieze.

A panther on the left and a deer on the right bound towards

one another through the foliage. There is an eagle with spread

wings perched on top of the central calyx.

37). Grave altar of P. Veratius Ebnus. Pal. Lancelotti, Rome.

C.I.L. VI 28537.
Matz-Duhn, 3939.

Altmann, p. 92, no. 64.
At the front corners are ammon heads and a fruit garland. Below

the inscription panel is a panther killing a cock. At the

sides are laurel garlands and a jug/patera.
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38).Grave altar of Herbasia C/ymene. Lost.

(Mythological scenes no. 18, Victories no. 9).
Above the garland is a scene showing the death of Arehesoros,

and below it there appears to be a panther attacking a hen.

39).Ash altar of Flavius Saturninus. Louvre.

(Bacchic scenes, no. 20; Cupids no. 4).

At the front corners are cupids which stand on top of panthers

which turn their heads back to look at the centre of the monument.

The cupids hold up a garland made of bunches of grapes and vine

leaves. There are two birds pecking at it from below. Between the

garland and the inscription panel is a small scene of two cupids

supporting a drunk companion. The sides are decorated with a

cantharos  with ivy growing from it.

40). Grave altar of Claudius Alexander. Galleria dei Candelabri,

Vatican Pitiseums.

(Sphinxes, no. 23).

Above the fruit garland on the front is an eagle, and below it

a panther with an overturned cantharos spilling its contents on

the ground.

41).Grave altar of Iunia Procula. Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

Plates 5a, b, c, 66, 79.

(Portraits no. 16; Cupids no. 13; Griffins no. 41).

Between the garland and the portrait on the front is a scene

of an animal which is probably a wolf and which appears to have

a garland round its neck: it is investigating a basket of fruits

which is falling over, and a cupid is trying to restrain it. The

face of the animal and the cupid's left arm have been broken off.

Below the garland is a griffin-like animal pouncing on and tearing

at a bull. On the right side of the monument, below the garland,

is an animal eating a piece of fruit - it could be a rodent or a

bear. On the left side below the garland is a crouching beast

with wings and a beaked head.
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42). Altar of Annia Isias. British Museum. Plate 80.

(Griffins, no. 37).
Below the inscription panel is a female animal which may be a

pantheress, or a she-wolf, but looks most like a bear. She stands

beneath a vine with grapes, beside a large rhyton terminating

in a goat's head.

43). Grave altar of A. Albius Graptus. Conservatori Museum.

(Mythological scenes, no. 11; Nereids and Tritons, no. 10; Griffins,

no. 34).
In the pediment of the lid there is a rabbit eating the fruit
which has fan from an overturned basket.

44). Ash chest of Q. Flavius Restitutus. Conservatori Museum.

At the front corners are rams' heads above ravens: the rams'

heads support a laurel garland. Above the garland there is a

rabbit eating the fruits from an overturned basket.

45). Ash chest of C. Priminius Macrus. Berlin, Staatliche Museum.

C.I.L. Vi 3475.
Berlin cat. no. 1133.
At the front corners are cupids standing on top of eagles. They

support a garland with birds above it. In the pediment of the lid

is a rabbit eating the contents of an overturned fruit basket,

with a tree in the background.

46). Grave altar with illegible inscription. Galleria Lapidaria,

Vatican Museums.

Altmann, p. 86, no. 51, fig. 71.

At the front corners are rams' heads supporting a fruit garland.
Above this is the inscription panel with an inscription in Greek

(now illegible). Between the garland and the panel there is an

eagle. Below the garland is a herd of deer - two stags, a doe,

and a fawn. On the left hand side is a jug and a pedum, on the

right a patera.
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47). Grave altar of Luccia Telesina. Mimeo Chiaramonti, Vatican Museums.

(Mythological scenes no. 16; Cupids no. 21; Sphinxes no. 22).

Below the garland on the front is a small herd scene: from left

to right there is a goat, a female animal - probably a goat -

suckling her young, a tree, a goat eating a leaf from the garland,

and a goatherd leaning on a staff and either holding up a large

rabbit or with a small goat or dog, to his right another dog.

48).Ash chest of M. Talerius Italus. Pawlowsk?

C.I.L. VI 28046.

L. Stephani, Die antiken Sammlung zu Pawlowsk, (St. Petersburg 1872)

no. 79.
Altmann, p. 146, no. 164.

At the corners are columns. Below the inscription panel is a scene

of a doe with her fawn between two trees.

49). Grave altar of Vestricius Hyginus. Galleria della Statue, Vatican

Museums. Plate 81.
(Door motif, no. 62).
Above the inscription panel is a frieze with rams' heads in

volutes flanking a she-goat Buckling a kid. The goat stands on

a tightly-stretched garland across the top of the inscription

panel.

50). Ash altar of Ianuaria. Lateran Collection, Vatican Museums.

(Mythological scenes no. 29; Cupids no. 41).
Below the inscription panel is a scene with a tree growing from

a low flat rock on the left, and a she-goat eating the leaves

of the tree. On the right stands Mercury, resting one leg on

the rock and watching the goat. He holds a caduceus  over one

shoulder.

51).Ash urn of Ti. Claudius Karo and Claudia Eglecte. ? Lowther

Castle, Westmoreland.

C.I.L. VI 14949.
Altmann, p. 99, no. 79.
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At the front corners are aMmon heads with eagles below. Below

the garland on the front i.e a goat eating a vine shoot.

92).Ash chest of Annie Cassia. Perugia Archaeological Museum.

Plate 82 (- left side).

(Cupids no. 30).

The right side of the monument is decorated with an oak tree

with a bird in its branches and two goats below: one jumps up

to the branches to browse, While the other, which appears to be

unfinished, is just standing nearby. On the. left side there is

a laurel tree with a profusion of birds and animals in it and

round it. A dog chases a bird at the foot and there is a frog

or monkey sitting in the top branches.

93).Ash altar of Vernasia. Galleria Lapidaria, Vatican Museums.

Plate 67.
(Cupids no. 9).
Below the inscription panel is a cupid riding a goat between

two trees. The goat appears to be nibbling at the leaves of

the tree in front of it.

W. Grave altar of Viria Primitiva. British Museum.
C.I.L. VI 29026.

Altmann, p. 78, no. 37.
B.M. Cat. 2381.

At the front corners are rams' heads above sphinxes, at the back

corners goats' heads above eagles. Between the sphinxes, below

the garland on the front, is a mask of Pan. Above the garland is

the inscription panel only. On the left side there is a jug

above the garland and a goat lying down beneath it, and on the

right side a patera above and a ram below.

55). Grave altar of A. Egrilius Magnus. Ostia. Plate 47.
(Portraits no. 11).

On the front is a full-length portrait of the dead boy standing

on top of the inscription panel. He is accompanied by a goat

which he holds by one horn.
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96). Grave altar of T. Statilius Aper. Capitoline Museums.

(Work scenes no. 9; Portraits, no. 5).
On the front in the panel is an allegorical scene allowing the

deceased with a dead boar at his feet. Near him is a chest for

the instruments of his trade (architect), and to the right stands

a child (possibly Thanatos) standing under a tree.

57). Ash chest of P. Aelius Taurus. ?Castle Howard.

Michaelis, p. 330, no. 50.
Altmann, p. 244.
The monument appears to be decorated with a bull.

58). Ash altar of Claudia Primigene. Conservatori Museum. Plate 83.
At the corners are wide pilasters with garlands hanging down

between them and the inscription panel. Above the panel is a

frieze of a medusa head flanked by rams' heads enclosed in

volutes. Below the panel on a pedestal decorated with bucrania

and simple garlands is a bull standing under a tree. There are

back corner torches with laurel trees on the sides. In the

pediment of the lid are two flying cupids holding a wreath.

59). Grave altar of N. Naevius Vitulus. Sala della Biga, Vatican Museums.

(Nereids and Tritons, no. 17; Cupids no. 17).

Below the garland on the left side there is a sow(?), and on the

right side a bull.

60). Bound urn of Hermippus. Bologna Archaeological Museum.

All round the urn is a mass of armour (shields, helmets etc.).

To the left of the inscription panel, superimposed on the armour,

there is a bull above and a boar below, and on the right the same

animals reversed.

61). Grave altar once in Nazzano.

(Mythological scenes, no. 12).

On the left side of the monument is an elephant with a rider on

its back, standing on a ledge. This is above some other animal

or object.
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62). Altar of M. Consius Cerdon. Lateran Collection, Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. Yi 16073.
Benndorf—Schone, p. 89, no. 148.
Altmann, p. 266, fig. 202.
On the front of the monument is a short, unframed inscription,

and on both sides there is an elephant.

63).Ash altar of Calpurnia Felicla. Palermo Archaeological &teem.

O. Keller, Die antike Tierwelt, vol. I, 1909, p. 76.
On the front, below the inscription is a domestic cat, walking

towards the right on a small ledge. The sides are undecorated.

64).Front half of the ash altar of C. Iulius Saecularis. ftseo

Nazionale delle Terme. Plate 48.
(Portraits no. 13; Cupids no. 46).
To the left of the niche in which the portrait figure stands is a

pine tree with a dog ( i?) at its foot, and at the boy's feet on

the right sits a monkey Which looks up at him.

Animal heads.

65).Ash chest of Ti. Claudius Argyrus. Louvre.

C.I.L. VI 14939.
Altmann, p. 67, no. 13, fig. 60.
At the front corners are goat heads which support a laurel garland.

Above the garland are two birds, and below at the corners, storks.

On the pediment of the lid is an overturned basket of grapes.

66). Grave altar of Ti. Claudius Fortunatus. Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

C.I.L. VI 15082.
Altmann, p. 77, no. 34.
Mansuelli, p. 206, no. 206, fig. 205, apb.
At the front corners are goats' heads supporting a laurel garland.

Below the goats' heads are swans, below the garland two cocks

with a wreath. At the back corners are bucrania above swans, and

on the side garlands with birds and a jug/patera above, and

dolphins below.
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Garden birds, storks and herons.

1). Platorini urns. Museo Nazionale delle Terme, inv. nos. 1038, 1039,

1040, 1044. From the tomb of C. Sulpicius Platorinus.
Altmann, chapter IV; pp. 44-48, figs. 34-37.
Aurigemma, pp. 102-103, nos. 248-249.
Honroth, cat. nos. 39-42.
a) 1040: A round urn decorated with four bucrania and garlands,

with birds above and below them. The birds are all small garden

or song-birds, and they peck at the garlands or the ends of the

taeniae. There are three scenes of two birds, one of one bird,

above the garlands: in the two-bird scenes one bird grabs at a

berry or taenia, the other pecks at the first bird. The conical

lid is decorated with acanthus leaves.

b) 1039. A rectangular urn decorated on all four sides with
buerania at the corners and garlands: above and below are small

birds, mostly with insects or grubs in their beaks. On the front

there are two birds in the act of swallowing a grub or worm below

the garland, and above one bird is catching a winged insect, while

another pecks at its throat. On the left side the birds are

catching insects, and on the right one is catching an insect,

another pecks at the garland, and a third swallows a worm. In the

low pediment of the lid there are various pieces of armour.

c) 1038. A round urn decorated with four bucrania and garlands,
but no birds. The lid is conical and decorated with acanthus

leaves.

d) 1044. A rectangular urn with decoration in low relief. There

are bucrania at the corners, supporting three garlands (the

back is undecorated). Above the garland on the front is a large
butterfly with spotted wings flying to the left, and a small

bird with long pointed wings flying to the right (these therefore

are back to back). Below the garland are two more small birds

pecking at the fruits. The sides are similarly decorated,

except that the birds are in pursuit of the butterflies. The

lid has a low pediment decorated with flower tendrils growing

from a cantharos and there are bolster volutes.
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2). Aida chest of Aelia Postumia. Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.

C.I.L. VI 10951.

Michaelis, p. 265, no. 87.
Fitzwilliam Cat. pp. 90-91, no. 145. Pl. 48-49.
There are bucrania and garlands on all four sides. Below the

garland on the front are two birds fighting over a lizard, and

above a bird flying down towards the garland. Above is an

inscription, not in a panel but fitted round the decoration. On

the left side there is a medusa head above the garland and two

birds below, one pecking at the garland and the other catching a

butterfly, The right side also has a medusa head above the

garland and also two birds below,one with a lizard. The back has

birds above and below the garland: the one above stands on one

of the taeniae and pecks at the end of the other, and the birds

below the garland are separated by a cantharos.

3). Grave altar of L. Volusius Heracla. Lateran Collection, Vatican

Museums.

C.I.L: VI 7368.

Altmann, p. 50, no. 1, fig. 39.
At the corners are rams' heads above eagles at the front, above

swans at the back: there are laurel garlands on the front and

sides. Beneath the garland on the front are two birds with a

butterfly, above a medusa head flanked by swans. On the sides

are a jug/patera and birds: on the left side a bird with a berry

in its beak above the garland, and below a bird swallowing some-

thing; on the right side a bird catching a butterfly above and a

bird taking a berry from the garland below. The pediment is

decorated with a wreath.

4). Grave altar with 'Din Manibus Sacrum' in the inscription panel.

Galleria Lapidaria, Vatican Museums.

(Wolf and twins mo. 17; Nereids and Tritons no. 2; Sphinxes no. 19)

At all four corners are rams' heads above sphinxes seated on small

bases: these are decorated with two bacchic masks on the front and

birds catching insects or seizing berries on the sides. Below

the garland on the front is the Nereid scene, and above a medusa
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head flanked by swans. On the left side there is a juirand two

birds with a grasshopper above the garland, and the doe and

Telephus below. On the right side there is a patera and a bird's
nest scene showing two adult birds feeding three Chicks above the

garland, and below the she-wolf and twins. On the back is a laurel

tree with six birds of various sizes in the branches and two storks

at the foot with snakes.

5). Grave altar of Apusulenus Caerellianus. Museo Nazionale delle

Terme. Plate 9.

(Reclining figures no. 7).

There are two small birds below the garland on the front, pecking

at a wreath, and on each side there is a single small bird below
the jughatera above the garland: these birds have no insects etc.

6). Grave altar of C. Iulius Proculus. Mnseo Nazionale dells Terme

(inv. 121985). Plate 84.

A.A. 1940 p. 451.

Aurigemma, p. 22, no. 24.

At the corners are very elaborate tripods decorated with plant

motifs. From these hang garlands of fruits, with above on the

front a bird and a lizard, below a bird fighting a snake. The

sides are similar, but with less elaborate bird scenes. On the

back there is a bird catching a butterfly above the garland and

two birds fighting over a rosette below.The lid is decorated with

bolster volutes.

7). Ash chest of P. Severeanus and Blob. Galleria dei Candelabri,

Vatican Museums.

(Cupids no. 26).

On the front below the inscription panel is a scene with three

figures: in the centre a winged cupid holds up a large butterfly,

on the right a small naked boy holds a bird by the wings, and

a bunch of grapes, and to the left a third boy, wearing a tunic

pushes in a pig. On the left hand side a cupid stands in front

of an altar and under a garland, holding a butterfly in the flame
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of a torch. On the right side a cupid stands asleep leaning on

a reversed torch.

8). Ash chest of Enphrosyne. Liverpool, Merseyside Museums.

Michaelis, p. 404, no. 315.
At the front corners are rams' heads supporting a laurel garland,

above which there is a single large butterfly. At the bottom

corners are small birds, and in the pediment of the lid a wreath.

9). Ash altar of Antonia Panace, Saliba (?).

(Reclining figures no. 5).
The reclining skeleton has perched on its knee, according to the

drawing in Montfaucon (I, 121,3) a bird catching a butterfly, and

there is another insect in the field.

10). Front of the ash altar of C. Iulius Saeaularis. Museo Nazionale

dells Tense. Plate 48.
(Portraits no. 13; Cupids no. 46; Animals no. 64).
The boy holds a bird close to his body with his left hand, and

a butterfly in his right hand. On the left of this figure there

is a pine sapling with at the top another bird catching a butterfly,

11). Ash chest of Annia Cassia. Perugia Archaeological Museum.

(Cupids no. 30; Animals no. 52). Plate 82.
On the left side of the monument is a laurel tree surrounded by

a variety of creatures: a dog chasing a bird, two large birds

with a berry and a butterfly, a frog or a monkey sitting in the

top branches, a very large grasshopper, two more birds, a fly(?)

and a small bucranium lying in the field. The other side is
decorated with an oak tree with large acorns and a bird in the
branches: below are two goats, one jumping up to eat the leaves,

the other unfinished (?).

12). Ash chest without inscription. Lateran Collection, Vatican Museum.

inv. 10579/80. Plate 85.
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At the front corners are goats' heads supporting crossed vine

branches. Amongst these are three small birds and a mouse. The

lid is decorated with a wreath.

13).Grave altar of Epaphroditus. Hever Castle, Kent. Plate 86.

(Mythological scenes no. 1; Griffins no. 25).
On the sides are back corner pilasters and a laurel tree flanked

at the foot by small birds with spread wings: the carving in theme

scenes is very clear and precise.

14).Ash altar of M. Trebellius Argolicus. Museo Nazionale delle Terme.

(Griffins no. 1).

On the sides there is a stocky vine with large leave and bunches

of grapes, and a single bird in the branches.

15).Ash altar of Cossutia Prima. British Museum. Plate 87.
(Cupids no. 8, Animals no. 38).
At the front corners are pilasters with a vine decorating them

with a bird perched at the top. In the capitals are medusa heads and

more birds (ravens?). Above the inscription panel is an elaborate

frieze of adanthus with an eagle in the centre and a panther on

the left and a deer on the right running towards one another.

Below the inscription panel is a cupid driving a chariot. The

sides are decorated with a clearly defined pine tree with a very

large bird in its branches. At the foot of the tree stands another

bird with a butterfly in its beak, and on the other side of the

tree is a rearing snake.

16).Ash altar of Rubria Philete. Museo Nazionale delle Terms. Plate 88.
(Griffins no. 11).

Across the top of the inscription panel are two rams' heads and

a medusa head flanked by swans in rudimentary volutes. Below the

inscription panel are two beaked griffins with a candelabrum. On

the sides are back corner pilasters with a laurel tree in the

field. There are two storks at the bottom of the tree pecking

at a snake curled round its base.
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17). Grave altar of Valeria Fusee.. Basilica S. Paolo, Rome. Plate 89.

(Mythological scenes no. 3).
On the sides are back corner pilasters and a laurel tree with a

bird in its branches and at the foot two storks attacking a snake.

18). Grave altar of Cn. Turpilius Parthenopaeus. Uffizi Gallery,

Florence.

(Cupids no. 32; Animals no. 7).
On the sides are laurel trees with a snake twisted round the base

and a stork attacking it. There are two birds in the upper branches

of the tree.

19).Ash altar of L. Sutorius Secundus. Museo Chiaramonti, Vatican

Museums.

C.I.L. VI 27037.
Altmann, p. 64, no. 8.

Vat. Cat. I p. 325, no. 16a, pl. 34.
At the corners are bucrania supporting an oak garland: small

birds peck at the taeniae in the lower corners. Above the garland

is an eagle attacking a snake, and on the sides a laurel tree

with storks, one with a lizard, and small birds in the branches.

20). Grave altar without inscription. Sala della Biga, Vatican Museums.

Altmann, p. 105, no. 91.
At the front corners are cupids standing on eagles: they support

a fruit garland. Above is a medusa head and below small thrush-like

birds.At the back corners are rams' heads and swans, with

a laurel garland with birds above and dolphins below. On the back

of the monument there is a laurel tree in low relief, with

storks at the foot attacking a snake.

21). Grave altar of C. Titienus Flaccus. Spello. Plate 90.
(Portraits no. 1; Griffins no. 16; Animals no. 20).

On the sides there are elaborate laurel trees with four birds

in their branches and two storks at the foot, one attacking a

snake and the other a mouse or lizard.
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22). Grave altar of Claudia Ianuaria. Muse° Nazionale dello Terme.

C.I.L. Vi 15475.

Altmann, p. 126, no. 135.

The inscription panel which takes up the front of the monument is

framed by an elaborate acanthus pattern with flowers. On the

sides a jug/patera in high relief is superimposed on a laurel

tree sculpted in low relief: the tree is very sturdy and has

thrush-like birds in the branches, pecking at berries or insects.

Below are two storks, one attacking a snake, the other a lizard.

23). Grave altar of C. Telegennus Optatus, Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

(Door motif no. 3; Sphinxes no. 10).

On the sides are large laurel trees swarming with creatures. On

the left side there are two storks at the bottom of the tree, one

grabbing at the tail of a lizard as it disappears up the trunk,

the other stabbing at a snake emerging from an ox-skull. In the

branches there are a bird preening itself, another snatching at

a berry, a nest, two more birds and a snail. On the other side

of the monument the tree is more stylised, and the scene as a

whole less lively.The stork on the left of the tree is bending

down to peck at the ground, and the other seems to be tossing a

lizard into the air. There are two small birds in the branches

of the tree.

24). Grave altar of L. Octavins Melissns. Conservatori Museum.

(Sphinxes no. 25; Animals no. 17).

On the right side there is a birds' nest scene above the garland,

and below it a single bird. On the left side there are three

birds above the garland and a stork killing a snake below.

25). Ash altar of Pelagia. Museo Nazionale delle Terms (72459)

C.I.L. Vi 8843.

Altmann, P. 79, no. 41.

Helbig III 2384.

At all four corners there are rams' heads above sphinxes. Above the

garland on the front is an eagle with a snake, and below it two

cocks with a palm branch. Above the garland on the sides there
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are birds' nest scenes, and below a stork with a lizard on the
left side, on the right two small birds.

26).Altar with destroyed inscription. Istitutoltalo-Latino-Americano,

E.U.R., Rome.

(Nereids and Tritons no. 3; Sphinxes no. 21).
Above the garland on the front is an eagle perched on a medusa head:

it looks as if the eagle is flying off with the medusa head in its

claws. Below the garland is a sea-horse with a Nereid and a cupid

on its back. On the sides there are birds' nests and a jughatera

above the garlands and below them storks attacking snakes. On the

back there is a laurel tree.

27).Altar with 'U.N.' in the inscription panel. Lateran Collection,

Vatican Museum. Plate 91.

(Bacchic scenes no. 21; Cupids no. 5).
Above the garland on the front is a medusa head flanked by swans,

and below the garland a complex cock fight scene. Above the

garland on both sides there is a birds' nest scene showing parent

storks, one of them fighting a snake at the nest. The scene on

the left side is damaged.

28).Grave altar of Luccia Telesina. Moe° Chiaramonti, Vatican Museums.

(Mythological scenes, no. 16; Cupids no. 21; Sphinxes no. 22;

Animals no. 47).
On the left side there are two birds feeding two of their young in

a nest above the garland, and on the right side there are two

birds chasing insects in the same position.

29).Grave altar of Iunia Procula. Uffizi Gallery, Florence. Plates 5a,c.

(Portraits no. 16; Cupids no. 13; Griffins no. 41; Animals no. 41).
On the left side there is a scene of two parent birds feeding three

young in a nest above the garland. On the right side there are two

small birds, apparently fighting one another.

30). Grave altar of Claudius Alexander. Galleria dei Candelabri, Vatican

Museums.

(Sphinxes no. 23; Animals no. 40).
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Above the garlands on both sides are birds' nest scenes, with two

parent birds feeding three chicks.

31).Ash altar of P. Carvilius Felix. Galleria Doria, Rome.

At the front corners are ammon heads above eagles, at the back

corners rams' heads above swans. Above the garland on the front

is a birds' nest with two baby birds being fed by two adults.

There is a third chick above the parent on the left. Above the

laurel garlands on the sides are a jusipatera.

32).Grave altar of M. Coelius Superstes. British Museum. Plate 55.
(Mythological scenes no. 10).

At the front corners are spirally fluted columns with birds in

the capitals. Between the capitals there is a frieze of two rams'

heads and in the centre a birds' nest with two birds which appear

to be fluffy and babyish standing in a rudimentary nest. The Whole

frieze is contained in volutes.

33).Ash altar of C. Bellicius Ptepons. Louvre.

C.I.L. VI 13540.
Altmann p. 88, no. 53, fig. 73.
At the front corners are ammon heads above sphinxes, with a laurel

garland on the front. Above the garland is a medusa head without

swans. On the sides are a jughatera, and in the pediment of the

lid a scene of two adult birds feeding three chicks.

34).Ash chest of M. Aurelius Iustianus. Campo Santo, Pisa.

At the corners are rams' heads above eagles. Above the garland is

a scene of two birds feeding a chick. Onihe sides there are

palmettes.

35). DoublA, ash chest of C. Octavius Restitutus. Lateran Collection,

Vatican Museums.

At the front corners are ammon heads above eagles. Below the garland

are enall birds and above a nest scene: two parent birds feed

two chicks. Between the two inscription panels is a swan, and in

the pediments two small birds.On the sides are plant ornaments.
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36).Grave altar of Amemptus. Louvre.

(Bacchic scenes no. 19; Cupids no. 11).

On the sides there are back corner torches and in the field a

stag's skull suspended from a nail in the centre above, with

garlands. Below there is a pantharos with two birds perched on it.

On the right side one bird drinks and the other is plucking an

insect from the air; on the left side one drinks and the other is

taking a berry from the branches which are emerging from behind

the torches.

37).Grave altar of M. Antonius Alexander. Museo Chiaramonti, Vatican

Museums.

C.I.L. VI 10360.

Altmann, p. 132, no. 147.

Vat. Cat. I p. 470, no. 240a, pl. 48.

A laurel garland is used as a frame to the inscription panel on

the front. On each side there is a large crater with two birds

perched on top, one of them drinking. A third bird and a jug/

patera stand at the foot of the crater. The pediment is

decorated with a medusa head and armour.

38).Ash chest of C. Seine Crocus. Hever Castle, Kent.

Onthe front is a small inscription panel surrounded by acanthus

leaves, tendrils, flowers and small birds. On the sides similar

vegetation surrounds a tiny cantharos on which one bird is landing

to drink. A second bird, already perched on the edge of the

cantharos, plucks an insect from the air.

39).Ash chest of . Rurria Secundina. Oxford, Ashmolean Museum.

C.I.L. VI 5958, 33082.

At the front corners are pilasters. In the field between there

is an inscription panel below and above a cantharos  with four

birds, two above and two below, all with long tails. There are

four flowers round the picture, and there are five flowers on

each of the sides. The lid is decorated with an elaborate com-

bination of whirls, flowers and palmettos.
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40). Double ash chest of Iulia Callityche. Lateran Collection, Vatican

Museums.

At the corners and at the centre of the front are pilasters. There

are two inscription panels, but most of the left hand one has

broken away. Below each panel is a cantharos, filled with berries (?)

flanked by two small birds perched on ivy leaves.

41). Ash chest of Ti. Claudius Chryeeros. Muse° Nazionale delle Terme.

(Wolf and twins no. 5)
At the front corners are ammon heads above eagles. Above the

garland is the wolf and twins motif, below it two birds fighting a

snake. In the pediment of the lid there are two birds with a fruit

basket.

42). Ash chest without inscription. Muse° Nazionale delle Terme.

(inv. 196640).

On the front there is an inscription panel framed by an elaborate

moulding, and vertical panels of acanthus and flowers. In the

pediment of the lid (which may not belong) are two birds pecking

at a laden fruit basket.

Eagles,.

43). Grave altar of L. Camurtius Punicus. Pal. Corsini, Rome Plate 6.
(Wolfand twins no. 1).

At the front corners are ammon heads with eagles below: they

stand on rocky bases with half-furled wings and hold the taeniae 

hanging down from the garland in their beaks.

44). Grave altar of Flavia Daphne. Villa Borghese, Rome.

C.I.L. VI 8414.
Altmann, p. 79, no.40, fig. 66.

At the front corners are rams / heads with eagles standing on

small bases below. Above the fruit garland is a medusa head

flanked by eagles with half-spread wings, and below there are

two cocks fighting over a palm branch Which they hold in their
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beaks. On the sides are laurel garlands suspended from rams'

heads, with a jug/patera and birds above and a dolphin below.

45).Grave altar of Crenaeus. Muse° Nazionale delle Terme. Plate 8.
(Griffins no.13).
At the front corners are cupids with eagles standing on rocky

bases below: the eagles turn towards the fruits of the garland.

46). Grave altar of L. Volusius Urbanus. Lateran Collection, Vatican

Museums.

(Wolf and twins no. 3).
At the front corners are rams' heads and sphinxes with a fruit

garland suspended from the rams' heads. Above the garland is

perched an eagle with spread wings (head restored), and below

it is the she-wolf suckling the twins.

47).Grave altar of Q. Volusius Antigonus. Lateran Collection, Vatican

Museums.

(Animals no. 14).

The eagle, with half-spread wings, is in the pediment of the

monument.

48).Ash altar of Vitalis. Museo Nazionale delle Terme.

(Nereids and Tritons no. 11; Cupids no.14; Sphinxes no. 5).
In the rounded pediment there are two sphinxes heraldically

.placed on either side of a torch. At the corners of the lid,

acting as acroteria, are dumpy little eagles (or possibly owls).

49).Ash chest of Ti. Claudius Victor. Cabinet des Miaailles, Paris.

(Portraits no. 44).
Across the top of the inscription panel is a frieze of two

winged heads and between them an eagle with spread wings.

50).Grave altar of Cu. Sentius Felix. Uffizi Gallery, Florence. Plate 71.

(Cupids no. 31; Animals no. 2).
The eagles are in the capitals of the pilasters at the front corners

of the monument.
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51).Altar of Q. Pomponius EUdaemen and Claudia Helpis. Sala della Biga,

Vatican Museums,

(Portraits no. 47).

On the front is the inscription panel. On the left side is the
portrait bust of a man placed on the back of an eagle with spread

wings and standing on an enormous thunderbolt. On the right side

there is a similar scene with a woman's portrait bust on the back

of a peacock.

52).Grave altar of Statius Asclepiades. Villa Albani.

(Mythological scenes no.13).

The pediment has corner masks and a representation of a half naked

youth (presumably Ganymede) holding out a bowl from Which a large

eagle drinks.

53).Grave altar of P. FUndanius Velinus. Louvre.

C.I.L. VI 18726.

Altmann, p. 80, no. 42, fig. 67.

Honroth, cat. no. 45.

The altar is decorated on all four sides and at all the corners

there are rams' heads above sphinxes. On the sides there is a

jugipatera above the garland and a stork below it.The back and

front are decorated in much the same way, with a medusa head above

the garland and an eagle below it. The eagle on the front has a

thunderbolt in its claws and a wreath with fluttering taeniae  in

its beak, which it tosses into the air, whereas the eagle on the

back is trampling underfoot or fighting a snake.

54).Ash altar of Antiochis Hicete. Lateran Collection, Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. VI 7386.

Altmann, p. 52, no. 5, fig. 42.

Below the inscription panel is a wreath of oak leaves and acorns

with taeniae  bound round it at the bottom. On the top of the wreath

stands a small eagle with spread wings and a long tail looking

back over its shoulder. There are small birds in the pediment of

the lid,and on the sides are a jughatera superimposed on

imitation walling.
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55). Grave altar of lulls. Procilla. Leyden?

C.I.L. VI 8703.

Montfaucon V pl. 50.

Altmann, p. 182,no. 245.

On the front is an oak wreath with an eagle perched inside it.

The inscription is above and around this motif.

56). Grave altar of P. Ciartus Prepons. MUseo Nazionale della Terme.

C.I.L. VI 34834.

Altmann, p. 89, no. 54.

Aurigemma, p. 22, no. 23.

Honroth, Cat. Si.

At all four corners there are ammon heads above sphinxes. Above

the garland on the front is an eagle with spread wings, and in

the pediment is an oak wreath. The sides have a jug/patera above

the garland and small birds.

57). Grave altar of FUria Secunda.Louvre.

C.I.L. VI 18815.

Altmann, p. 95, no. 71.

At the front corners are ammon heads above eagles: the ammon heads

support an oak garland. At the back corners are rams' heada above

swans with a laurel garland. Above the garland on the front is a

hovering or flying boy, and below a shell flanked by dolphins.

On the sides there are birds with grubs and insects, and in the

pediment a male figure ending in acanthus.

58). Grave altar of a centurion. Galleria Lapidaria, Vatican Museums.

(Work scenes, no. 7).

At the front corners are pilasters decorated with a variety of

objects - crowns, hands, a vezillum and an eagle. These flank the

full-length portrait of a centurion represented in the act of

sacrificing at an altar. In the rounded pediment there is another

eagle, and there are masks acting as acroteria.
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59).Altar of Ti. Iulins Mhester. Boboli Gardens, Florence. Plates 1, 2.
C.I.L. VI 20139.
DUtschke II, p. 35, no. 71.

Altmann, P. 749 nn. 24.
At the four corners are rams' heads supporting laurel garlands.

On the front there is an eagle with spread wings above the garland

and two cocks below it. On the back there is also an eagle above

the garland, possibly clutching a thunderbolt, and below two birds

tearing at a lizard. There is an identical inscription on both

the back and the front. On the sides the garlands are surrounded

by a jughatera and more small birds.

60).Ash chest of Nicamor. Art Museum, Worcester, U.S.A.

C.I.L. VI 22935.
Altmann, p. 99, no. 81, fig. 83.
G. R. Chase, Greek and Roman Sculpture in American Collections,

(Cambridge, Mass. 1924), P . 184, fig. 228.
At the front corners are ammon heads with small birds below: above

and below the fruit garland are more small birds and in the

pediment of the lid there are a small eagle and a snake rearing up

at it.

61).Ash altar of Cincia Thallusa. Vienna.

Altmann, p. 151, no. 180 1 fig. 123.

At the corners are pilasters. On the front there is an inscription

panel with a frieze above containing a medusa head and two rams'

heads. On the sides there are seated griffins and in the pediment

an eagle with a snake rearing up at it.

62).Altar of Prepons. Museo Nazionale delle Terme, Gardens.

In the pediment is an eagle fighting a snake: the snake is

wrapped round the eagle's foot and is rearing up at it.

63).Ash chest in Cleveland, Ohio.

(Portraits no. 26).

At the front corners are eagles standing on bulbous pillars. They-

hold ribbon-like objects in their beaks (? snakes) - these they

wave towards the flames of torches which flank the inscription panel.
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64). Grave altar of Egnatius Nicephorus. Pal. Barberini/German

Archaeological Institute, Rome.

(Mythological scenes no. 17; Victories no. 8).
At the front corners are Victories above eagles tearing at hares

or rabbits which they hold in their talons. Above the garland on

the front is a mythological scene (death of Archemoros?), and

below it an animal attacking a cock.

65). Grave altar of Herbasia Clymene. Lost.

(Mythological scenes no. 18; Victories no. 9; Animals no.38).
At the front corners are eagles tearing at hares or rabbits with

Victories standing above. Above the garland on the front is a

mythological scene (? death of Archemoros) and below an animal

(possibly a panther) attacking a cock by biting into its back.

66). Grave altar of Vinicia Tyche. Florence Archaeological Museum.

(Door motif no. 55; Bacchic scenes no. 10).
On the back of the monument is a garland slung from nails. Above

this is an eagle with spread wings perched on. a patera, and a

jug to one side. Below are a bird and an animal.

Swans.

67). Grave altar of T. Statilius Hermes. Cambridge, Fitzwilliam

Museum.

(Animals no. 9).
At the back corners there are rams' heads above swans: the rams'

heads support the laurel garland aathe sides. The front corners

are decorated with ammon heads above eagles.

68). Grave altar of Ti. Claudius Fortunatus, Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

(Animals no. 66).
At the front corners there are goats' heads above swans which

peck at the taeniae of the garland. At the back corners there are

bucrania, also above swans, supporting a laurel garland.
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69). Grave altar of L. Plotius Ennus. Mnseo Chiaramonti, Vatican

Museums.

(Animals no. 11).

At the back corners there are bucrania above swans: at the front

corners there are cupids above boys with snake legs.

70). Ash chest without inscription. Florence Archaeological Museum.

(Wolf and twins no. 14)
At the front corners are =mon heads above swans: the ammon heads

support a laurel garland.

71).Ash chest of Vettia Soteris. Galleria Doria, Rome.

Only the front is decorated. At the corners are balusters with

swans on top, with very twisted necks. These hold up a laurel

garland. Below are two small birds and above a medusa head flanked

by two birds (not necessarily swans).

72).Ash chest of Cornelia Persice. Perugia Archaeological Museum.

At the front corners are thymiateria with swans on top. They hold

the ends of a garland in their beaks. Above this there is an

empty inscription panel. The sides are blank. The lid is decorated

with a pediment containing two birds and a cantharos, and has

bolster volutes with medusa heads in the ends. On top of the lid
there is a flat space for receiving sacrifices.

73).Ash chest of M. Flavius Hyla. Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.

Fitzwilliam Cat. p. 92, no. 148 , la. 47.
At the front corners are small ammon heads supporting a garland.

Below at the corners are small birds, and above the garland there

is a swan. On the sides is a large flower surrounded ttrfour smaller

ones. The lid is shaped like a roof.

74).Ash chest of Saenius Priscus. Arezzo Archaeological Museum.

At the front corners are rams' heads above sphinxes. The fruit

garland has two small birds below and a swan with spread wings and

a convoluted neck above. In the pediment of the lid are two more

small birds. On the sides are crossed ivy branches.
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75).Altar of Ciartia Hyga. Conservatori Museum.

The front of the altar is taken up by the inscription panel. In

the pediment is a swan with a twisted neck. The sides are
decorated with a jug/patera.

76).Grave altar of Licinia Magna. Cabinetto delle Maschere, Vatican

Museums. Plate 4.
C.I.L. In 1445.
? Altmann p. 40, no. 5.
Vat. Cat. II, p. 676, no. 425a, pl. 77.
Blanckenhagen, p. 80.
Honroth cat. no. 69.

At the front corners are ammon heads above eagles. Above the fruit
garland is a medusa head with wings in her hair flanked by swans
with twisted necks. Below the garland two cocks contest a wreath.

At the back corners there are rams' heads above swans, with a

laurel garland. Above is a tug/patera and two birds, and below on

the right side a small animal (? a mouse) and a blanch, on the
left a bird pecking at a tree.

77).Grave altar of L. Volusiva Phaedrus. Lateran Collection, Vatican

Museums. Plate 3.
(Wolf and twins no. 18; Sphinxes no. 18).

Above the garland on tie front is a medusa head flanked by two
large fierce—looking swans. Above the garland on the sides there

are also small birds.

78).Grave altar without inscription. Louvre.

(Nereids and Tritons no. 1).

Above the garland on the front is a medusa head flanked by swans,

so close to the head that they seem to be sitting in her hair.

There are also small birds on the sides, and what may be more

swans on the bases at the back corners under the eagles.

79).Grave altar of Silvanus. Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. XIV 1626.

Vat. Cat. 111,2 PP. 402-403, no. 44, pl. 170.

A.J.A. 1915 p. 18, fig. 7.
Honroth cat. 52.
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At the front corners are rams' heads above swans. Above the

laurel garland on the front is a medusa head flanked by swans.

Below the garland there are small birds. On the sides a Jug/

patera occur above the garlands.

80).Grave altar of Ti. Claudius Abascantus. Oxford.

C.I.L. VI 14895.

At the front corners are ammon heads above eagles. Above the

garland is a medusa head flanked with swans. On the sides are

large palmettes.

81).Ash altar of C. Tullius Castus, EUseo Nasionale delle Terms,

Gardens.

At the corners are pilasters with birds in the capitals. Above

the inscription panel is a frieze of rams' heads flanking a

medusa head flanked by swans. On the sides are a jughatera.

82).Ash chest of L. Visillius Sedatus. Cabinet des Medailles, Paris.

Plate 92.

C.I.L. VI 29038.

Altmann, p. 122, no. 129.

At the front corners are palm trees. Between them above is the

inscription panel, below upright burning torches from which a

laurel garland hangs. This cuts across an arch with a tripod

inside it which is flanked by swans. On the sides are cantharoi 

with ivy growing out of them, and in the pediment of the lid there

is a wreath.

83).Ash chest of L. Lepidius Epaphra. British Museum. Plate 21.

(Moor motif no. 17).

The doorway on the front of the monument is flanked by swans with

spread wings.

84).Ash chest of Etphrosynus. Capitoline Museums.

(Wolf. and twins, no. 12; Cupids no. 23).

Above the garland on the front, squashed in below the inscription

panel are a cupid and a swan flying side by side. The swan turns
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its head to look at the cupid and the cupid places his hand

under the swan's chin.

Other birds.

85).Ash altar of Mitrasia Severa. Museo Chiaramonti, Vatican Museums.

(Victories no. 1).

The sides are decorated with back corner torches and a large

omphalos tripod draped with a rudimentary laurel garland and with

a raven perched on top.

86).Grave altar of Sex. Mulvius. Museo Chiaramonti, Vatican Museums.

(Griffins no. 12)

The sides are decorated with back corner pilasters and a tripod

with a raven perched on top of it.

87).Grave altar of Herennuleia. Galleria Lapidaria, Vatican Museums.

(Animals no. 29).

On the sides are back corner pilasters and an omphalos tripod with

a raven on top.

88).Ash altar of Miccinus and Stefanus. Museo Chiaramonti, Vatican

Museum.

C.I.L. VI 22490.

Altmann, p. 161, no. 202.

Vat. Cat. I p. 538, no. 351a, pl. 55.
At the front corners are spirally fluted columns with garlands

hanging down the sides of the inscription panel. On the sides there

are omphalos tripods with ravens on top, with back corner pilasters.

89).Grave altar of Sessia Labionilla. Amelia, Municipio. Plate 98.
(Bacchic scenes no. 4; Griffins no. 19).
At the back corners are pilasters with a large omphalos tripod

with a bird on top in the fields on the sides.
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90).Ash chest of M. Licinius Faustus. Conservatori Museum.

Snhling, Die Taube ale religigses Symbol im Christlichen Altertum,

(Freiburg, 1930), p. 275, no. 20, pl. 16,1.

On the front there is a representation of a three—year old boy

sitting on a stool with his pet raven on his lap. The inscription

is fitted round this scene.

91). Grave altar of Varia Sabbatis. Muse° Chiaramonti, Vatican Museums.

(Portraits no. 18).

In low relief in the pediment there is a frontal peacock with

its tail spread, flanked by two fruit baskets.

92).Grave altar of Allia Sophia. Mnseo Chiaramonti, Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. VI 11478.
Altmann, p. 280.

Vat. Cat. I p. 604, no. 448A , pl. 62.
On the front is the inscription panel. In the pediment there is

a peacock facing to the right and pecking at fruit.

93).Ash chest of Mnssius Hilarus. Munich.

C.I.L. VI 22762.

Altmann, p. 119, no. 119, fig. 95.
At the front corners there are candelabra decorated with sphinxes.

Below the inscription panel there is a bird — a stork or a pelican

— fighting a snake which is rearing up at it.

94). Altar dedicated by Iulia Soteria, ? to Aelius Patrtas. Galleria

Lapidaria, Vatican Museums.

(Sphinxes no. 6).

Above the inscription panel two cupids hold up a garland above

which there is a squashed bird with spread wings: it appears to

be an owl.
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1). Altar of Ti. Iulius Mnester. Boboli Gardens, Florence, Plate 1, 93.
(Birds no. 59).
On the front there is an eagle with spread wings above the garland

and a cock fight below it. The two cocks face each other in a
hostile fashion,with their heads down.

2). Grave altar of Dionysos. Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

(Nereids and Tritons, no. 14; Cupids no. 16).

On the front between the inscription panel and the garland is

a particularly fine cock fight. The left hand cock is pecking

fiercely at the comb of the second whose head it turned round

to look over his shoulder.

3)• Grave altar of L. Plotius Rums. ftseo Chiaramonti, Vatican Museums.
(Animals no. 11, Birds no. 69).
The cock fight, placed between the garland and the inscription
panel, consists of one cock savagely pecking at the other's

shoulder: at the feet of the first cock is a wreath at which

the second cock pecks.

4). Small altar of C. Numisius Felix. Louvre.

C.I.L. VI 23114.

Clarac, MVs46 de Sculpture, no. 582, pl. LIV.
At the front corners are pilasters, with a garland and medusa

head above the inscription panel. Below are two rather fine

cocks, one of them pecking at the garland, the other at the

first one's neck.

5). Grave altar in the Pal. Barberini. Palestrina, with 'Die Minibus

Sacrum' in the inscription panel.

(Nereids and Tritons no. 12, Cupids no. 20).

Above the garland on the front is a cock fight scene: one cock

is springing on the back of the other one. The heads of both are

missing.
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6). Ash chest front of L. Cornelius Iason. Garden Temple, Ince Blundell

Hall, nr. Liverpool.

Michaelis, p. 406, no. 330.
At the corners are swans standing on bulbous columns. These hold

up an oak garland with birds pecking at it in the bottom corners.
Above the garland is a cock fight scene: the winning oock on the

left pecks at the comb of the defeated cock with bowed head on

the right.

7). Grave altar in Tarquinia Archaeological Museum.

(Portraits no. 43).
Below the garland on the front there is a small and simple

scene of two cocks fighting.

8). Altar without inscription. Found Vigna Villani.

(Door motif no. 9).
The scene of two fighting cocks occurs above the inscription.

panel on the front.

9). Ash chest of Auxibius Agathopus. Louvre.

At the corners are rams heads above sphinxes. Between the

garland and the inscription panel is a cock fight, and in the

pediment two boys with a shell portrait.

10).Ash altar of Pelagia. Museo Nazionale dello Terme, inv. 72459.

(Birds no. 25).
Below the garland on the front are two cocks facing one another.

Lying on the ground between them is a single palm branch.

11).Grave altar of Flavia Daphne. Villa Borghese.

(Birds no. 44).
Below the garland on the front are two cocks with a palm branch

in their beaks. They seem to be contesting it in a tug-of-war.

12).Grave altar of Ti. Claudius Fortunatus. Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

(Animals, no. 66; Birds no. 68).

Below the laurel garland on the front are two cocks flanking a
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wreath. They both appear to have hold of the taeniae in their

beaks.

13).Grave altar of Licinia Magna. Cabinetto dello Maschere, Vatican

Museums. Plate 4.
(Birds no. 76).
Below the garland on the front are two cocks standing on either

side of a wreath at which they both peck.

14).Grave altar with destroyed inscription. Amelia, Mnnicipio. Plate 10

(Mythological scenes no. 19; Cupids no. 37; Sphinxes no. 24).
Below the garland on the front there are two cocks peeking at a

wreath.

15).Ash altar with 'D.M. 1 in the inscription panel. Lateran Collection,

Vatican Museums. Plate 94.
(Bacchic scenes no. 21; Cupids no. 5; Sphinxes no. 14; Birds
no. 27).
The cock fight scene is below the garland on the front. In the

centre a naked boy holds his arms round a strutting cock which

is making off to the right with a wreath in one claw. To the

left is another naked boy, holding a dead cock under one arm.

He seems to be leaving the scene and to be crying. To the right

of the scene is a three-legged table. On it are twawreaths

behind it stands a bearded herm, and there are five palm branches

in the background behind it.

16). Grave altar of Herbasia Clymene. Lost.

(Mythological scenes, 18; Victories, 9; Animals, 38; Birds, 65).
Below the garland on the front is a representation of an animal

(? a panther) attacking a cock and biting into its back.

17). Grave altar of P. Veratius EUnus. ?Pal. Lancelotti.

(Animals no. 37).
Below the inscription panel is a scene of a panther attacking

a cock.
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18). Grave altar of M. Lucceius Martialis. ?Gosford, Langniddry.

(Animals no. 33).
Below the garland on the front is a dog (?) attacking a cock

by springing on its back.

19). Grave altar of Egnatius Nicephorus. Pal. Barberini, Rome.

(Mythological scenes no. 17; Victories no. 8; Birds no. 64).

Below the garland on the front. is a small animal attacking a

cock.

20). Grave altar. ?Lost.

Altmann, p. 75, no. 26.

Under the garland there are two hens seizing a lizard, and

above it an eagle.

21). Grave altar of Cominia Restuta. Verona.

C.I.L. vi 16049

Altmann, p. 74, no. 23.

It the front corners are rams' heads supporting a laurel garland,

with sphinxes below. Above the garland is an eagle, and below it

a hen and a snake fighting over a lizard. On the sides there are

rams' heads and eagles at the back corners, with garlands, a

/ug/patera and small birds.

22). Altar of Ti. Claudius Clemens. Galleria Lapidaria, Vatican Museums.

Plate 95.
The front is taken up by the inscription panel and the sides are

simply decorated with a /ugipatera. In the pediment there is a

spirited representation of a cock and a snake which rears up

at its side.

23). Grave altar of Curtis Prapis. Lost.

Montfaucon V pl. 76.
C.I.L. VI 16663.
Altmann, p. 114, no, 107.

At the front corners are burning torches with a fruit garland.

Below the garland are small pecking birds. In the pediment there

are two hens with a basket.
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24). Grave altar of L. Valerius Fyrmus. Lateran Collection, Vatican

Museums. Plate 46.
(Portraits no. 2).
Above the inscription panel is a statue of a man in a niche: the
inscription says that he was a priest of Isis at Ostia. On either

side of the niche are panels decorated with a variety of objects —
these include on the right an amphora with a cock standing on top.

25). Altar of Caelius Vobicus. Galleria Lapidaria, Vatican Museums.

Plate 96.
On the front is the inscription panel, and on the sides are a jug/

patera. In the pediment is a boy with a bunch of grapes: he is

turning away from a large cock in an attempt to prevent the cock

from reaching the grapes.

26). Grave altar of N. Naevius Vitulus. Sala della Biga, Vatican Museums.

(Nereids and Tritons no. 17; Cupids no. 17; Animals no. 59).
Above the garland on the front is a scene of two cupids, the one

on the left carrying a cock and the one on the right with grapes,

which it is trying to keep away from the cock.

27). Ash chest of Sextius Polytimus. Louvre.

(Work scenes no. 3).
On the lid, rendered in the roing, is a hen sheltering her chicks

under her wings.
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1). Ash chest from the tomb of the Baterii. Lateran Collection, Vatican

Museums.

Benndorf-Schoene, p. 226, no. 351.
Altmann, p. 26, fig. 19.
The object which has a hole down the centre and a rim at the top

is decorated on three sides with corner goats'(?) heads above

baskets of grapes. In the field are various water creatures swimming

in water which flows from a shell at the top. There are six fishes,
four ducks and two dolphins.

2). Grave altar of A. Albius Graptus. Conservatori Museum. Plate 56.

(Mythological scenes no. 11; Nereids and Tritons no. 10;

Animals no. 43).
At the front corners are cupids standing on dolphins on top of

Tritons. These hold a shell below the inscription panel inside
which there is a representation of the bath of Venus.

3). Ash chest of A. Plautius Fortunatus. Vienna.

Dolger, DWI, vol. III, pl. LXI.

At the front corners are cupids which support a garland. Between
this and the inscription panel there are two dolphins. In the

pediment of the lid there are two birds with fruit.

4). Grave altar of FUria Secunda, Louvre.

(Birds no. 57).
Above the garland on the front is a boy, hovering or flying, and

below the garland in low relief a Shell and two dolphins.

5). Ash altar of M. Antonius Anteros. Louvre.

(Griffins no. 28).

Above the garland on the front is a medusa head, and below it

a dolphin represented in water with a Shell projecting from
behind its nose.

6). Grave altar of Sporus. Present whereabouts unknown.

(Animals, no. 32).

Above the garland on the front there is a dog or wolf attacking

a ram; below the garland are two dolphins.
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7). Grave altar of M. Lucceius Optatus. Courtauld Institute Galleries.

C.I.L. VI 21540.

Altmann, p. 76, no. 31.
There are rams' heads above eagles at all four corners, and above

the garland on the front a medusa head flanked by swans. Below

the garland there is a dolphin. On the sides are laurel garlands

with a jug/patera above and two small birds, onecbove the garland,

one below. The lid with a reclining figure in the pediment

recorded by Altmann is no longer on the altar.

8). Grave altar of Abascantus. Present whereabouts unknown: once Pal.
Sciarra.

(Nereids and Tritons, no. 19).

Above the garland on the front is a medusa head with swans, and

below it a sea—horse. On the back above the garland there is a

floating or swimming boy above the garland and two dolphins in

water below.

9)• Grave altar of Luccia Telesina. Museo Chiaramonti, Vatican Museums.
(Mythological scenes no. 16; Cupids no. 21; Sphinxes no. 22; Animals

no. 47; Birds no. 28).

On the right side there is a patera and birds above the garland,

below it a boy riding on a dolphin; on the left side there is a

jug and a birds' nest scene above the garland, and a cupid on a

dolphin below it.

10).Grave altar without inscription. Sala della Biga, Vatican Museums.

(Birds no. 20)

Above the garland on the front there is a medusa head, below birds.

Above the garlands on the sides there are birds, below dolphins.

11).Grave altar of Rhodon. Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

(Nereids and Tritons no. 18).

Above the garland on the front there is a medusa head, below it a

sea—horse. Above on the sides are a jug/patera and two small birds,

below a dolphin.
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12).Altar of Aspenia Polla. Villa Albani.

At the front corners are rams' heads above sphinxes. Above the

garland is a medusa head flanked by swans. Below the garland are

two birds with an insect. At the back corners are rams' heads and

swans; above the garlands are a jug/patera, and below them a

dolphin.

13). Grave altar in Palestrina.

(Nereids and Tritons no. 12; Cupids no. 20; Cock fight no. 5).

Above the garland on the front there is a cock fight, below it

a cupid on a sea-panther. On the sides are a jug/patera and a bird

above the garland, and a dolphin below it.

14). Grave altar of Ti. Claudius Fortunatus, Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

(Animals no. 64; Birds no. 68; Cock fight no. 12).
Above the garland on the front is a continuation of the inscription,

below it two cocks pecking at a wreath. Above the garlands on

the sides are a jug/patera and birds, and below them dolphins

represented in water.

15). Grave altar of Flavia Daphne. Villa Borghese, Rome.

(Birds no. 44; Cock fight no. 11).
Above the garland on the front is a medusa head flanked by eagles,

below two cocks. On the sides there are a jug/patera and birds

above the garland and a dolphin below.

16). Grave altar in Tarquinia.

(Portraits no. 43; cock fight no. 7).
Above the garland on the front there is a shell (7) portrait

flanked by flying birds, below two cocks. On the sides there are

a jug/patera and birds above the garland and dolphins below.

17). Grave altar with destroyed inscription. Amelia, Mitnicipio.

(Mythological scenes no. 19; Cupids no. 37; Sphinxes no. 24;

Cock fight no. 14).

Above the garland on the front is a mythological scene, and below

two cocks. Above the garlands on the sides are a jug/paters and

birds, and below dolphins.
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18).Small ash altar of C. Terentius Anenc/etus. Palestrina.

(Portraits no. 42).

Below the inscription panel is a shell portrait flanked by upended

dolphins.

19).Ash Chest of Claudia Prepusa. Lateran Collection, Vatican Museums.

Benndorf—Schoene, p. 227, no. 354.

At the front corners are large omPhalos tripods. Below the

inscription panel is a shell portrait of a woman flanked by

upended dolphins. In the pediment of the lid there are two

birds with fruits.

20).Ash chest of Margaris. Cabinet des M4dailles, Paris.

(Work scenes no. 16).

In the pediment of the lid there is a shell portrait of a woman

flanked by dolphins.

21). Grave altar of T. Statilius Aper. Capitoline Museums.

(Work scenes no. 9; Portraits no. 5; Animals no. 56).

In the pediment of the monument there is a shell portrait of a

woman (Statilius' wife) flanked by a pair of dolphins.

22).Ash altar of Ti. Iulius Photus. Cabinet des Medailles, Paris.

C.I.L. VI 20204.

At the front corners are twisted plant columns. Below the

inscription panel there is an empty shell flanked by dolphins.

23).Grave altar of M. Ulpius Fortunatus. Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.

C.I.L. VI 29203.

Fitzwilliam Cat. p. 94, no. 153, pl. 51.

At the front corners there are ammon heads above heads in eastern

caps. Above the garland there is a winged medusa head. In the

pediment is a pattern consisting of two dolphins with their tails

twisted round a trident — the dolphins have shells in their mouths.

The sides of the monument are blank.
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24).Ash chest of Aphrodisius. Conservatori Museum.

(Door motif no. 16).

The door is flanked by a pair of dolphins.

25).Ash chest of Ti. Claudius Nicostratus. Staatliche Museum, Berlin.

C.I.L. VI 15164.

Berlin cat. 1130.

At the front corners are upended dolphins supporting a garland on

their tails. In the pediment of the lid two cupids hold up the

shell portrait of a woman.

26).Ash chest of L. Cocceius Dexius Clymenus. British Museum.

C.I.L. VI 10224.

B.M. cat. 2359.

At the front corners are candelabra resting on dolphins. These

flank the inscription panel. The lid is decorated with a shell

in the centre and dolphins at the corners.

27).Ash altar of L. Calpurnius Daphnus. Pal. MassimogRome.

(Work scenes no. 5; Nereids and Tritons no. 20).
In the pediment of the lid there is a sea-horse galloping to the

right, with dolphins at the corners acting as acroteria.

28).Ash altar of Vitalis. Mnseo Nazionale delle Terme.

(Nereids and Tritons no. 11; Cupids no. 14; Sphinxes no. 5;
Birds no. 48).
In the capitals of the pilasters, flanking the frieze of two

sea-cupids, are dolphins with a shell.

29).Ash chest of Petronius Hedychrus. Hoikham Hall?

(Wolf and twins no. 13; Sphinxes no. 15).

Incorporated into the candelabra at the front corners are rams'

heads, two dolphins with a trident, and a sphinx.

30).Ash altar of L. Volusius Diodorus. Lateran Collection, Vatican

Museums.

(Cupids no. 35)0
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On the sides of the monument are amazon shields hanging on

imitation walling: they are decorated with dolphins.



Plants.

1). Grave altar of Scribonia Iucunda. Borghese Gardens, Rome.

At the front corners are unfluted columns with leaves in the

capitals. Above the inscription panel is a frieze decorated

with rams' heads inside volutes. On the sides there are back

corner pilasters, and in the field laurel trees without birds.

2). Ash altar without inscription. Mnseo Nazionale delle Terme.

(Mythological scenes no. 7).

The sides are decorated with laurel trees without any birds.

3). Ash altar of Attia Quintilla. Louvre.

(Cupids no. 49).
On the sides of the monument are laurel trees without birds.

4). Grave altar of Cornelia Glyce. Octagonal Room, Vatican Museums.

(Portraits no. 17).
At the front corners of the monument are palm trees: these

flank a deep rectangular niche containing the portrait bust

of Cornelia Glyce.

5). Ash chest of L. Visillius Sedatus. Cabinet des Mddailles, Paris.

Plate 92.

(Birds no. 82).

At the front corners of the monument are palm trees: these

flank a scene of two swans, a tripod, torches and a garland

with an archway.

6). Grave altar of Ti. Octavius Diadumenus. Octagonal Room, Vatican

Museums.

(Portraits no. 6).

On the left side of the monument is an elaborate pine tree; on

the right side is a laurel garland hanging from nails, and

below the inscription ad/pi/num.

7). Ash chest of Caecilius Isio. Lateran Collection, Vatican Museums.

C.I.L. VI 13756.

Benndorf—Schoene, p. 103, po. 177B.



Plants.

Cumont, La Stele du danseur d'Antibes (Paris 1942), PP. 7-81

figs. 4 and 5.
The front of the ash cheat is decorated with a cantharos below

the inscription panel from which two branches of ivy grow, one

to each side of the panel. Small birds pecking at the berries

are perched at the top. On the sides are crossed ivy branches
suspended from nails and tied in the centre with a ribbon.The

lid is decorated with volutes, rosettes and palmettes.

8). Ash chest in Berlin, Staatliche Museum.

Berlin Cat. 1142.

On the front is a crater with a vine branch growing to one side

and ivy to the other. There are small birds and a lizard among

the leaves. On the sides are cornucopiae and on the lid a wreath

and palmettes.

9). Ash chest of M. Iunius Ealectus. Naples Archaeological Museum.

(Griffins no. 44).
Below the inscription panel on the front is an upright basket

full of fruit.

10). Ash chest of Callityche. Bologna Archaeological Museum.

(Bacchic scenes no. 3).
On either side of the inscription panel, at the upper corners,

are vases from which ears of corn emerge — three on the front

of the monument, two on the sides.

11). Ash chest in a private collection, New York.

Newbold, A.J.A. 1925 pp. 366-369, figs. 6 and 7.

At the front corners are ammon heads above eagles. The ammon

heads support a garland above which is a naked reclining female

figure, and below two small birds. On the sides are baskets,

each with four palm branches or ears of wheat in them, and a

pine cone. Newbold insists that the plants are palm branches,

and that there is a fillet across the top of the basket, but

from his illustration (fig. 7), however, these look like four
ears of wheat, and I cannot see the fillet he refers to.



Cult implements and other objects.

1). Grave altars of M. Natronius Eusticus and Petronia Sabina.

Museo Nazionale delle Terms, inv. 79445/6
C.I.L. VI 1820.

Altmann, p. 131 9 no. 149, fig. 103.
Helbig, III 2366.
The altars are identical, dedicated to husband and wife. On

the front is the inscription panel framed by a meander pattern,

on the back a laurel tree with birds in the branches. On one

side is a jug, on the other a patera.

2). Grave altar of Claudia Ianuaria. Museo Nazionale delle Terms.

(Birds no. 22).

On the sides are a jug/patera superimposed on a laurel tree

sculpted in low relief.

3). Grave altar with 'Die Manibus l in the inscription panel, Palestrina

(Nereids and Tritons no. 12; Cupids no. 20; Cock fight no. 5).
The patera above the garland on the right side is decorated

with a lion head and a leaf pattern. The jug on the other

side is also decorated.

4). Grave altar of Alcis. Lateran Collection, Vatican Museums.

(Portraits no. 21; Nereids and Tritons no. 23).

The patera on the right side is decorated with a medusa head

in the centre surrounded with sea-animals (a sea-griffin, sew-

dragon, a winged sea-panther and a dolphin). The jug on the

left side has an elaborate twisted handle and a sea-animal

(sea-griffin ?) in low relief on the body.

5). Ash altar of Amemptus. Louvre.

(lacchic scenes no. 19; Cupids no. 11; Birds no. 36).
At all four corners are upright burning torches - those at the

front corners stand on animal (? lion) heads. On the back

of the monument is an ox skull hanging from a nail at the top

above a four-legged table with a jug, patera and large knife

on top of it. On the sides are cantharoi with birds, on the

front centaurs with cupids.
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6). Ash chest in the Capitoline Museums. Plate 16.

Capitoline Cat. p. 116, no. 43a, pl. 34a.
On the left side of the inscription panel on the front is a

sistrum above and a patera below. There is a situla to the

right of the inscription panel, with a snake issuing from it.

7). Grave altar of L. Valerius Ifyrmus. Lateran Collection, Vatican

Museums. Plate 46.
(Portraits no. 2; Cock fight no. 24).
The inscription says that the deceased was a priest of Isis at

Ostia. He is. represented standing in a niche — the fields on

either side of the niche are decorated with a variety of objects,
a jug, two cistae, a hen perched on top of a jar, and stylised

patterns.

8). Grave altar of Cantinea Procla. Museo Nazionale delle Terme.

(Portraits no. 3).
The representation of Cantinea Procla shows her holding a sistrum

and a situla, and on both the sides of the monument there is a

cista mystica with a snake emerging from it.

9). Grave stone of Babullia Verilla. Naples Archaeological Museum.

(Portraits no. 4).
The representation of Babullia Verilla shows her standing in a

niche holding a sistrum and a situla, and on both sides there is
a cista mystica.

10).Ash chest of L. Postumus Iulianus. Lateran Collection, Vatican

Museums.

(Cupids no. 36).
The lid of the monument is decorated with volutes and rosettes,

with an omphalo tripod in the pediment. The tripod has lion,.

feet, is decorated with a rosette, and is standing on an
elaborately shaped base. It is flanked by ravens.
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11). Ash altar of Sessia Labionilla. Amelia, Mtnicipio, Plate 98.
(Bacchic scenes no. 4; Griffins no. 19; Birds no. 89).
The sides are decorated with large omphalos tripods, each with

a large bird perched on top (?raven). The tripods have lion—feet
and stand on small bases.

12). Ash altar of Mitrasia Severa. Museo Chiaramonti, Vatican Museums.

(Victories no. 1; Birds no. 85).
Below the inscription panel on the front is a heraldic motif

of Victories slaying bulls on either side of a thvmiaterion,
Above is a narrow frieze containing a medusa head flanked by

rams' heads. On the sides are large omphalos tripods draped

with laurel garlands and with ravens perched on top. There

are back corner torches. The tripods are elaborate and have

lion—feet.

13). Grave altar of Sex. Mtivius. Muse° Chiaramonti, Vatican Museums.

(Griffins no. 12; Birds no. 86).

The decorative scheme is similar to that of no. 12, except that

griffins replace the Victories. The sides are again decorated

with large omphalos tripods with ravens perched on top: the

tripods are very elaborate and have lion—feet.

14). Grave altar of Herennuleia. Galleria Lapidaria, Vatican Museums.

(Animals no. 29; Birds no. 87).

Above the inscription panel on the front is an eagle flanked

by rams' heads, and below it dogs hunting a boar. On the sides

are large tripods with birds (ravens?) perched on top.

15). Ash altar of Miccinus and Stefanus. Mtseo Chiaramonti, Vatican

Museums.

(Birds no. 88).
On the sides are large omphalos tripods with ravens perched at

the top: the tripods are quite elaborate with lion—feet.
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16). Grave altar of Lucretius Hyllus, Ostia. Plate 97.
(Reclining figures no. 29).

On both sides, standing between the front corner columns and

back corner pilasters, is a large omphalos tripod with lion-feet

standing on a low triangular base. There are no birds or laurel

garlands.

17). Ash altar of P. Ciartus Actus. Capitoline Museums.

(Door motif no. 10).

On both sides, superimposed on imitation walling, is an omphalos

tripod standing on a base - between the legs are tendrils and

flowers.

18). Grave altar of C. Iulius Proculus. Museo Nazionale dells Terme.

(inv. no. 121985) Plate 84.

(Birds no. 6).

At the corners are elaborate tripods with lion-feet, plant

decorations and laurel on top. The garlands are slung from

the tripods.

19). Ash chest of Q. Calidius Pothus. Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.

C.I.L. Vi 14066.

Michaelis, p. 266, no. 90.

Altmann, p. 121, no. 124.

Fitzwilliam cat. p. 93, no. 151, pl. 50.
At the front corners are omphalos tripods with lion-feet: these

support the fruit garland which has two small birds above and

below it.

20). Ash altar with °D.M.' in the inscription panel. Lateran Collection,

Vatican Museums. Plate 91.

(Bacchic scenes no. 21; Cupids no. 5; Sphinxes no. 14; Birds no.
27; Cock fight no. 15).
At the front corners are candelabra decorated with a sphinx in

the centre of the stem, and rams' heads, lions' feet, maenads

and sirens on the bases. There are flames burning at the top

of the candelabra. At the back corners are upright burning torches.
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21). Ash chest of Petronius Hedychrus. ?Holkham Hall, Norfolk.

(Wolf and twins no. 13; Sphinxes no. 15; Dolphins no. 29).
At the corners are candelabra decorated with rams' heads,

dolphins and sphinxes.

22), Ash chest of L. Cocceius Dexius Clymenus. British Museum.

(Dolphins no. 26).

At the front corners are candelabra resting on dolphins: these

flank the inscription panel.

23).Grave altar of Vernasia Cyclas. British Museum. Plate 33.
(Door motif no. 65).
At the corners are upright burning torches. A laurel garland

hangs across the top of the monument and down beside them.

Between is a dextrarum iunetio scene taking place under an
aedicula.

24).Ash altar with a medieval inscription. Campo Santo, Pisa. Plate 77.
(Portraits no. 41; Griffins no. 5; Animals no. 24).
At the back corners are burning torches - at the front corners

are pilasters and on the sides a dog chasing a deer.

25).Grave altar of Petronia Musa. Villa Borghese.

(Portraits no. 19).

The front has a large portrait bust of the woman above the Greek

inscription. On the sides, executed in some detail, are a lyre

and a cithara.

26).Grave altar of M. inatenius. Alexander. Mhseo Chiaramonti, Vatican

Museums.

(Birds no. 37).
The pediment of the monument is decorated with a medusa head

in the centre flanked by cuirasses, greaves and some other

pieces of armour, and there are helmets in the volute ends.
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27).Ash chest of Antonia Restituta. Campo Santo, Pisa.

(Cupids no. 40).

On the sides of the ash chest are shields with crossed spears

in very low relief.

28).Altar of C. Iulius Philetus. Lateran Collection, Vatican Museums.

(Work sdenes no. 18; Animals no. 19).

On the back of the monument, in very low relief, is a large

circular shield with four spears radiating from it.

29).Grave altar without inscription. Louvre.

(Nereids and Tritons no. 24).
The low pediment is filled with a mass of arms and armour.
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Reads and masks.

1). Grave altar of Spendon. ?Villa Borghese, Rome.

C.I.L. in 26674.

Altmann, p. 62, no. 4, pl. 55.

The deceased was a freedman °Augusti et Augustae'. At the

corners are bucrania supporting fruit garlands, the taeniae

being tied in a bow in the centre.

2). Grave altar of Licinia.

C.I.L. VI 31727.
Altmann, p. 41, no. 6, fig. 27.
At the corners are bucrania supporting garlands. Above the

garlands are birds.

3). Altar of L. Naevius Oecius. Basilica S. Paolo, Rome.

At the corners are bucrania supporting the garlands. Above the

garlands on the sides are a jug/patera.

4). Grave altar in the Villa Celimontana (= Villa )Iattel.) gardens,

Rome. Plate 11.

Matz—Duhn, 3934.
Altmann, p. 62, no. 3.
At all four corners are bucrania above eagles. The bucrania

support fruit garlands with small birds above on the front,

a jug/patera on the sides.

5). Grave altar of Fabia Theophile. Villa Albani.

At all four corners are bucrania above eagles, with fruit

garlands. Above the garland on the front are two small birds,

on the sides a jug/patera.

6). Ash chest of T. Aelius Agathopus. Capitoline Museums.

C.I.L. VI 5554.
,Capitoline cat. p. 54, no. 6, pl. 11.

Mnstilli, p. 156, no. 23, pl. 97, 366.
At the corners are bucrania supporting garlands, with small

birds above and below the garland on the front, birds below

and a rosette above on the sides.
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7). Ash altar of L. Vblusius Phaedrus. Lateran Collection. Vatican

Museums. Plate 3.
(Wolf and twins no. 18; Sphinxes no. 18; Birds no. 77).
At the front corners are rams' heads above siOnYes. Above the

garland on the front is a winged medusa head with streaming

hair flanked by large fierce swans with convoluted necks. Below

the garland is the doe suckling Telephus.

8). Grave altar of Licinia Magna. Cabinetto delle Maschere, Vatican

Museums. Plate 4.
(Birds no. 76; Cock fight no. 13).
At the front corners are ammon heads above eagles. Above

the garland is a winged medusa head with a mass of drilled

hair and snakes tied under her chin - it is flanked by swans

with very twisted necks. Below the garland are two cocks with

a wreath.

9)• Grave altar of L. Camurtius Punicus. Pal. Corsini, Rome.

Plate 6.

(Wolf and twins no. 1; Birds no. 43).
At the front corners are ammon heads above eagles. Above the

garland on the front is a plump winged medusa head flanked by

swans with convoluted necks. Below the garland is the wolf and

twins motif.

10). Grave altar of Crenaeus. Museo Nazionale delle Terme. Plate 8.

(Griffins no. 13; Birds no. 45).
At the front corners are cupids on top of eagles. Above the

garland is a winged medusa head flanked by small swans. Her
hair expands to fill the whole lunette.

11). Grave altar of Valeria FUsca. Basilica S. Paolo, Rome Plate 53.
(Mythological scenes no. 3; Birds no. 17).
Above the inscription panel on the front is a frieze enclosed

in volutes - in the centre is a medusa head with streaming

hair, not flanked byatans but by rams' beads.



Reads and masks.

12). Ash altar of Rubria Philete. Museo Nazionale della Terme. Plate 69.
(Griffins no. 11; Birds no. 16).

At the top of the inscription panel is a laurel garland with

a medusa head above it. The medusa head is flanked by swans

and rams' heads. Below the inscription panel are griffins flanking

a candelabrum.

13). Ash altar of Claudia Primigene. Conservatori Museum. Plate 83.
(Animals no. 58).
At the top of the inscription panel is a deep frieze enclosed
in volutes and with a garland at the bottom. In the centre is

a winged medusa head with heavily drilled hair. This is flanked

by rams' heads, but there are no swans. Below the inscription

panel is a bull on a low base.

14). Grave altar of C. Titienus Flaccus. Spello t and cast in the

Civilta Romana Museum, E.U.R., Rome. Plate 45.
(Portraits no. 1; Griffins no. 16; Animals no.20; Birds no. 21).

The circular ends of the volutes flanking the pediment on the

front of the monument are filled with medusa heads: they flank

a heraldic group of griffins. The corresponding roundels on
the back contain eagles.

15). Ash altar of Cossutia Prima. British Museum. Plate 64.
(Cupids no. 8; Animals no. 36).

In the capitals of the pilasters on the front of the monument

are medusa heads flanked by birds (ravens?) which turn their

heads round to look at it.

16). Grave altar of Flavia Daphne. Villa Borghese, Rome.

(Birds no. 44; Cock fight no. 11; Dolphins no. 15).
At the front corners are rams' heads above eagles. Above the

garland is a medusa head flanked by birds which appear to be
eagles rather than swans. Below the garland are two cocks with

a palm branch.
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Reads and masks.

17).Grave altar without inscription. Istitato Italo-Latino-

American°, E.U.R., Rome.

(Nereids and Tritons no. 3; Sphinxes no. 21; Birds no. 26).

Above the garland on the front is an eagle perched on a medusa

head: it looks as if the eagle is flying off with the medusa

head in its claws. Below the garland is a sea-horse with a

Nereid and a cupid.

18).Grave altar of Q. Volusius Antigonus. Lateran Collection, Vatican

Museums.

(Animals, no. 14; Birds no. 47).
Above the inscription panel is a frieze with a medusa head in

the centre flanked by lion heads.

19).Altar of Successus. Conservatori Museum.

(Portraits no. 22; Victories no. 7; Animals no. 15).
The front has a large portrait bust in a round niche. Above

are two garlands supported in the centre by a lion head.

Above each is a theatrical mask.

20).Grave altar of M. Antonius Asclepiades. Castello Sforzesco. Milan.

(Door motif no. 52; Portraits no. 25; Mythological scenes no. 6).

It the front corners are spiral columns, and next to these a

panel of armour and hangings ending in lions' feet at the bottom

and a tragic mask at the top. These flank a portrait of the pair

who link right hands. Below the inscription panel is the rape of

Proserpina scene.

21).Grave altar of Iulia Apollonia. Isola Sacra, Ostia. Plate 73.

(Portraits no. 36; Griffins no. 40; Animals no. 6).

Acting as acroteria to the rounded pediment are masks(theatrical?)

with elaborate hair fashioned into ringlets.

22).Grave altar of Cn. S•ntius Felix. Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

Plate 71.

(Cupids no. 31; Animals no. 2; Birds no. 50).
There are masks acting as acroteria to the rounded pediment.

Their hair is arranged in three rows of corkscrew curls on
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either side of their face and they appear to be wearing

Phrygian caps.

23).Ash altar of M. Trebellius Argolicus. Memo Nazionale delle Terme.

(Griffins no. 1; Birds no. 14).	 Plate 70.

Flanking the rounded pediment of the lid are masks; their hair

is arranged in corkscrew ringlets and they wear Phrygian caps.

24).Grave altar of Viria Primitive. British Museum.

(Animals no. 54).
Below the garland on the front is a mask of Pan. The decoration

of the monument does not otherwise allude to the followers of

Dionysus.

25).Grave altar of Amemptus. Louvre.

(Bacchic scenes no. 19; Cupids no. 11; Birds no. 36; Cult
objects no. 5).
There is a mask, possibly intended as the head of Silenus,

holding up the garlands on the front of the monument. It is

suspended from a nail above the inscription panel. Below the

inscription panel is an eagle and the scene of two centaurs and

cupids.

26).Octagonal ash chest of D. Lucilius Felix. Capitoline Museums.

(Cupids no. 3).
At each corner, at the top of the chest, is a bearded male

mask. From behind each one an ivy branch emerges. These are

rendered in very low relief in comparison with the cupids below.
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1). The Caffarelli Sarcophagus. Staatliche Museum, Berlin.

Berlin Cat. no. 843,a.

G. Rodenwaldt, Der Sarkophag Caffarelli, Berlin 1925.
D. E. Strong, Roman Imperial Sculpture, p . 46, pl. 43.

A. Prove., L'Arte di Roma, TUrin 1961, p. 184, fig. 137.
Honroth, cat. 22.
On the long side there are three bucrania supporting two

garlands, with a patera in the left lunette, a jug in the

right. On both the short ends there is an elaborate candel-

abrum flanked by laurel trees.

2). Sarcophagus of C. Bellicus Natalie Tebanianus. Campo Santo, Pisa.

Plates 99, 101, 102, 105, 109, 110, 111.

C.I.L. Xi 1430.
A. Da Norrona, Pisa Illustrate, 1812, P. 296, 31.

Lasinio, pl. 26, no. 14.
D:tschke, I p. 101, no. 128.

Toynbee, J.R.S. 18 1928 pp. 215-216, pl. 24, 25.
Toynbee, Hadrianic School pp. 229-230, pl. LVI,2,a,b.
Matz, Meisterwerk, p. 47.
G. Ch. Picard, Les Trophies romains, pp. 415-416.
Byvanck, Bull. Ant. Beschav. 35 1960 p. 92.
Tureen, pp. 125, 375-377. pl. 2. and passim.

Matz, A.S.R. IV,1, pp. 123-124, no. 26, pl. 28, 80, 1.
Honroth, p. 43, cat. 79, pl. VII,3.
At the front corners are female figures, in the centre a youth

wearing a helmet (?) and drapery round his waist. These support

two thick heavy fruit garlands. In the left lunette is a scene

showing Pan starting back in surprise or admiration at a re-

clining figure - possibly a hermaphrodite - in the act of un-

covering its body. In the right hand lunette two bound captives,

one male, one female, sit at thefoot of a trophy while a third,
naked figure stands looking on. On the sides are back corner

cupids and garlands with large medusa heads above. The lid is

missing.
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3). The Porta Viminalis garland sarcophagus. Lateran Collection,

Vatican Plasmas. Plates 100, 103, 104, 106, 107, 108.

The sarcophagus was found with two others in 1839: Chapter 5,

n. 76-79.

Benndorf-Schoene, p. 293, no. 421.

Toynbee, J.R.S. 17, 1927 pp. 19-20, pl. 3.

Toynbee, Hadrianic School, Pp. 202, 204-210. pl. XLIII,1.

Matz, Meisterwerk, p. 47.

Hyvanck, Bull. Ant. Beschav. 35 1960 p. 92.

Helbig II, 1128.

Tureen, pp. 125-127, 134.

Honroth, pp . 42-43, no. 78.

At the front corners are cupids, in the centre of the front

a nearly naked youthful satyr with pan pipes in his lowered

hand. His other hand he raises into the air to support the

fruit and flower garlands. Above these are winged medusa heads.

On the sides in much lower relief and only summarily executed

are two seated beaked griffins flanking a candelabrum. Along
the front of the lid in a frieze are eight cupids riding on

various animals (a bear, a bull, a horse, a panther, a lion

and a lioness, and two asses). On the sides of the lid are

wreaths.

4). Child's sarcophagus in the Mimeo Nazionale dells Terse, no. 441.

(From the tomb of the Calpurnii Pisones. For the excavation

reports see Chapter 5, n. 84).

Altmann, Architectur und Ornamentik, p. 75, fig. 28.

Toynbee, J.R.S. 17 1927 p. 22.

Toynbee, Hadrianic School, pp. 205, 206, 211, 219, pl. XLIII,2.

Lehmann-Hartleben, Olsen, Dionysiac Sarcophagi, passim, fig. 25.

Aurigemma, p. 36, no. 62.

Helbig III, 2131F.

Honroth, p. 44, cat. no. 83.

On the front are three cupids supporting two garlands: the one

on the left is made up of fruit, the one on the right of

spiky leaves or corn ears. In the lunettes above each garland

are t*0 comic masks. On the sides are cupids on sea-animals -
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on the left the cupid rides a sea.-dragon and it spears something

in the sea; on the right he wears a ,petasos and carries a

caduceus, and rides a sea—ram. The front of the lid is decorated

with a series of hunt scenes — a mom kills a bear, another

rides a horse, a lion attacks a deer and at the far right there

is a boar at bay. On the sides of the lid are small animal

scenes, a dog confronting an ibex, and a dog with an ass.

5). The Actaeon sarcophagus. Louvre. Plates 112, 113.

(Found Torre Nuova, near Porta Maggiore, Rome)

Robert, A.S.R. 111,1, pp. 2-5, pl. 1.

Mks. Strong, Scultura Romana, Florence, vol. I (1923) p. 52;

fig. 30. vol. II (1926) p. 417.

J. Sieveking, 'Das Amische Relief', Festschrift Paul Arndt 

Munich 1925, p. 32.

Toynbee, Hadrianic School, pp. 213, 230, pl. XLVIII,1.

D. N. Strong, Roman Imperial Sculpture London 1961 p. 47, pl. 48.
Honroth, p. 48, cat. no. 88.
P. Biome, 'Begram und Rom: mu den Vorbildern des Aktaion

sarkophages im Louvre', Antike Kunst 1977, PP. 43-53.
At the front corners and the centre of the front are draped

women who support two fruit garlands. On the sides are flat

laurel garlands supported at the back corners by beaked

griffins. In all four lunettes are detailed scenes from the

Actaeon myth. On the left on the front Diana is bathing.

She crouches while a chilipours water over her, and Actaeon

watches from above. A second child collects water in a shell

from a waterfall represented by a male figure leaning on a

jar from which water spills. The scenery consists of rocks

and trees. On the right on the front is Actaeon, sporting

antlers, beating off with a pedum the four dogs attacking

him. The scenery again consists of rock, oak and cypresses,

with a herm of Priapus. The water god watches Actaeon's fate

from above, and one of Actaeon's servants aims a stone at

Actaeon or the dogs. On the right side is a scene of the

laying out of Actaeon's corpse, with his mother grieving

over him: a second, older woman takes the body by the feet.
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The landscape is the same as before, and above is one of

Actaeon's dogs looking down on the scene. The left side shows

two of the servants with the dogs: one of the men has a bag,

and a second bag hangs in the branches of the tree above

their heads. They seem to be feeding the dogs. To the right

is the statue of a young god with a yedum , and a liknon. The

lid has corner satyr masks and a frieze along the front

decorated with Tritons and Nereids on a variety of sea-

animals. On the sides of the lid are male masks.

6). Sarcophagus in Hever Castle, Kent. Plates 115-119.

On the front are three cupids supporting two fruit garlands,

at the back corners beaked griffins as corner supports with

fruit garlands also on the sides. There are figured scenes

in all four lunettes. The left lunette on the front shows

Philootetes on Lemnos. A bearded man site on a pile of rocks

against a rocky background. A cloak flies over his shoulder

and his right leg is held out in front of him - it appears

to be bandaged. Another bearded man stands behind the =as
on the left, while in front of Philoctetes is a younger man

(head missing), and a seated woman with a staff. The right

band lunette on the front shows two men wearing crested

helmets carrying a third, completely naked, man who is

clearly badly wounded or dead - he seems to have a wound in

his hip. In old bearded man stands behind them; he carries a

staff and wears a long cloak. On the left hand side of the

sarcophagus are two women talking to a third who appears to

be leaning against a rock on Which a cat-like animal sits.

However, this part of the scene is badly damaged. The scene

in the lunette on the right side shows two young men talking

to a young woman. Again her head is missing, and the relief

is sufficiently worn to obscure any attributes. The lid is

missing.

7). Sarcophagus of Malia Titia, Ostia, outside the MUesum. Plates

120-123.

(From Ficana).
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R. Calza, Boll. d'Arte 39 1954, PP. 107-112.

A.A. 1997 pp. 285-287, pl. 77.
Andreae, Grabkunst, p. 23.

Honroth, pp . 54-55, cat. no. 102.

The front hmthree cupid, on small pedestals, supporting two

fruit garlands. Under the garlands are small birds (doves?).

In the lunettes on the front are cock fight scenes: in both

scenes the cocks are very large in proportion to the boys.

In the left hand lunette the victorious cock on the left

holds a wreath in one claw - the cock on the right cowers

down before him. Behind on the left is a boy holding an object
which may be a palm branch, on the right another boy blowing a
trumpet. In the right hand lunette there are again two cocks -

the winner on the left proudly stalks away from the other,

which bows its head in defeat, its wing trailing. A large

palm branch stands in the background behind the victorious

bird who looks back at the defeated one. There are three boys

in the scene. One appears to be guiding the victorious cock

away While the one on the right, presumably the owner of the

losing bird, is crying. The third places a hand on the Shoulder
of the weeping child, perhaps in comfort. At the back corners

there are animal heads: on the left side a lion-griffin, on

the right a goat, above a seated panther. Above the laurel

garlands are medusa heads. The lid is roof-shaped with rounded

tiles represented on it. There are masks at the corners as

acroteria, and dolphins in the pediments at the sides.

8). Fragment of a sarcophagus in Venice Archaeological Museum.
Plate 114.

C. Anti, Ii Regio Museo Archeologico nel Palazzo Reale di 

Venezia Rome 1930, pp. 136-137, no. 3.

Robert, A.S.R. 111,3,pp. 475-478, no. 358, pl. 119.

Toynbee, Hadrianic School, pp. 210, 214, pl. XIVI,1.

Matz, Meisterwerk, p. 47, pl. 7c.

Honroth, PP . 43-44, cat. no. 80.

The fragment has two cupids supporting a rich fruit garland.

Above is a scene of the rape of Proserpina. A four-horsed
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chariot travels towards the right - the horses are rearing up

but are being controlled by a nearly nude figure standing in

rear view. In the chariot is Pluto, his drapery flying above

his head, holding Proserpina over his arm. She flings her arms

wide and her head back out of the Chariot.

9). Fragment in Ostia (inv. no. 113).

Honroth, cat. no. 81, pl. VII,2.

Only the right half of the front remains. Two cupids hold up

a fruit garlands above in the lunette is a Nereid riding on

the back of a Triton who carries a sunshade at a jaunty angle.

10).Sarcophagus found on the Via Labicana, Muse° Nazionale delle

Terme. Plates 126, 127.

Not. Sc. 1925 pp. 407-409, pl. XXIV, fig. 1.
Toynbee, Hadrianic School, pp. 210-211, pl. XLVIII1.

Aurigemma, p. 34, no. 61.

K. Kerenyi,	 Dio Cacciatore' l Dionysa 15 1952 pp. 131-142.
R. Turcan, 'Priapea', M4langes 72 1960 p. 175 pl. II.
Helbig III, 2131E.	 TUrcan, pp. 126-127, 389-392. Pl. 1.

Honroth, PP . 49-50, oat. no. 91.
There are three cupids supporting two garlands on the front.

In both lunettes there are rustic sacrifice scenes. In the

left lunette a bearded peasant site on a rock in front of

a table: he holds a jug in one hand and the hind legs of a

small pig who is trying to escape in the other. There is a

plate of fruit on the table. Behind the table are a fig tree

and a statue of a young god standing on a circular base. The

god holds something in his hand which may be a hunting net,

and a pedum over his shoulder. Behind him is a cypress tree.

In the right hand lunette a younger peasant sits on a rock

under a tree. A goat reaches up to his, placing its paws in

his hands on his lap. A second goat lies at his feet in front

of a table. There are two objects on the tables a small

basket or bowl, and a small round altar or incense burner. A

set of pan pipes hangs down from the branches of the tree

above the table. Beyond is a statue of an elderly god, heavily
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draped, carrying a jug and a stick. it the back corners there

are upended dolphins supporting the fruit garland. In the

lunette on the left side is a stork walking towards a gaunt

tree which seems to have a snake in its branches and at which

the stork pecks. It seems there is also a wreath hanging on

the branches of the tree, although this may be a stylised

flower. In the lunette on the right side is an eagle tearing

at a hare. There is no lid.

11).Front of a sarcophagus with bacchic masks, Lateran Collection,

Vatican Museums.

Benndorf-Schoene, p. 188, no. 294.

Toynbee, Hadrianic School, p. 207, pl. XIIIII1.

Honroth, p. 45, cat. no. 84.

On the panel there are three cupids supporting two fruit

garlands. In the lunettes are masks which rest on rocky ledges:

on the left a satyr wearing a crown of pine and a maenad, and

on the right a Silenus with a maenad ('?) wearing a wimple-

like headdress.

12).Fragment of a sarcophagus, private collection, Vienna.

Sitte, Jahreshefte Oat. Arch. Inst. 12 1909 pp. 215-223.

Toynbee, Hadrianic School, p. 210, pl. XIVI,2.

Curtius, Jahreshefte Oat, Arch. Inst. 36 1945 p. 63.

Turcan, p. 124 and passim, pl. 3a.

Mats, A.S.R. IV,1 p. 125 no. 30, pl. 42, 3.
The fragment consists of a cupid with part of a garland. Above

is a scene of the baby Bacchus standing amidst his thiasos:

the child stands on a low pillar or table. To the left sits a

satyr, to the right a Silenus - they appear to be helping his

to stand. To the left of the scene a female figure (a nymph or

a maenad) leans on a pillar watching the event.

13).Fragment of a sarcophagus in Naples Archaeological Museum (6677).

Tureen, passim.

Mats, A.S.R. IV,1, p. 124, no. 27, pl. 28.

Honroth, p• 44, cat. no. 82, pl. VIII,2.
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Two cupids with the central garland and half of the garlands

on either side remain. In the central lunette is a scene of

three cupids (or two cupids and a young satyr) carrying a drunk

Pan or Silenue. A single mask of the original pair in each of

the side lunettes survives - a Silenus on the left and a Pan
on the right.

14). Fragment of a sarcophagus, Palermo.

V. Tusa, I Sarcofagi romani in Sicilia, Palermo 1957, pp. 157-

158, no. 75, fig. 183, pl. XCVIII.

The fragment clearly belonged to the right side of the sarcophagus.

It consists of two cupids, the one on the left sideways on,

supporting a fruit garland. Above the garland is a medusa

head with wings in her hair.

15).Sarcophagus in Pawlowsk.

(From the Mausoleum of Augustus?).

L. Stephani, Die Antiken Sammlung in Pawlowsk, St. Petersburg,

1872, p. 24, no. 42.

Altmann, Architectur mid Ornamentik, p. 76.

Toynbee, J.R.S. 17 1927 pp. 14-18, 26, pl. 1,11.
Toynbee, Hadrianic School, pp. 207-209, 211, 213, pl. XLV,1.

Ronroth, pp. 50-51, cat. no. 92.

The front of the sarcophagus is decorated with four cupids

supporting three fruit garlands tied round with ribbons. There

are two masks in each of the lunettes on the front. In the

left hand lunette are Pan and a satyr with a , pedum, in the

centre two Sileni, and in the right lunette a young satyr

with a maenad. On the sides are oak garlands supported at

the back corners by upended dolphins. There is nothing in

the lunettes but the fluttering taeniae. The drawing in the

Codex Pighianus (fol 341) shows the sarcophagus with a lid

with a frieze of cupids riding on various sea-animalss this

seems to be missing now.
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16). Sarcophagus in Clieveden, Bucks.

(Once Villa Taverna, Frascati).

Robert, J.H.S. XX 1900 pp. 81-82, pl. VII a,b,c,

Toynbee, Hadrianic School, pp. 209, 224, pl. XLV,3•

Matz, Meisterwerk, p. 49, pl. 8a.
Honroth, cat. no. 106.

The front is decorated with four cupids and three garlands.

The central garland in made upd fruits, the other two of

oak leaves tied round with ribbons. Above the central garland

is a portrait bust - this was only roughed out in antiquity,

and the details have been sculpted in modern times. Above

the other two garlands are theatrical masks, a tragic mask

on the left and a comic mask on the right. On both sides are

seated beaked griffins. There is no lid.

17). Sarcophagus in the Metropolitan Museum, New York.

Not. So. 1889 p. 358.

A.J.A. 1890 p. 220.

Rev. Arch. 27 1895 p. 295.

Robert, A.S.R. 111,3, pp.502-505, no. 425, pl. 133.

Jd1 45 1930 p. 145, figs 22 and 23.

Toynbee, Hadrianic School, p. 211, pl. XIVII,2.

G. M. A. Hanfmann, The Season Sarcophagus in Dumbarton, Oaks.

Cambridge Mass. 1951, vol. I p. 233, Vol. II no. 290, fig.

140.

Honroth, cat. no. 105.

On the front are four cupids supporting three garlands: the

garland on the left is composed of spring flowers, in the centre

of corn, grapes and pomegranates, on the right of olive. The

garlands on the sides, supported by back corner cupids, are

of oak (left) and laurel (right). The scene in the left hand

lunette on the front shows Ariadne and Theseus standing in

front of a double door, slightly open, with a rounded pediment

with a rosette decorating it. Ariadne holds the ball of thread,

and Theseus stands with his foot resting on a rock and his arm

on his knee: his other hand is stretched out to take the thread,

He is in three-quarters back view. Behind Ariadne is a pillar
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with a vase on top. In the central lunette is the fight between

Theseus and the Minotaur. Theseus has forced the Minotaur to

one knee and prepares to club him, while the Minotaur raises

one hand to ward offthe blow. In the right hand lunette

Ariadne lies asleep on a rock beneath a fig tree,while Theseus

sneaks off to the right, looking back at Ariadne. Be still has

his club in his hand. In the lunette on the left side is a

bust of a child wearing a flower wreath and a panther skin

over one shoulder. On the right side is a comic mask. The

frieze along the front of the lid is decorated with cupids

racing in chariots drawn by various animals and riding on

animals. In the pediments at the sides are flower wreaths.

18). Sarcophagus in the Palazzo larberini 09, Rome.
Matz-Milan, II pp. 361-363, no. 3158.

Robert, A.S.R. 111,2, pp. 244-246, no. 196, pl. 63.
Toynbee, Hadrianic School, pp. 211-212, pl. XIVII,3.
Hanfmann, op. cit. .vol. I p. 234vol. II no. 291.
Honroth, cat. no. 104.

On the front are four cupids supporting three garlands. The

cupids have attributes of the seasons: the one on the right

has a goat, the next a basket of corn, the third a basket of

grapes, and the one on the left corner a hare. Similarly the

garlands allude to the seasons: the one on the right is made up

of spring flowers, the central one of corn and grapes, and the

left hand one of ivy, pine and olive .Above the garlands are

scenes from the myth of Marsyas. In the left hand lunette is

Minerva playing a flute. She is in a rocky landscape and there

is another figure sitting on the rock on the right - a spring

flows down the rock. An owl stands on the rock and an olive

tree hangs over Minerva. The central scene shows the punishment

of Marsyas. Marsyas stands with his hands tied in front of a fig

tree in whose branches a panther skin and flutes hang. To the

right is the Scythian who is about to carry out the flaying.

Between the two figures is a stream and a grindstone. To the

right is a gaunt tree with a raven in its branches and a quiver.

In the third scene Apollo sits on a rock, naked but for a cloak
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over one knee.He holds his lyre and below him sits a swan, while

in front of him there is a griffin who turns his head round to

look at the god. Behind Apollo is a laurel tree, and above the

griffin a fig tree. To the left of the picture is a female

figure holding a large reed—like object. On the sides are fruit

garlands with winged medusa heads above. There is no lid.

19). Sarcophagus in Ince Blundell Hall, near Liverpool (no. 275).

Plate 124.

Michaelis, P. 391, no. 275.

B. Ashmole, A Catalogue of the Ancient Marbles at Ince Blundell 

Hall, Oxford 1929 p. 102, no. 275. pl. 47.

Mats, A.S.R. IV41, p. 124, no. 28, pl. 29.

On the front are three cupids with two fruit and flower garlands.

The central cupid appears to be lifting a small sheep by the

tail. In the left hand lunette a satyr (on the left) and Pan

(on the right) support a drunk Hercules. On the left of the

scene is a tree, on the right a hers of Priapus. The satyr

holds a lowered torch in his hand, and there is a wreath between

Pan's feet. In the right lunette a woman lies asleep in a cave.
Behind the cave stands a cupid while Pan approaches from the

right, holding a hand out towards the sleeping woman. The

sides (now detached) were decorated with griffins raising a

paw above rams' heads. There is no lid.

20).Fragment of a sarcophagus in the Villa Albani (no. 645).

Visconti, cat. no. 645.

Honroth, cat. no. 94, pl. X,1.

In the centre are Cupid and Psyche, flanked by cupids who

hold up fruit garlands. Above the garlands are bacchic masks,

on the left a satyr and Silenus, on the right young Bacchus

and a maenad. The corner garland supports are missing.

21).Sarcophagus with Nereid scenes, Campo Santo, Pisa. Plates

128, 129.

Da Morrona, Pisa Illustrate, 1812 p. 347.

Lasinio, pl. 5,6, no. 36.

DZtschke, I p. 62, no. 70.
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Rumpf, A.S.R. V no. 6, pl. 43.
Honroth, p. 51, cat. no. 93, pl. X,3.

On the front are three cupids supporting two garlands - these

are rather flat and the fruits are all outlined with rows

of small drill holes. There is a Nereid riding on a Bea-
centaur in each lunette. The Beau-centaur in the left lunette

holds pan pipes,the one in the right lunette a bowl of fruit.

On the sides are laurel garlands with back corner dolphins.

There is no lid.

22).Sarcophagus once in the Giardini Gherardesca, Florence.

Robert II, pp. 148-152, no. 139.

Dntschke, II p. 185, no. 405.

Toynbee, Hadrianic School, p. 210, pl. XIVI,4.

The front is decorated with three cupids and two fruit garlands.

In the right hand lunette Philoctetes with one foot bound and

a bird's wing in his hand, kneels on one knee in his cave. A

youth stands on the right, moving as if to leave. Behind the

cave on the left is Odysseus who stretches out a hand towards

Philoctetes. In the scene on the left Philoctetes is riding

in a waggon drawn by two mules led by a man. Odysseus follows

carrying the quiver and there is a third figure in the background.

On the sides are garlands supported at the badkcornere by

bucrania, and in the lunette on the left side is the rape of the

Palladium scene. Diomedes site on a small altar holding the

Palladium in his left hand. Odysseus stands on the right with

his hand stretched out towards Diomedes, and between the two is

an ionic column. In the lunette on the right side Odysseus sits on

a stool, his right leg in a bucket, while EUryclea washes his
foot. Behind stands another figure (?Elumaeus). There is no lid.

23).Sarcophagus front, Palazzo Mattel, Rome.

(The panel is built into the wall in an entrance passageway).

Matz-DUhn, II pp. 442-443, no. 3338.
Robert, A.S.R. II pp. 190-191, no. 182, pl. LX.

Toynbee, Hadrianic School, p. 210, pl. XLVI,4.
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The panel has three cupids and two fruit garlands. In the

left hand lunette is a scene showing Oedipus and the sphinx.

Oedipus stands with his hand to his chin accompanied by

another man and a horse. He stands in front of a rock on

which the sphinx sits and from which a stream flows. The

sphinx has her paw on a bull's head according to Robert,

on the heads of two men torn to pieces according to Matz-

Dthn. In the right hand lunette is a representation of

Polyphemus and Galataea. Polyphemus sits on a rock surrounded

by water: he has a pedum between his legs and holds up a

diminutive sheep - another sheep stands nearby. Galataea

rides on a dolphin, one arm raised, on the left. Above her

is a rocky cliff. On it reclines a young river god, probably

Adis, leaning on an urn from which water flows. Behind him

is a pine tree.

24). Sarcophagus fragment once in the Palazzo Hartelli, Florence.

Robert, A.S.R. II p. 205, no. 193, pl. LIM
This is only a small fragment, consisting of part of the

scene above a very small part of the garland. In the scene

is a chariot drawn by winged serpents travelling towards the

right. In it is a woman with the body of a child held over

her shoulder.

25). Sarcophagus fragment in Spoleto Cathedral. Plate 130.

(The fragment is built into the left wall inside the porch

of the cathedral).

Part of the left hand cupid, a garland and the scene above

remain, all damaged. The scene takes place in rocky terrain:

there are two outcrops of rock with a valley between. At the

far left is a naked winged youth represented from the hips

up - he faces away from the rest of the scene. In the centre

sits another male figure, leaning towards a tree growing on

the other piece of rock. He holds a stick-like object in his

hand and appears to be attaching it to or detaching it from

the tree. There were other attributes in the scene, both under

the tree and beside the winged figure but these are in-

decipherable.
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26). Sarcophagus fragment with Dionysus and Ariadne, Campo Santo
Pisa. Plate 125.

Lasinio, no. 37, pl. 6.

DItschke, I, no. 112.

Matz, A.S.R. IV,], p. 124, no. 29, pl. 80,2.
The fragment consists of two cupids and a central garland with

parts of the two garlands on either side. In the central

lunette is a reclining female figure, naked, and a male figure

sitting on her lap - he may be leaning on a thyrsus.

27)• Sarcophagus once in Rome, now lost.

Turas.% p. 126 and passim, pl. 30.
On the front there are female figures at the front corners

with a dancing Pan (female?) in the centre. These hold up

two fruit garlands. In the lunettes are scenes showing

members of the bacchic thiasos preparing for sacrifices.

In the left lunette is a statue of an elderly Dionysus with

a square offering table with a ,skyphos on it. There are two

women, one bending down, the other carrying a tray (liknon?).

In the right hand lunette there is a Silenus carrying a liknon

on his head approaching a woman bending over some unidentifiable

task.

28). Sarcophagus in the Vatican Museums.

Altmann, Architectur mid Ornamentik, p. 66.

Vat. Cat. II p. 299, no. 102w, pl. 24.
Tureen, pp. 124, 286.

There are three cupids supporting two garlands. Above both

are very worn scenes. In the right lunette is a maenad with

flying drapery, while in the left lunette is Dionysus with

a maenad and Pan (?). On the sides are cupids with torches.

29). Sarcophagus fragments in the Villa Doria, Rome.

Matz-Duhn, II nos. 2943, 2944.

R. Calza, Antichiih di Villa Darla Pamphi1J, Rome 1977, pp. 189-

190, no. 219a,b, pl. CXXXII.
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Both are fragments of the front of the same sarcophagus.

a) Two cupids support a fruit garland. In the lunette is an

old peasant sitting in front of an altar. He holds the

back feet of a small pig in his left hand while with his

right he pours from a :mg onto a plate on the table. Beyond

the altar is the statue of a god carrying a ado standing
in front of a fig tree.

b) Two cupids support a garland, above which a peasant is

represented standing in front of a tree from whose branches

an animal is suspended. He appears to be letting its blood

into a basin. There is another animal at the foot of the

tree.

30). Sarcophagus fragments in the Villa Borghese.

(The sarcophagus seems to have been out up, and the various

panels have been used to decorate statue bases).

Toynbee, Hadrianic School, p. 212.

Rumpf, A.S.R. V p. 1, no. 1, pl. 1.

It seems that the sarcophagus originally consisted of four

cupids with three fruit garlands on the front. In the central

lunette was a Nereid riding on a dolphin carrying a breast-

plate (Thetis?). In the left hand lunette was a Tritoness

with double fish tails spreading out on either side carrying

a large shield. In the right hand lunette another Tritoness

carries a pair of greaves (?). In the lunettes on the sides

were sea-griffins.

31). Sarcophagus fragments in the Mnseo Chiaramonti, Vatican Museums.

Vat. Cat. I pp. 645-655, no. 517; PP . 655-657, no. 519; pl. 70.
Rumpf, A.S.R. V p. 2, nos. 2 and 3, pl. 2.
Both fragments consist of part of a garland with part of the

scene above.

a) A sea-lion or sea-panther swims along to the right with a

Nereid on its back: it is being led by a Triton who blows on

a shell horn.

b) A sea-centaur swims along with a Nereid on its back: the

sea-centaur is playing a lyre, and there may be a dolphin in

the sea in front of him.
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32).Sarcophagus fragment in Hayence.

Rumpf, A.S.R. V no. 4.
The fragment is the right side of a sarcophagus with a back

corner griffin and front corner cupid supporting a garland.

Above is a sea-centaur holding an oar with a Nereid riding on

his back.

33).Sarcophagus fragment in Viterbo.

Rumpf, A.S.R. V no. 5.
The fragment consists of part of the garland with a Triton

above. The Triton has two attributes, possibly an oar and an

anchor, and a Nereid playing a musical instrument (lute?) site

on one of his two tails.

34).Sarcophagus fragment in the Louvre (no. 300.
Clarac, II p. 374, no. 92, pl. 1914.

Rumpf, A.S.R. V no. 12, pl. 11.

Honroth, cat. no. 99

There are two cupids and parts of two garlands surviving. In

the remaining lunette is a cupid riding on a sea-griffin.

35).Sarcophagus fragments in the Villa Borghese.

Toynbee, Hadrianic School, p. 212.

Rumpf, A.S.R. V p. 4, no. 10, pl. 3.
The fragments add up to the front of a sarcophagus with four

cupids and three garlands. In the central lunette was a

Triton blowing a shell horn, and a Nereid riding on his back.

In the lunettes on either side are cupids on sea-panthers,

whipping them on as they swim through the water.

36).Child's sarcophagus in the Galleria Lapidaria, Vatican Museums.

Vat. Cat. II p. 44, no. 14a, pl. 4.

Toynbee, Hadrianic School, p. 212.

Rumpf, A.S.R. V no. 13, pl. 4.
There are three cupids and two laurel garlands on the front.

In both the lunettes are cupids riding on dolphins. On the

sides are garlands supported at the back corners by dolphins.
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In the frieze on the front of the lid two flying cupids hold

up the couch on which Psyche lies sleeping. At the front

corners of the lid are satyr masks, and in the pediments on

the sides of the lid laurel wreaths.

37).Sarcophagus in the Galleria Lapidaria, Vatican Museums.

Vat. Cat. I p. 306, no. 205.
Toynbee, Hadrianic School, p. 212.

Rumpf, A.S.R. V p. 6, no. 14, pl. 4.
Three cupids support two laurel garlands. Above on the left

is a cupid on a sea-panther, on the right a cupid on a sea-

lion. On the sides are griffins, and at the back corners

thymiateria.

38).Sarcophagus in the Museo Razionale delle Terme.

(Found 1910, Via di Porta Maggiore).

Rumpf, A.S.R. V no. 16.

On the front are three cupids with two fruit garlands: the

fruit is arranged in three rows. Above in both lunettes are

small cupids riding on large fierce sew-dragons. In the frieze

on the lid there are cupids riding on a variety of sea-animals.

39).Sarcophagus in Aix Museum.

Rumpf, A.S.R. V no. 15.

The front has three cupids supporting two garlands. In the left

lunette is a cupid on a sea-griffin, in the right lunette

a cupid on a sea-panther. There are also garlands on the sides.

40). Sarcophagus with scenes of cupids playing, Ostia, Isola Sacra.

Plates 131, 132, 133.
Calza, Isola Sacra, pp. 190-193, no. 1, fig. 94, 95.
Honroth, cat. no. 95.

There are three cupids supporting two fruit garlands on the

front. In the left hand lunette one cupid wears a large Silenus

mask, sticking his hand out through the mouth. The other cupid

stands in front of him, his bands raised as if in surprise.

There are two trees in the background. In the right hand lunette
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are two cupids with folded wings facing one another with their

knees bent as if they are about to wrestle. There is a ball (?)

and a palm branch on the ground between them. Again there are

trees on either side of the scene. The sides of the sarcophagus

are decorated with a Jug and a patera.

41).Sarcophagus on the Via Severiana, Ostia, Isola Sacra.

Calza, Isola Sacra, pp. 193-194, no. 3, fig. 97.

Honroth, cat. no. 96, pl. VIII,1.

There are three cupids and two fruit garlands on the front.

In both lunettes are winged medusa heads. On the left side

is a back corner baluster with a garland and a Silenus

mask in the lunette. The right side is undecorated.

42). Sarcophagus in Ostia, Isola Sacra.

Calza, Isola Sacra, pp. 192-193, no. 2, fig. 96.

Not. Sc. 1948 p. 42, fig. 18.

There are three stiff cupids supporting two fruit garlands

on the front. In the left lunette is a satyr mask, in the

right lunette a Silenus mask. The broken lid has a tabula

ansata inscription panel (uninscribed) in the centre,

flanked by female figures riding on dolphins.

43). Sarcophagus in Orvieto, in the courtyard of the MUseo dell'

Opera.

At the front corners are cupids and in the centre a cantharos.

There are two fruit garlands supported at one eniby the cupids

and disappearing into the cantharos at the other. In the

lunettes are bacchic masks - a maenad and a Silenus, and a

maenad and a satyr.

44).Sarcophagus in the Borghese Gardens, Rome, Plate 134.

Toynbee, Hadrianic School, p. 212.

Turcan, p. 135, and n.6.

On the front are three winged floating Victories supporting

two fruit garlands. Above are four male bacchic masks: they

include satyrs and a Silenns, and possibly Bacchus.
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45).Sarcophagus fragment, Berlin, Staatliche Museum.

Berlin cat. p. 342, no. 857.
Matz, Meisterwerk, p. 49.
Honroth, cat. no. 97.
The fragment has one complete garland with the cupid on the
left and the beginning of the next garland. Above are two
tragic masks, the one on the leftidentified as Hercules. The

cupid has a small panther (?) by the tail.

_Griffin sarcophagi.

46).The 'priest's' sarcophagus, Vatican Museums.

Vat. Cat. I p. 256, no. 126, pl. 26.
Gusman I pl. 54.

Toynbee, Hadrianic School, p. 216, pl. XIVIII,3.

D. E. Strong, Roman Imperial Sculpture, p. 47, Pl. 85.
P.B.S.R. 18 1990 p. 16.
Matz, Meisterwerk, p. 47.
Honroth, p. 47, cat. no. 76.
On the front are two confronted standing griffins with an

inner paw raised to a central acanthus motif. Their tails

develop into acanthus whirls in which there are figures. At

both front corners are elaborate candelabra. The sides also have

lion griffins with a pillar (baetylus?) at the back corners.

The frieze along the front of the lid has cupids with a variety
of garlands (from left to right — fruit, oak, laurel, fruit and
olive) and above them cult implements — lituus, acerra,

aspergillum, jug and patera.

47).Child's sarcophagus in Ostia, outside the museum. Plate 135.

The front is decorated with two pairs of confronted seated

lion griffins who raise a paw to a candelabrum. In the centre

is a male mask with an object above it, possibly part of

another candelabrum. On both of the sides there is another

seated lion griffin. The inscription placed along the top of

the chest is now illegible.
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Sarcophagi.

48). Child's arcophagus. Fitzvilliam Museum, Cambridge.

Fitzwilliam cat. p. 98, no. 160, pl. 152.
The front is decorated with two pairs of standing beaked

griffins back to back.At the corners are baetyli(?) and in

the centre a female figure ending in acanthus holding a basket

of fruit on her head. The sides are decorated with a single

beaked griffin and back corner torches. The frieze along the

front of the lid is decorated with bucrania and various

garlands with sacred implements above them: oak garland with

aspergillum, laurel with a patera, corn ears with a jug,

flowers with a lituus. In the pediments on the side of the lid

are wreaths.

49). Sarcophagus in Baltimore.

Lehmann-Hartleben, Olsen, Dionysiac Sarcophagi, pp. 17-18, 63-64,

and passim; figs. 16, 17, 18.
The front has two pairs of horned lion griffins on either side

of a baetylus (?), with a palmette design in the centre. In the

frieze on the lid are cupids riding on a variety of sea-animals.

The sides are decorated with bounding griffins.The one on the

left has a ram's head under its feet, and there is a torch at

the back corner: these features are missing on the other side.

In the pediments of the lid are (left) a sea-dragon and a

dolphin, (right) two pigs under a tree with a dog.

50). Strigillated sarcophagus, Ostia, Museum.

Not. Sc. 1972 pp. 432-441, figs. 6, 7, 8 (excavation);

PP . 484-487, figs. 74, 75, 76 (sarcophagus).

The front is decorated with a panel of neat strigillations. On

the left side is a horned lion griffin with its paw raised

above a ram's head, and a back corner torch. On the right side

is a lion griffin starting back as a snake emerges from a hole

in the rock under a tree. There is no back corner torch.



Index of the Monuments.

(References are to the Catalogue).

A.

Abascantus. Nereids and Tritons 19; Dolphins 8.

Abuccia Arescusa. Door motif 29.

Aebutii. Work scenes 11.

Aelia Postumia. Birds 2.

Aelia Procula. Mythological scenes 34.

Aelia Tycho. Mythological scenes 35.

T. Aelius Agathopus. Heads and masks 6.

Aelius Patrius, Iulia Soteria. Sphinxes 6; Birds 94,

P. Aelius Taurus. Animals 57.

C. Aemilius Felix. Reclining figures 14.

Agria Agathe. Nereids and Tritons 7; Animals 35.

Aimnestus. Chapter 5, p. 87, n. 37.

A. Albino Graptus. Plate 56; Mythological scenes 11; Nereids and

Tritons 10; Griffins 34; Animals 43; Dolphins 2.

Alois, go T. Flavius Hermes. Plate 51; Portraits 21; Nereids and

Tritons 23; Cult objects 4.

C. Alfidius Callipus. Reclining figures 40; Mythological scenes 37.

Allis Sophria. Birds 92.

Sex. Allidius. Door motif 63.

Ambivius Hermes. Nereids and Tritons 13; Cupids 19.

Cn. Ambivius Maecianus. Griffins 3; Animals 25,

Amemptus. Bacchic scenes 19; Cupids 11; Birds 36; Cult objects 5;

Heads and masks 25.

Annie Cassia. Plates 68, 82; Cupids 30; Animals 52; Birds 11.

Annia Isias, Plate 80; Griffins 37; Animals 42.

Antiochis Hicete. Birds 54.

C. Antius. Door motif 51.

Antonia Panace. Reclining figures 5; Birds 9.

Antonia Hestituta. Cupids 40; Cult objects 27.

M. Antonius Alexander. Birds 37; Cult objects 26.

M. Antonin, Anteros. Griffins 28; Dolphins 5.

Antonins Asclepiades. Door motif 52; Portraits 27; Mythological

scenes 6; Heads and masks 20.
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Index.

Antonins Chrysogonns. Nereids and Tritons. 21; Griffins 45.
Aphrodising. Door Motif 16; DolPhina 24.
Apona Felicitas. Door motif 61.

T. Apusulenus Alexander. Work scenes 20; Cupids 51.

T. Apusulenus Caerellianus. Plates 9, 35; Reclining figures 7;
Birds 5.

T. Aquiline Pelorns. Door motif 60.

Aspania Pofla. Dolphins 12.

Asprenans Calpurnius Torquatus. Animals 28.

Athania Pieria. Cupids 39; Animals 10.
Atimetus. Reclining figures 46.
Attia Agele. Reclining figures 23.

Attia Quintilla. Cupids 49; Plants 3.
L. Aufidius Aprilis. Reclining figures 4; Bacchic scenes 131

Griffins 14.
M. Aurelius Iustianus. Birds 34.
M. Aurelius Onesimus. Nereids and Tritons 22; Animals 12.

Auxibius Agathopus. Cock fight 9.

B.

Babullia Verilla. Portraits 4; Cult objects 9.

C. Bellicus Natalie Tebanianus. Sarcophagi 2.

C. Bellicius Prepons. Birds 33.

FL Burring Felix. Door motif 18; Griffins 23.

C.

Cacia Daphne. Griffins 9.

L. Cacius Cinna. Plate 22; Door motif 21; Portraits 33.

L. Cacus Rilarus. Cupids 43.

Caecilia Romans. Griffins 8.

Q. Caecilius Anicetne. Mythological scenes 20.

Q. Caeoilius Perez. Mythological scenes 31; Cupids 29.
Owning lei°. Plants 7.

M. Caecilins Ruffle. Reclining figures 21; Wolf and twins 10.

Caelins Vobicus. Plate 96; Cock fight 25.
Caesennia Ploce.Portraits 39; Griffins 29.
Sex, Caesomius Apollonins. Plate 29; Door motif 53.
Q. CalidinsPothus. Cult objects 19.

Callityche. • L. basins Trophimus. Bacchic scenes 3; Plants 10.
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Index.

Calpurnia Felicia. Animals 63.

Calpurnia Hosea. Griffins 42.

C. Cslpurnium Nsryllus. Plate 38; Reclining figures 28; Griffins 36.

L. Calpurnius Chins. Reclining figures 35.

L. Calpurnius Crassus Frugi Licinianus. Chapter 5, p. 79, n.11.

L. Calpurnius Daphnus. Plate 43; Work scenes 5; Nereids and Tritons 20;

Dolphins 27.

L. Calpurnius Optatus. Work scenes 14.

C. Calpurnius Piso Crassis Prue Licinianus. Animals 5.

L. Calpurnims Piso Frugi Licinianus. Griffins 26.

L. Camurtius Punicus. Plates 6, 61; linif and twins 1; Birds 431

Heads and masks 9.

Cantia Primitiva. Door motif 38; Sphinxes 7.

Cantinea Precis. Portraits 3; Cult objects 8.

Caponius AVIMS. Door motif 49.

Carpus Pallantianus. Work scenes 4; Mythological scenes 33.

L. Carullus Yelicissimus. Reclining figures 27.

P. Carvilius Felix. Birds 31.

Celadus. Plates 25, 26. Door motif 25.

P. Cervonius Suaves. Door motif 7.

Ciartia Hygia. Birds 75.

P. Ciartus lotus. Door motif 10; Cult objects 17.

P. Ciartus Prepons. Birds 56.

Cincia Thallusa. Birds 61

Claudia Ianuaria. Birds 22; Cult objects 2.

Claudia Lyda. Door motif 50.

Claudia Prepusa. Dolphins 19.

Claudia Primigene. Plate 83. Animals 58; Heads and masks 13.

Claudia Senna. Chapter 5 p. 90, n. 51.

Claudia Zosime. Cupids 6.

Ti. Claudius Abascantus. Birds 80.

Claudius Alexander. Sphinxes 23; Animals 40; Birds 30.

Ti. Claudius Argyrus. Animals 65.

Ti. Claudius Callistus. Cupids 33; Animals 23.

Ti. Claudius Chariton and Claudia Chelidon. Wolf and twins 19.

Ti. Claudius Chryseros. Wolf and twins 5; Birds 41.

Ti. Clandiusl Clemens Plate 95; Conk fight 22.
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Index.

Claudius December and Claudius Polydeuces. Sphinxes 12.

Ti. Claudius Dionysius. Plates 30, 31; Door motif 47.
Ti. Claudius Fortunatus. Animals 66; Birds 68; Cock fight 12;

Dolphins 14.
Ti. Claudius Geminus. Mythological scenes 15; Nereids and Tritons

5; Sphinxes 4.
Claudius Ryllus. Reclining figures 3; Cupids 28.
Ti. Claudius "aro. Animals 51.

Ti. Claudius Lupercus. Victories 6.

Ti. Claudius Micostratus. DolPhins 25.
Ti. Claudius Philetus - see Ti. Claudius V(Italis).

Ti. Claudius Thallianus. Griffins 18.

Ti. Claudius Victor. Portraits 44; Birds 49.
Ti. Claudius 7(italis). Plate 34; Door motif 57; Reclining figures

11; Macchio scenes 8.

C. Clodius 14phemus.Bacóhic scenes 1.

M. Clodius Berme. Mythological scenes 2.

C. Clodius Primitivus. Door motif 41; Portraits 25; Victories 10.

K. Cocceius Crescens. Mythological scenes 27.
L. Cocceius Dozing Clymenus. Dolphins 26; Cult objects 22.

Coelius Dionysius. Work scenes 6.

Coelius Superstes. Plate 55. Mythological scenes 10; Birds 32.
Comicus, = P. Licinius Successus. Nereids and Tritons 15;

Cupids 15.
Cominia Restuta. Cock fight 21.

M. Consius Cerdon. Animals 62.

P. Cordius Cissus. Portraits 34.
Cornelia Cleopatra. Reclining figures 1; Sphinxes 3.
Cornelia Glyce. Portraits 17; Plants 4.
Cornelia Onesime.Plate 39; Reclining figures 18.
Cornelia Persice. Birds 72.

Cornelius Atimetus. Plates 41, 42; Work scenes 1.
L. Cornelius Iason. Cock fight 6.

C. Cornelius Philo.Door motif 64.
Q. Cornelius Saturninus. Door motif 46; Victories 11; Cupids 25.
C. Cornelius Zoticus. Mythological scenes 22.

Coseutia Prima. Plates 64, 87; Cupids 8. Animals 36; Birds 15;
Reads and masks 15.
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Crenaeus. Plate 8; Griffins 13; Birds 45; Heads and masks 10.
A. Crispinus Caepio. Griffins 6.

Q. Curiatius Zosimus. Door motif 28.

Curtis Prapis. Cock fight 23.

D.

Dionysos. Nereids and Tritons 14; Cupids 16; Cock fight 2.

M. Dominus Primigenius. Reclining figures 45.
Domitia Augurina. Cupids 38.
C. Donating Teruo. Door motif 59.

E.

Egnatius NicePhorus. Mythological scenes 17; Victories 8; Birds 64;
Cock fight 19.

A. Egrilius Magnus. Plate 47; Portraits 11; Animals 55.
Epaphroditus. Plates 13, 52, 86; Mythological scenes 1; Griffins 25;

Birds 13.
Euphrosyne. Birds 8.

Euphrosynus. Wolf and twins 12; Cupids 23; Sphinxes 16; Birds 84.
Euporus Achilles. Wolf and twins 16.

brander. Door motif 34; Sphinxes 9.

F.

labia Theophile. Heads and masks 5.
4. Fabius Echus. Door motif 48.
Fabius Rufinus. Cupids 50.

Festus Genethlianus. Door motif 35.
Flavia Daphne. Birds 44; Cock fight 11; Dolphins 15; Heads and masks 16.

Flavia Sabina. Nereids and Tritons 8.

T. Flavius Abascantus. Reclining figures 8; Work scenes 13.
T. Flavius Alcon. Cupids 47.
4. Flavius Crito. Door motif 56.
T. Flavin@ Diadumenus. Griffins 20; Sphinxes 11.

T. Flavin. EUcharistus. Bacohic scenes 9.
T. Flavius Hermes, see Alois.

M. Flaying Hyla. Birds 73.
T. 71avius Philetus. Nereids and Tritons 6; Cupids 48.
T. Flavius Pinitus. Portraits 32.
Q, 71avius Restitutus. Animals 44.
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Index.

T. Flavius Bananas. Victories 5.
Flavius Saturminus. Bacchic scenes 20; Cupids 4; Animals 39.
T. Playing Sedatus. Griffins 30.

C. Fontaine Felix. Wolf and twins 9.
P. YUndanius Velinus. Birds 53.
Furia Secunda. Birds 57; Dolphins 4.
H. Purim; Vestalis. Plate 78; Animals 31.

G.

Q. Gavin. Ensicus. Work scenes 17.

Gamins Euchariste. Mythological scenes 25.

Grania Faustina. Door motif 68.

H.

Hateria Superba. Portraits 12; Animals 18.

Rains. Door motif 58; Cupids 42; Sphinxes 17.
Herbasia Clymene. Ethological scenes 18; Victories 9; Animals 38;

Birds 65; Cock fight 16.
Herennia Iusta. Door motif 43; Reclining figures 30; Cupids 12.
Herennuleia. Animals 29; Birds 87; Cult objects 14.

Hernia. Bacchic scenes 16.

Hermippus. Animals 60.

Homonoea. Appendix 9.

I.

Ianuaria. Mythological scenes 29; Cupids 41; Animals 50.
Iulia Aloe. Bacchic scenes 2.

Iulia Apollonia. Plate 73; Portraits 36; Griffins 40; Aninals 6;

Reads and masks 21.

Iulia Aufidena Capitolina. Griffins 35; Animals 8.
Iulia Callityche. Birds 40.

Iulia Capriola. Plate 37; Reclining figures 22.
Iulia Dorcas. Reclining figures 52.
Iulia Eleutheris. Reclining figures 13.
Iulia Enuresis. Appendix 3.
Inns, Orge. Animals 21.

Iulia Panthea. Chapter 5, p. 87, n. 38.
Iulia Peregrina. Sphinxes 2.

Iulia Procilla. Birds 55; Appendix 10.

Iulia Soteria	 Aelias Patrius). Sphinxes 6; Birds 94.
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Iulia Victorina. Portraits 46; Mythological scenes 36.

Iulius Antigonus. Victories 2.

C. Inlius Atimetus. Cupids 24.

C. Iulius Epityncianus. Reclining figures 37.
L. Iulius Etihemerus. Plates 15, 62; Wolf and twins 21.

C. Iulius Hermes. Door motif 66.

C. Iulium Reaper. Chapter 2, P. 28; Appendix 1.

Ti. Iulius Minster. Plates 1, 2, 93; Birds 59; Cockfight 1.
C. Iulius Parthenlo. Wolf and twins 7.
C. Iulius Philetus. Work scenes 18; Animals 19; Cult objects 28.
C. Iulius Phoebus. Wolf and twins 6.

Ti. Iulius Photus. Dolphins 22.

C. Iulius Proculus. Plate 84; Birds 6;Cult objects 18.

lulius Saeoularis. Plate 48; Portraits 13; Cupids 46; Animals 64;
Birds 10.

Iulius Successus. Portraits 7.

C. Iulitie Thallus. Griffins 10.

Iulius Theopropos. Cupids 2.

Iunia Prom's. Plates 5, 50, 66, 79; Portraits 16; Cupids 13;
Griffins 41; Animals 41; Birds 29; Appendix 12.

Iunine Ellectus. Griffins 44; Plants 9.
M. Dining Hamillus. Portraits 37; Griffins 22.
I. Iunius Pepsus. Portraits 24.

I. Iunius Rufus. Chapter 2, p. 28; Appendix 4.

L.

Laberia Irene. Victories 3.

L. Lepidius Epaphra. Plate 21; DOor motif 17; Birds 83.

Licinia. Heads and masks 2.

Licinia Chrysis. Plate 36; Reclining figures 16; Griffins 33.
Licinia Magna. Plate 4; Birds 76; Cock fight 13; Heads and masks 8.
M. Licinius Crassus Frugi. Animals 34.
M. Licinius Faustus. Birds 90.
Licinius Primigenius. Reclining figures 39.
P. Licinius Successus. (= Comious). Nereids and Tritons 15; Cupids 15.

Lorania Cypare. Reclining figures 33.

M. Lucceius Martians. Animals 33; Cock fight 18.
Lucceius Optatus. Dolphins 7.
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Luccia Telesina. Mythological scones 16; Cupids 21; Sphinxes 22;

Animals 47; Birds 28; Dolphins 9.
D. Lucilius Felix. Cupids 3; Reads and masks 26.
Lucretius Byline. Plates 14, 97. Reclining figures 29; Mythological

scenes 5; Cult objects 16.

M.

ftena Menus. 'Work scenes 19.

C. Raging Reraclida. Plate 20; Door motif 12; Animals 27.

Malia Titia. Sarcophagi 7.
Manna Parata. Door motif 23; Wolf and twins 22.

MArcius Anicetus. Reclining figures 43; Mythological scenes 26.
L. Martius Pacatus. Mythological scenes 39.
Margaris. Work scenes 16; Dolphins 20.

Miccinus and Stefanus. Birds 88; Cult objects 15.

Minucia Suaves.Plate 49. Portraits 15.
Mitrasia Severa. Victories 1; Birds 85; Cult objects 12.

Sex. Mulvius. Griffins 12; Birds 86; Cult objects 13.

Mnssius Rilarus. Birds 93.
L. Mnssius Trophimus t see Callityche.

Mystus. Wolf and twins 4.

N.
L. Naevius Oscine. Reads and masks 3.
N. Raevius Vitulus. Nereids and Tritons 17; Cupids 17; Animals 59;

Cock fight 26.

M. Natronias Rusticus and Petronia Sabina. Cult objects 1.

Nicanor. Birds 60.

Niconius and Rutyches. Portrals 10; Wolf and twins 20.

Nicostratus. Portraits 20; Macchio scenes 18.

Sex. Nonius. Cupids 27.

C. Numisius Felix. Cock fight 4.

O.

Ti. Octavius Diadumenus. Portraits 6; Plants 6.

L. Octavius Melissus. Sphinxes 25; Animals 17; Birds 24.

C. Octavius Restitutus. Birds 35.
Oncebals (1)Zoor motif 33; Sphinxes 13.

Onesimus (2). Work scenes 15.
Orchivia. Nereids and Tritons 16; Oupids 18.

Orcivias Bermes. Griffins 7.
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P.	 Index.

L. Passienus Augianus. Mythological scenes 28.

Pedana. Reclining figures 41; Appendix 8.

Pelagia. Birds 25; Cock fight 10.

Petronia AUsa. Portraits 19; Cult objects 25.

Petronia Sabina (and M. Natronius Rusticus). Cult objects 1.

Petronius Redychrus. Wolf and twins 13; Sphinxes 15; Dolphins 29;
Cult objects 21.

Plaetoria Antiochis. Portraits 40; Griffins 2; Appendix 11.

A. Plautius Fortunatus. Dolphins 3.

L. Plotius Eunus. Animals 11; Birds 69; Cock fight 3.

Pompeia Margaris. Reclining figures 10.

Cu. Pompeius Magnus. Chapter 5, p. 79 , n.
Pomponia Postuma. Reclining figures 24.

Q. Pomponias Eudaemon. Portraits 47; Birds 51.
C. Pontulenus. Chapter 2, p. 27.

L. Poppaeus Ianuarius. Plates 58, 59; Mythological scenes 30.

L. Postumus Inlianus. Cupids 36; Cult objects 10.

Prepons. Birds 62.

C. Priminius Monts. Animals 45.

Qnintia Sabina. Macchio scenes 7.

R.

Rhodon. Nereids and Tritons 18; Dolphins 11.

M. Romanus Iovinus. Chapter 2 p. 28; Appendix 2.

L. Roscius Prepons. Reclining figures 34.
Rubria Philete. Plates 69, 88; Griffins 11; Birds 16; Reads and masks 12.

Burris Seaundina. Birds 39.

S.

Saenia Longina. Mythological scenes 8.
Saenius Prisms. Birds 74.
Sallie Daphne. Mythological scenes 32.

Scribonia Redone. Reclining figures 19; Portraits 28; Griffins 27.

Scribonia Iuounda. Plants 1.

C. Seine Crocus. Birds 38.

A. Seine Zosiminianus. Nereids and Tritons 9.

L. Sempronius Firmus. Chapter 2, p. 29; Appendix 5.
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Cn. Sentius Felix. Plate 71; Cupids 31; Animals 2; Birds 50;
Heads and masks 22.

P. Septimlus Kerma. Door motif 26.

Servilia Artamonis. Animals 16.

Servilius Hermeros. Reclining figures 92.
A. Servilius Paulinus and A. Servilius Paulinianus. Portraits 23.
Sessia Labionilla. Plates 12, 60, 98; Bacchio scenes 4; Griffins 19;

Birds 89;Cult objects 11.

L. Sestius Entropus. Wolf and twins 23.
P. Severeanus and Blob. Cupids 26; Birds 7.
T. Sextius Polytimus. Work scenes 3; Cock fight 27.
Silia Attica. Cupids 44; Griffins 38.
Silvanus. Birds 79.

Q. Socconius Felix. Reclining figures 48; Work scenes 2.
Sostratus. Reclining figures 38.
Spendon. Heads and masks 1.

Speratus. Door motif 15; Sphinxes 8.

Sporus. Animals 32; Dolphins 6.
T. Statilius Aper. Work scenes 9; Portraits 5; Animals 56; Dolphins 21;

Appendix 7.

Statilius Endaemon. Door motif 6.

T. Statilius Hermes. Plate 74; Animals 9; Birds 67.
Statius Aselepiades. Mythological scenes 13; Birds 52.
SU0001,8118, Portraits 22; Victories 7; Animals 15; Reads and masks 19.
Sulpicia. Plate 65; Cupids 7.

Sulpicius Maximus. Portraits 9.

L. Sutor. Griffins 39; Animals 4.
C. Suturius Secundus. Birds 19.

T.

Tarquitins Severna. Griffins 4.
Telegenia Hobilis. Bacchic scenes 17; Animals 1.

C. Telegennus Optatus. Door motif 3; Sphinxes 10; Birds 23.
C. Terentius Anencletus. Portraits 42; Dolphins 18.

L. Terentius Maximus. Sphinxes 1.

Terpollia Procilla. Reclining figures 2.
Titia Rygia. Plate 24; Door motif 27.
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C. Titienus Flaccus. Plates 45, 75, 76, 90; Portraits 1; Griffins 16;
Animals 20; Birds 21; Heads and masks 14.

T. Titulenus Isauricus. Reclining figures 25.

A. Trebellius Argolicus. Plate 70; Griffins 1. Birds 14; Heads and
masks 23.

C. Tullius Castus. Birds 81.

L. Tullius Diotimns. Portraits 31,
Turpilius Bioticus. Griffins 21.

Cn. Ttrpilius Parthenopaeus. Cupids 32; Animals 71 Birds 18.

U.

A. Ulpius Euphrosynus. Reclining ftgares 6.

H. Ulpius Faustus. Animals 3.
Ulpius Floridus. Plates 7, 54; kthological scenes 4; Cupids 34;

Griffins 32.

A. Dipius Fortunatus. Dolphins 23.

Vlpius Martians. Bacchic scenes 15.
A. Ulpius Stefanua. Bacchic scenes 5.
N. Ulpins Terpnus. Bacchic scenes 12.

1.

Valeria Fortunata. Reclining figures 20.

Valeria Fusco.. Plates 53, 89; Mythological scenes 3; Birds 17;
Reads and masks 11.

Valeria Thetis. Door motif 19.

N. Valerius Carus. Mythological scenes 38.
L. Valerius Fyrmus. Plate 46; Portraits 2; Cock fight 24; Cult objects 7.
M. Valerius Italus. Animals 48.
Valerius Verna. Door motif 14.

Valgia Silvilla. Door motif 5.
Varia Amoeba. Moor motif 31; Portraits 29.

Varia Sabbatis. Portraits 18; Birds 91.

C. Vedennius Moderatus. Work scenes 10.

P. Veratius Banns. Animals 37; Cock fight 17.

Vergilia Verneria. Door motif 22.

Vernasia.Plate 67; Cupids 9; Animals 53.

Yernasia Cyclas. Plate 33; Door motif 65; Cult objects 23.
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L. Vestiarius Trophimus. Nereids and Tritons 4.

Vestricius Hyginus. Plate 32,81. Door motif 62; Animals 49.

Vettia Soteris. Birds 71.

Tinicia Tycho. Door motif 55; Bacchic scenes 10; Birds 66.
Viria Primitiva. Animals 54; Heads and masks 24.

L. Visillius Sedatus (1). Door motif 13.

L. Visillius Sedatus (2). Plate 92; Birds 82; Plants 5.

Vitalionis. Door motif 36.

Titans. Plate 63; Nereids and Tritons 11; Cupids 14; Sphinx's 5;

Birds 48; Dolphins 28.

Q. Yitellius. Plate 17; Door motif 1.

P. Vitellius SUCCOSS118. Reclining figures 47; Portraits 30; Cupids 45;

Griffins 31.

C. Volcacius Artemidorus. Mythological scenes 14.

M. Voicing Hermippus. Animals 61.

C. Voltilius Domesticus. Plate 27; Door motif 32; Portraits 38.

P. Volumnius. Plate 18; Door motif 2.

Cn. Voluntilius Sophrus. Door motif 11.

Volusia irbuscula. Door motif 44; Bacchic scenes 14.

Volusia Prima and Volusia Olympias. Wolf and twins 2; Cupids 22.

Q. Volusius intigonus. Animals 14; Birds 47; Beads and masks 18.

L. Volusius Idodorus. Cupids 35; Dolphins 30.

L. VolusiusHeracla. Birds 3.

Q. Volusius Narcissus. Plate 19; Door motif 8.

L. Volusius Phaedrus. Plate 3; Wolf and twins 18; Sphinxes 18;

Birds 77; Heads and masks 7.

L. Volusius Vrbanus. Wolf and twins 3; Birds 46.

Volusius. Portraits 8.
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Monuments without inscription or with illegible inscription.

(arranged according to whereabouts or popular name).

A.

'Actaeon' sarcophagus, Louvre. Plates 112, 113; Sarcophagi 5.
Aix-en-Provence. Sarcophagi 39.
Amelia, Mnnicipio. Plates 10, 57; Mythological scenes 19; Cupids

Sphinxes 24; Cock fight 14; Dolphins 17.
Aqulleia. Reclining figures 49.
Arezzo. Griffins 24; Animals 26.

Auditorium of Maecenas (once). Door motif 67.
B.

Baltimore. Sarcophagi 49.
Berlin. a) 'Caffarelli' sarcophagus. Sarcophagi 1.

b) Sarcophagi 45.
c) Reclining figures 15.

d) Plants 8.

British Museum. a) Mythological scenes 21.

b) Reclining figures 31.

C.

'Caffarelli' sarcophagus. Sarcophagi 1.

Cambridge, Fitswilliam Museum. Sarcophagi 48.
Capitoline Museums. Plate 16; Cult objects 6.

Catania. Door motif 30.

Cleveland. Portraits 26; Birds 63.
Clieveden, Bucks. Sarcophagi 16.

Conservator' Museum. Reclining figures 44.
E.

Este. Reclining figures 50.

E.U.R., Institut° Italo-Latino-Americano. Nereids and Tritons 3;
Sphinxes 21; Birds 26; Reads and masks 17.

F.

Ferrara. Door motif 45.
Florence, Archaeological Museum a) Wolf and twins 14; Birds 70.

b) Wolf and twins 8.

c) Griffins 17.

Giardini Gherardesca (once). Sarcophagi 22.

Pal. Martelli (once). Sarcophagi 24.

H. Hever Castle, Kent. Plates 115-119; Sarcophagi 6.

I. Inc. Blundell Hall. Plate 124; Sarcophagi 19.
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L.	 Index.

Lateran Collection. a). From Haterii monument. Dolphins 1.

b) Plates 91, 94; Macchio scenes 21; Cupids 5; Sphinxes 14;

Birds 27; Cock fight 15; Cult objects 20.

c) 10579/80. Plata 85; Birds 12.

d) Work scenes 12; Griffins 15.

e) 'Ports Viminalis° sarcophagus. Plates 100, 103, 104, 106,

107, 108; Sarcophagi 3.

f) Sarcophagi 11.

Liverpool, Merseyside Museums. Plate 23; Door motif 24.

Louvre. a) Door motif 20.

b) Door motif 39.

c) Nereids and Tritons 1; Sphinxes 20; Birds 78.

d) Animals 30.

e) Nereids and Tritons 24; Cult objects 29.
f) 'Actaeon' sarcophagus. Plates 112, 113; Sarcophagi 5.

g) Sarcophagus fragment 305. Sarcophagi 34.

M.

Mayence. Sarcophagi 32.

Metropolitan Museum, New York. SaroSphagi 17

N.

Naples, Archaeological Museum. Sarcophagi 13.

Nazzano (once). Mythological scenes 12; Animals 61.

New York, private collection. Plants 11.

O.

Orvieto. Sarcophagi 44.

Ostia. a) Sarcophagus fragment 113. Sarcophagi 9.

b) Plates 131-133; Sarcophagi 40.

c) Sarcophagus on the Via Bavarians. Sarcophagi 41.

d) Sarcophagus with masks. Sarcophagi 42.

0 Sarcophagus with griffins. Plate 135; Sarcophagi 47.

Strigillated sarcophagus. Sarcophagi 50.

Oxford. Door motif 40.

P.

Palazzo Barbarini, Rome. Sarcophagi 18.

Palazzo Mated, Roma. Sarcophagi 23.

Palermo. Archaeological Museum. Sarcophagi 14.

Palestrina. Nereids and Tritons 12; Cupids 20; Cock fight 5; Dolphins 13;

Cult objects 3.

Pawlowsk. a) Mythological scenes 24; Animals 13.

b) Sarcophagi 15.
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Index.

Pisa, Campo Santo. a) With medieval inscription. Plate 77; Portraits 41;
Griffins 5; Animals 24; Cult objects 24.

b) Sarcophagus with Nereids and Tritons. Plates

128, 129; Sarcophagi 21.
c) Sarcophagus with Dionysus and Ariadne. Plate

125; Sarcophagi 26.
Platorini urns. Birds 1.

'Ports Viminalis' sarcophagus, see Lateran Collection, (e).

R. Once Rome. Sarcophagi 27.
S.

S. Paolo (basilica, Rome). Plate 28; Door motif 42; Portraits 45.
S. Sebastiano (catacombs, Rome). Door motif 37.
S. Silvestro (church of, Rome). Reclining figures 36.

Siena, Archaeological Museum. Door motif 4.
Spoleto (cathedral). Plate 130; Sarcophagi 25.
T.

Tarquinia, archaeological museum. Portraits 43; Cock fight 7;
Dolphins 16.

Terme, Museo Nazionale dells. a).Mythological scenes 7; Plants 2.

b) Door motif 54; Bacohic scenes 11.
c) Reclining figures 26.
d) Birds 42.
e) Platorini urns. Birds 1.

f) Sarcophagus 441. Sarcophagi 4.
g) Via Labicana sarcophagus. Plates 126, 127; Sarcopha gi 10.

h) Sarcophagus with cupids on sea dragons. SarcoPhagi 38,

Torcello, Venice. Portraits 35.
U. Uffizi Gallery, Florence. Work scenes 8.

V.

Vatican Museums:

Sala della Biga. Birds 20; Dolphins 10.

Museo Chiaramonti. a) Reclining figures 12.

b) Portraits 14.
c) Sarcophagi 31.

Galleria Lapidaria.a) Work scenes 7; Birds 58.
b) Wolf and twins 17; Nereids and Tritons 2;

Sphinxes 19; Birds 4.
c) Animals 46.



Index.

d) Sarcophagi 36.

e) Sarcophagi 37.
'Priest's' sarcophagus. Sarcophagi 46.

Sarcophagus with maenads. Sarcophagi 28.

Yelletri. Reclining figures 51. Griffins 43; Animals 22.
Venice. Plate 114; Sarcophagi 8.

Via Labicana sarcophagus, Terme MBOUM. Plates 126, 127; Sarcophagi 10.

Vienna. a) Wolf and twins 11.

b) Sarcophagi 12.

Vigna Codini, Reclining figures 42.

Vigna Villani. Door motif 9; Cock fight 8.
Villa Albani. a) Mythological scenes 9.

b) Cupids 10.

c) Sarcophagi 20.

Villa Borghese. a) Reclining figures 17.

b) Sarcophagi 30.

c) Sarcophagi 35.

Villa Borghese gardens. Plate 134; Sarcophagi 44.
Villa Celimontana gardens. a) Wolf and twins 15.

b) Plate 11; Heads and masks 4.
Villa Doria. Sarcophagi 29.

Villa Paces:Reclining figures 9; Mythological scenes 23.

Viterbo. Sarcophagi 33.

'Lost'. a) Cook fight 20.

b) Baccbio scenes 6.

c) Victories 4.
d) Cupids 1.



The Plates.
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Plates.

1). Grave altar of Ti. Iulius Nnester, Boboli Gardens, Florence, Front.

2). Grave altar of Ti. Iulius Mnester, Boboli Gardens, Florence. Back.
3). Ash altar of L. Volusius Pbaedrus, Lateran Collection.

4). Grave altar of Licinia Magna, Vatican Museums.

5). Grave altar of Iunia Procula, Uffizi Gallery, Florence.
a, left side, b, front, c, right side.

6). Grave altar of L. Camurtius Punicus, Pal. Corsini, Rome.
7). Ash altar of M. Blpius Yloridus, Perugia.

8). Grave altar of Crenaeus, Terme Museum.

9). Ash altar of T. Apusulenus Caerellianus, Terme Moms.

10). Grave altar in Amelia, MUnicipio.

11). Grave altar tube Villa Celimontana Gardens, Rome.

12). Ash altar of Sessia Labionilla, Amelia, MUnicipio.

13). Grave altar of Epaphroditus, Hever Castle, lent.

14). Grave altar of Lucretius Hyllus, Ostia.

15). Ash altar of L. Iulius Ethemerus, Capitoline MUseums.

16). Ash chest with Isiac cult objects, Capitoline Museums.

17). Ad' chest of Q. Vltellius, Vatican Museums.

18). Ash chest of P. Volummlus, Perugia.

19). Ash chest of Q. Volusius Narcissus, Lateran Collection.

20). Ash Chest of C. Magius Heraclida, British &mous.

21). Ash Chest of L. Lepidius Epaphra, British Museum.

22). Ash chest of L. Cacius Cinna, Lateran Collection.

23). Ash chest in Merseyside NUseums,Liverpool (Ince Blundell Hall

Collection).

24). Ash chest of Titia Hygia, Cabinet des Medailles, Paris.

25). Ash chest of Celadus, Capitoline Museums.

26). Ash chest of Celadus, Capitoline Museums, detail of front.

27). Ash chest of C. Voltilius Domesticus, Lateran Collection.

28). Bottom half of a grave altar, Basilica S. Paolo, Rome.

29). Ash altar of Sex. Caesonius Apollonius, Vatican Museums, detail

of front.

30). Grave altar of Ti. Claudius Dionysius, Lateran Collection,

detail of front.



Plates.

31). Grave relief of Ti. Claudius Dionysius, Lateran Collection.

32). Grave altar of Vestricius Ryginas, Vatican Mhseums, detail of front.

33). Grave altar of Vernasia Cyclas, British Museum, detail of front.

34). Altar of Ti. Claudius V(italis), Vatican Museums, detail of back.

35). Ash altar of Apusulenus Caerelliamus, Torus Museum, detail of front.

36). Ash altar of Licinia Chrysis, Vatican Museums, detail of front.

37). Ash altar of Iulia Capriola, Terme Museum, detail of front.

38). Grave altar of C. Calpurnius , Beryllus, Capitoline Mammas, detail

of front.

39). Funerary relief of Cornelia Onesime, British Museum.

40). Grave altar of Atimetus, British Museum.

41). Grave altar of L. Cornelius Atimetus, Vatican Museums, detail of

right side.

42). Grave altar of L. Cornelius Atimetus, Vatican Museums, detail of

left side.

43). Grave altar of L.Calpurnius Daphnus, Pal. Massimo, Rome.

44). Altar of C. -lulius Philetus, Lateran Collection.
45). Grave altar of C. Titienus Flacons, cast in Civilta Ro na Museum,

E.U.R. (original in Spello).

46). Grave altar of L. Valerius Fyrmus, Lateran Collection.

47). Grave altar of A. Egrilius Magnus, Ostia, detail of front.

48). Front half of the ash altar of C. Iulius Saecularis, Terme Museum.

49). Grave altar of Minncia Suavis, Terms Museum, detail of front.

50). Grave altar of Iunia Procula, Uffizi Gallery, Florence, detail of

front.

51). Grave altar of Alois, Lateran Collection.

52). Grave altar of Epaphroditus, Rover Castle, Kent, detail of front.

53). Grave altar of Valeria Faeca l Basilica S. Paolo.

54). Ash altar of M. Ulpius Floridus, Perugia, detail of front.

55). Ash altar of M. Coelius Superstes, British Museum.
56). Grave altar of A. Albino Graptus, Conservatori Museum, detail of

front.

57). Grave altar in Amelia, Municipio, detail of front.
58). Grave altar of C.Poppaeus Ianuarius, Vatican Museums, right side.

59). Grave altar of C. Poppaeus Ianuarius, Vatican Museums, left side.

60). Ash altar of Sessia Labionilla, Amelia, Mnnicipio, detail of front.
61). Grave altar of L. Camurtius Punicus, Pal. Coreini,Rome, detail of

front.
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Plates.

62). Ash altar of L. Iulius Enhemerus, Capitoline Museums, detail of

pediment.

63). Grave altar of Vitali', Terme Museum, detail of front.

64). Ash altar of Cossutia Prima, British Museum.

65). Top half of an altar to Sulpicia, Terme Museums, detail.

66). Grave altar of Iunla Procula, Uffizi Gallery, Florence, detail

of front.

67). Ash chest of Vernasia, Vatican Museums.

68). Ash chest of Annia Cassia, Perugia, front.

69). Ash altar of Bubria Philete, Term. Museum.

70). Ash altar of M. Trebellius Argolicus, Term. Museum.

71). Grave altar of Cn. Santini Felix, Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

72). Grave altar of Telegenia Nobilis, Paleetrina, detail of front.

73). Grave altar of Inlia Apollonia, Isola Sacra cemetery, detail of

front.

74). Grave altar of Statilius Hermes, Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge,

detail of front.

75). Grave altar of C. Titienus Flacons, cast in Civilta Rosana Museum,

E.U.R., back.

76). Grave altar of C. Titienus Flacons, cast in Civilta Romans Museum,

E.U.R., detail of back.

77). Ash altar in the Campo Santo, Pisa, detail of right side.

78). Ash altar of M. Purina Vestalis, Vatican Museums, detail of front.

79). Grave altar of Iunia Procula, Uffizi Gallery, Florence, detail of

right side.

80). Ash altar of Annia Isias, British Museum, detail of front.

81). Grave altar of Vestricius Nyginus,Vatican Museums, detail of front.

82). Ash chest of Annia Cassia, Perugia, left side.

83). Ash altar of Claudia Primigene, Conservatori Museum.

84). Ash altar of C. Iulius Proculus, Term. Museum.

85). Ash chest in the Lateran Collection (10579/80).

86). Grave altar of Epaphroditus, Hever Castle, Kent, right side.

87). Ash altar of Cossutia Prima, British Museum, right side.

88). Ash altar of Rubria Philete, Terms Museum, right side.

89). Ash altar of Valeria Fusco., Basilica S. Paolo, Rome, right side.

90). Grave altar of C. Titienus Flacons, cast in Civilta Rmmiumftzeum,

E.U.R., detail of left side.

91). Ash altar in the Lateran Collection, detail of left side.
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Plates.

92). Ash chest of L. Visillius Sedatus, Cabinet des Medailles, Paris,

front.

93). Grave altar of Ti. Iulius Minster, Boboli Gardens, Florence,

detail of front.

94). ASL altar in the Lateran Collection, detail of front.

95). Altar of Ti. Claudius Clemens, Vatican Museumsopediment.

96). Altar of Caelius Vobicus, Vatican names, pediment.

97). Grave altar of Lucretius Hyllus, *Ostia, left side.

98). Ash altar of Sessia Labionilla, Amelia, Mnnicipio, left side.

99). Sarcophagus of Tebanianus, Campo Santo, Pisa.

100).Sarcophagus from the Ports Viminalis, Lateran Collection.

101).Tebanlanne sacrophagns, Pisa, left garland on front.

102).Tebanianns' sacrophagus, Pisa, right garland on front.

103).Porta Viminalis sarcophagus, left garland on front.

104).Porta Viminalis sarcophagus, right garland on front.

105).Tebanianus 0 sarcophagus, central figure on front.

106).Porta Viminalis sarcophagus, central figure on front.

107).Porta Viminalis sarcophagus, left hand lunette on front.

108).Porta Viminalis sarcophagus, right hand lunette on front.

109).Tebanianms' sacrophagus, left side.

110).Tebanianus' sacrophagus, left hand lunette on front.

111).Tebanianns' sarcophagus, right hand lunette on front.

112).Actaeon sarcophagus in the Louvre, lunette on left side.

113).Actaeon sarcophagus in the LOUTTe t lunette on right side.

1114) .Sarcophagus fragment in Venice Archaeological Museum.

115).Sarcophagus in Hever Castle, Bent.

116).Sarcophagus in Hever Castle, left side of front.

117).Sarcophagus in Hever Castle, right side of front.

118).Sarcophagas in Hever Castle, left side.

119).Sarcophagus in Rover Castle, right side.

120).Sarcophagus of Malia Titia, Ostia.

121).Sarcophagus of Malia Titia, right side.

122).Sarcophagns of Melia Titia, left hand lunette of front.

123).Sarcophagus of Milia Titia, right hand lunette of front.

124) .Sarcophagus front in Inc. Blundell Hall.

] 2S) .Sarcophagus fragment in theiCampo Santo, Pisa.
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Plates.

126).Sarcophagus from the Via Labicana, Terme Museum, left lunette

on front.

127).Sarcophagus from the Via Labicana, Terme Museum, right lunette

of front.

128).Sareophagus with Nereid scenes,Campo Santo, Pisa, detail of

left lunette of front.

129).Sarcophagus with Nereid scenes, Campo Santo, Pisa, detail of

right lunette of front.

130).Sarcophagus fragment, Spoleto Cathedral.

131).Sarcophagus in the Isola Sacra cemetery.

132).Sarcophagus in the Isola Sacra cemetery, left lunette of front.

133).Sarcophagus in the Isola Sacra cemetery, right lunette of front.

134).Sarcophagus in the Villa Borghese Gardens, Rome.

135).Chi1d's sarcophagus decorated with griffins, Ostia.
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10. Grave altar in Amelia, Municipio.





13. Grave altar of Epaphroditus, Hever

Castle, Kent.
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lh. Gra1,0 altar of Lucretius Hyllus, Ostia.
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17. Ash chest of Q. Vitellius,

Vatican Museums.

18. Ash chest of P. Volumnius, Perugia.

Image removed due to third party copyright



19. Ash chest of Q. Volusius Narcissus,

Lateran Collection.

20. Ash chest of C. Magius Heraclida, British Museum.
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23. Ash chest in the Merseyside Museums,

Liverpool.
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24. Ash chest of Titia Hygia,

Cabinet des Mildailles, Paris.

Detail of front.

25,26. Ash chest of Celadus,

Capitoline Museums.

Front and detail of front.
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27. Ash chest of C. Voltilius Domesticus, Lateran

Collection. Detail of front.

28. Bottom half of a grave altar,

Basilica S. Paolo, Rome.

Image removed due to third party copyright



29. Ash altar of Sex. Caesonius Apollonius„

Vatican Museums. Detail of front.

30. Grave altar of Ti. Claudius Dionysius,

Lateran Collection, detail of front.

Image removed due to third party copyright
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31. Grave relief of Ti. Claudius Dionysius,

Lateran Collection.

Image removed due to third party copyright



32. Grave altar of Vestricius Hyginus, Vatican Museums.

Detail of front.

33. Grave altar of Vernasia Cyclas, British

Museum. Detail of front.
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34. Ash altar of Licinia Chrysin. Vatican Museums.

Detail of front.

35. Grave altar of Apusulenus Caerellianus, Museo

Nazionale delle Terme. Detail of front.

Image removed due to third party copyright

Image removed due to third party copyright



37. Ash altar of Iulia Capriole. Museo Nazionale della

Terme. Detail of front.

38. Grave altar of Calnurnius Beryllus, Capitoline Museums.

Detail of front.

Image removed due to third party copyright

Image removed due to third party copyright



39. ftnerary relief of Cornelia Onesime,

7.

British Museum.

40. Crave altar of Atimetus, British Museum.

Detail of front.
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41. Right side

L&2. Left side

Grave altar of L. Cornelius Atimetus. Vatican Museums.
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L3. Grave altar of L. Calpurnius Daphnus

Pal. Massimi.



141,. Altar of C. lulius Philetus,

Lateran Collection.

Image removed due to third party copyright
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L7. Grave altar of A. Egrilius Magnus, Ostia.

Detail of front.



I8. ;ton altar of C. Iuliuz

Museo Nazionale delle Terme.

Image removed due to third party copyright



	

	

49. Grave altar of Minucia Suavis, Museo Nazionale della Terme.

Detail of front.

O. Grave altar of Iunia Procula, Uffizi Galleries, Florence.

Detail of front.
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7a. Grave altar of Aids, Lateran
Collection.

52. Grave altar of Epaphroditus, Hever Castle.
Detail of front.
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514 . Ash altar of M. Ulpiue Floridus, Perugia.

Detail of front.

55. Ash altar of M. Coelius Superstes,

British Museum.

Image removed due to third party copyright



56. Grave altar of A. Albius Graptus, Conservatori Museum.

Detail of front.

Image removed due to third party copyright
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61. Grave altar of L. Camurtius Punicus, Pal. Corsini, Rome.

Detail of front.

62. Ash altar of L. Iulius EUhemerus. Capitoline Museums.

Detail of front.
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6h. Ash altar of Cossutia Prima,

British Museum.

65. Top half of the altar to Sulpicia,

Museo Nazionale delle Terme. Detail.

Image removed due to third party copyright

Image removed due to third party copyright



Image removed due to third party copyright



67. Ash chest of Vernasia,

Vatican Museums.

68. Ash chest of Annia Cassia, Perugia, Front.

Image removed due to third party copyright
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71. Grave altar of Cu. Sentius Felix,

Uffizi Galleries, Florence.

Image removed due to third party copyright



72. Grave altar of Telegenia Nobilis, Palestrina.

Detail of front.

73. Grave altar of Iulia Apollonia, Isola Sacra, Ostia.

Detail of front.
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75. Grave altar of

C. Titienus Placcus, cast in the

Civilta Romana Museum, E.U.R.

Back.

76. Grave altar of C. Titienus Flaccus. Cast in the Civil&

Romana Museum, E.U.R. Detail of back.

Image removed due to third party copyright
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77. Ash altar without inscription,

Campo Santo, Pisa. Right side.

78. Ash altar of M. Furius Vestalis, Vatican

Museums, detail of front.

Image removed due to third party copyright



79. Grave altar of Iunia Procula, Uffizi Galleries, Florence.

Detail of right side.

80. Altar of Annia Islas, British Museum.

Detail of front.

Image removed due to third party copyright
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81. Grave altar of Vestricius Hyginus, Vatican

Museums. Detail of front.

82. Ash chest of Annia Cassia, Perugia.

Left side.

Image removed due to third party copyright
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85. Ash chest without inscription in the Lateran

Collection, Vatican Museums.

Image removed due to third party copyright
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91. Ash altar in the Lateran collection. Detail of

left hand side.

92. Ash chest of L. Visillius Sedatus, Cabinet des

Mddailles,Paris.

Image removed due to third party copyright
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93. Grave altar of Ti. Iulius Mnester. Boboli Gardens,

Florence. Detail of front.

94. Ash altar in Lateran Collection, Vatican Museums.

Detail of front.

Image removed due to third party copyright



95. Altar of Ti. Claudius Clemens.

Vatican Museums. Pediment.

96. Altar of Caelius Vobicus.

Vatican Museums. Pediment.

Image removed due to third party copyright

Image removed due to third party copyright
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99. Sarcophagus of Tebanianus, Campo Santo, Pisa.

100. Porta Viminalis sarcophagus, Lateran Collection,
•

Vatican Museums.

Image removed due to third party copyright
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110.Tebanianus' sarcophagus, Pisa. Left lunette of front.

111.Tebanianus' sarcophagus, Pisa. Right lunette of front.



112. Actaeon sarcophagus, Louvre. Lunette on left side.

113. Actaeon sarcophagus, Louvre. Lunette on right side.

Image removed due to third party copyright

Image removed due to third party copyright



114. Fragment of a sarcophagus. Venice Archaeological Museum.

115. Sarcophagus in Hever Castle, Kent.

Image removed due to third party copyright

Image removed due to third party copyright



116. Sarcophagus in Never Castle. Left lunette of front.

117. Sarcophagus in Never Castle. Right lunette on front.

Image removed due to third party copyright

Image removed due to third party copyright



118. Sarcophagus in Hever Castle. Left side.

119. Sarcophagus in Hever Castle. Right side.

Image removed due to third party copyright
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120. Sarcophagus of Malta Titia, Ostia.

121. Sarcophagus of Malia Titia, Ostia.

Right side.
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126. Sarcophagus from the Via Labicana. Terme Museum.

Left lunette on front.

127. Sarcophagus from the Via Labicsna, Terme Museum.

Right lunette on front.

Image removed due to third party copyright
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128. Sarcophagus in the Campo Santo, Pisa.

Left lunette on front.

129. Sarcophagus in the Campo 5anto, Fisa.

Right lunette on front.





132. Sarcophagus in the Isola Sacra, Ostia. Left lunette of front.

133. Sarcophagus in the Isola Sacra, Ostia. Right lunette of front.
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